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ARTICLES
MAO DUN AND NIETZSCHE: FROM THE BEGINNING
TO THE END (1917-1979)*

M arián G álik ,

Institute of Oriental and African Studies, Slovak Academy of Sciences,
Klemensova 19, 813 64 Bratislava, Slovakia
The aim o f this study is to point out the history o f Mao D un’s relation to N ietzsche on the
basis o f his essays, translations and other foreign and Chinese intellectuals, from the beginning
o f his critical career as a young Chinese man o f letters during World War I up to the end o f
1970s, two years before his death.

Hier sass ich, wartend, wartend - doch auf Nichts,
Jenseits von Gut und Böse, bald des Lichts
Geniessend, bald des Schattens, ganz nur Spiel,
Ganz See, ganz Mittag, ganz ohne Ziel.
Dann plötzlich, Freundin! wurde Eins zu Zwei - Und Zarathustra gieng an mir vor vorbei...
(Nietzsche: Sils-Maria)
My article on Nietzsche’s reception and survival in China in the years 19181925 appeared in 1971.1 Before and after its publication some hundred works
were written in the Chinese world (mostly in Taiwan and in the last twenty years
in the PRC) and abroad on different aspects of Nietzsche’s life and his work.2
As far as modern Chinese intellectual history is concerned, most attention was
paid to Lu Xun [1] (1881-1936) and to Li Shicen [2] (1892-1935). My contribu
tion will follow, at least partly, my studies in modern Chinese intellectual histoThis paper was supported by Grant agency: VEGA No. 2/4095/97-99.
á l i k , M.: N ietzsche in China (1918-1925). Nachrichten der G esellschaftfür Natur- und
Völkerkunde O stasiens, 110, 1971, pp. 5-47.
2 See F i n d e i s e n , R.D.: N ietzsch e - Bibliography für China (1902 bis 1986). Bochumer
Jahrbuch zu Ostasienforschung, 10, 1987, pp. 333-352 and his A ddenda zu einer N ietzscheBibliographie für China. Ibid. 15, pp. 111-161. A lso N ietzsche in China (1904-1992). An An
notated Bibliography. Comp, with an Introduction by Cheung Chiu-yee. Canberra, The A u s
tralian National University 1992.
1 G
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ry, use the methodology o f the systemo-structural approach and try to supple
ment my former research. As indicated in the title of this paper, it will be relat
ed to Mao Dun [3] (1896-1981), my steady life companion.
1
Mao Dun’s not very well-known article, and up to now more or less con
cealed work, Nicai xueshuo [4] Nietzsche’s Teaching)3 begins with the words
which did not attract the attention of the readers or researchers up to now: “The
end of the 19th century produced three great personalities: Nietzsche, Ibsen and
Maeterlinck. Where their outward appearance is concerned, they are completely
different. Their view of life follows three different ways, but in one aspect there
are united: their life observations show that the human life is striving for a
bright future (guangming) [6].”4 This was formerly not his own opinion, but it
was taken from one of his favourite authors Archibald Henderson, at that time a
popular scholar on mostly European contemporary drama. Mao Dun then pro
ceeds immediately with three examples: Stockmann from Ibsen’s drama An En
emy o f the People, Monna Vanna from Maeterlinck’s drama of the same name,
and Zarathustra from Nietzsche’s most well-known “novel” (according to Mao
Dun) Also sprach Zarathustra.5
Stockmann was known to a few Chinese readers from 1908 from the long
treatise by Lu Xun entitled Muolo shili shuo [7] On the Satanic Power o f Poet
ry.6 Lu Xun wrote that Dr. Stockmann, the central character of the drama “stub
bornly defended truth against the fools and was constantly accused of being an
enemy of the people... Towards the end, he exclaimed: “I have discovered truth the strongest man is the man who stands alone.”7 Ten years later, Hu Shi [9]
(1892-1961) published a long article Yibushengzhuyi [10] Ibsen ism, to which
many young Chinese readers had access, and where Dr. Stockmann and similar
idealists were highlighted. Ibsen’s wholesome individualism was slightly cor
rected and the socio-political importance of the “minority” vs. “majority” rede
fined. According to Hu Shi: “It is generally held that what the majority thinks,
must be correct. Ibsen absolutely rejects this superstition. The majority is al
ways wrong, the minority is always correct.”8 Together with this article a part of
3 Xuesheng zazhi [5] Students M agazine, 7, 1-4, pp. 1-12, 13-24, 25-34 and 35-48. N i
etzsche ’s Teaching will henceforth be pointed to as NT.
4 Ibid., p. 1.
5 Cf. Loc. cit. and H e n d e r s o n , A.: European D ram atists, Cincinnati, Stewart & Kidd C om 
pany 1914, p. 201.
6 Lu Xun quanji [8] The C om plete Wortes o f Lu Xun. Vol 1, Peking, People’s Literature
Publishing House 1956, pp. 194-234.
7 Ibid., p. 212. The quotation is from Ibsen’s op. cit., Act V
8 Xin qingnian [11 ] La Jeunesse , 4, June 1918, 6. Repr. in Hu Shi wencun [12] The C ol
lected E ssays o f Hu Shi, vol. 4, Shanghai, Yadong tushuguan [13] 1921, 883-908. Quote ac
cording to the translation by Elisabeth Eide, China ’s Ibsen. From Ibsen to Ibsenism. London,
Curzon Press Ltd. 1987, p. 162. Cf. also the translation o f Hu Shih’s essay, ibid., pp. 155-168.
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the Chinese translation of An Enemy o f the People appeared in the same issue of
the journal.9 Mao Dun although he held Ibsen in high esteem, he mentioned
him occasionally, but he did not write about him, since he was quite well known
in China after 1918. In 1919 Mao Dun did not include into his Jindai xijujia
zhuan [15] Biographies o f Modern Dramatists, for the same reason, the biogra
phies of four of them: Ibsen, Shaw, Leo Tolstoy and Oscar Wilde.10
Monna Vanna, both as a whole play and a main character, was known to Mao
Dun at least by 1919, in English translation or in critical evaluation, as a hy
postasis of female “Superman”, and he even specified it just in this way. During
my visit to the Mao Dun Museum in Peking on July 17, 1996 I found among
Mao Dun’s books from his Commercial Press period (1916-1932) a volume of
essays by Frank Wadleigh Chandler The Contemporary Drama o f France. Mao
Dun certainly read one devoted to Maeterlinck and even underscored the last
part of it. In Monna Vanna Maurice Maeterlinck “paints a firmly outlined pic
ture of sharp contrasts and true perspectives also, involving, the consideration
o f two ethical dilemmas. The first concerns the duty of a woman to yield her
honor in order that a starving city may be saved. The second concerns her sepa
ration from her husband when he fails to recognize the nobility of her motive.
Pisa, besieged by the Florentines, can be relieved from famine only if Vanna
will consent to the nefarious terms proposed by Prinzivalle, chief of the enemy
host. Against her husband’s protest, but with the approval of his father, a Pla
tonic idealist, Vanna visits the tent of Prinzivalle prepared to sacrifice herself.
But Prinzivalle spares her. He is a chivalrous lover who long has cherished his
youthful dream of Vanna. When he is treatened by Florentine treachery, she
leads him for refuge to Pisa, but is received by her husband as a modern Judith
luring her betrayer in order to slay him. In vain she endeavours to convince
Guido (her husband, M.G.) of the truth, and, when only her false accusation of
Prinzivalle can save him, she is ready to assert his guilt, to claim him as her
prisoner, and to prepare to flee with him as her prisoner, at the first opportuni
ty.” 11
In the article mostly adapted on the basis of a study by Barrett Harper Clark
from Continental Drama o f Today, and entitled M eidelinke pingzhuan [16]
Maurice Maeterlinck's Life and Work,]2 from the year 1921, just after quoting
M aeterlinck’s letter to Clark concerned with his “dynamic” and “static” plays,
and their “human”, or better to say “superhuman” characteristics, Mao Dun

9 See the translation by Tao M enghe [14] (1887-1960) in La Jeunesse, 4, June 1918, 6.
10 See Students M agazine, 6, July 1919, 7, p. 56. This article was published in 6 installments
between July and December o f this year. 1 have seen only those published between July and
November, pp. 53-98.
11 Boston, Little, Brown, and Company 1920, p. 302.
12 Jindai xijujia lun [17] On M odern P layw righ ts, Dongfang wenku [18] Oriental Treasury
Series 36, Shanghai, Commercial Press 1923, pp. 37-54. Clark’s book was published in New
York, Holt Publishers, 1914.
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wrote the following: “In M aeterlinck’s view, ‘Superm an’ is most necessary.
Apart from Monna Vanna his other plays have a ‘Superman’ flavour.” 13 It seems
that he regarded Pelléas et Mélisande as such, having the force of Ibsen’s dra
m as.14 One year later, Mao Dun translated Anton Hellmann’s essay Hauptmann
and the Nietzschean Philosophy where the impact o f Nietzsche on Maeterlinck
is stressed: “The ideas that originated in Nietzsche’s Human all too Human \
and in T he Dawn o f the D a y ’ were certainly not lost upon him,” 15 although he
was able to blend Nietzsche’s ideas with his own, or those of Henri Bergson or
William James.
In agreement with A. Hellmann and certainly many other literary critics and
historians o f his days, Mao Dun characterized Ibsen as a pioneer of modern re
alist drama.16 According to the first: “A turning-point in the history of the dra
ma occurred when the writings of Henrik Ibsen appeared. The evolution of the
social-drama of his middle-period marks the place where modern drama be
gan... Philosophically, however, he seemed to be ever striving toward something
behind his reach; something which Nietzsche presented, considerably involved,
in 'Thus spake Z a r a t h u s t r a And then followed others: George Bernard
Shaw, who presented his own image of “superman” in his play Man and Super
m an, and in some o f his essays. After him Hermann Sudermann’s first play
Honor was named, written allegedly under the spell o f the The Genealogy o f
Morals and Beyond Good and Evil, Auguste Strindberg whom Nietzsche men
tioned in Ecce Homo as “the first to incorporate the Nietzschean philosophy
into his plays.” 18 And Gabriele d ’Annunzio, José Echegaray, Eugene Brieux and
Arthur Schnitzler.19 Mao Dun translated act three of Shaw’s play Man and Su
p e r m a n ^ Strindberg’s short stories Compulsory Marriage 21and H a ifa Sheet o f

13 On M odern Playw rights, p. 44.
14 Loc. cit.
15 Hellmann’s essay was originally published in the journal P oet Lore, 3, 1913, pp. 341-347.
Mao Dun’s adapted translation appeared originally under the pseudonym Xi Zhen [19] in the
journal X iaoshuo yu ebao [20] The Short Story M onthly, 13, June 10, 1922, 6, pp. 20-26 as
Hepudem an yu N icai zhexue [21]. Later it was reprinted in the booklet Liuge Ouzhou wenxuejia
[22] Six European W riters, Shanghai, Shijie shuju [23] World Publishers 1929, pp. 63-84. The
quoted part is on pp. 341-342 o f Hellmann’s essay and on pp. 65-66 in Mao D un’s collection.
16 Cf. his Jindai wenxue tixi deya n jiu [24] A System atic Study o f M odern Literature. In: Liu
Zhenmei [25] and Shen Yanbing [26]: Zhongguo wenxue bianqian shi [27] A H istory o f the
M etam orphoses o f Chinese Literature. Shanghai, Zhonghua tushu jicheng gongsi [28] 1921,
pp. 33-34.
17 Cf. H e l l m a n n , A.: op. cit., p. 341 and in Six European Writers, pp. 63-64.
18 Cf. H e l l m a n n , A.: loc. cit. and Six European W riters, pp. 64-65.
19 Cf. H e l l m a n n , A.: loc. cit. and Six European W riters, p. 65.
20 Translated under the pseudonym o f Xi Zhen in the Students M agazine, 6, 1919, 2. Its
Chinese title was D iyou zhonzhi duitan [29] Don Juan in H ell, and it was the third act o f
Shaw ’s play.
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a P aper22 He translated also La M ort de Tintagiles23 and Ľ Interieur,2* two
“plays for Marionettes”, both about death, by Maeterlinck, and wrote, although
alw ays th ro u g h a m ediary, about Echegaray, B rieu x , S uderm ann and
D ’Annunzio.25
Death and unhappy marriage were often the topic of the plays (or parts of
them), or short stories, Mao Dun translated between the years 1919 and 1922.
Here we may m ention Leo Tolstoy’s The L iving C orpse,26 R abindranath
Tagore’s The Skeleton,27 or The Newly-Married Couple28 by Björnsterne Björnson and The Temptations o f Rabbi Akiba29 by David Pinski. Mao Dun’s tenden
cy to render gloomy pictures of everyday life in different parts o f the world
were the outcome o f the Zeitgeist typical for the end of the World War I and for
his own condition humaine: he had a compulsory marriage with a completely

21 Translated under the title Qiangbo de hunyin [30] in the Funu zazh i [31] The L adies
Journal, 6, January 20, 1920, 1, pp. 6-12. According to Susan W ilf Chen, M ao Tun: The
B ackground to H is Early F iction, PhD. thesis, Harvard University, 1981, pp.378-379, Mao
Dun used the translation by Thomas Seltzer, M arried, New York, Boni and Liveright 1917,
pp. 173-187.
22 Adopted translation appeared as Renjianshi lish izh iyipian [32], The Short Story M onthly,
12, April 10, 1921, 4, pp. 28-29. According to Susan W ilf Chen (p. 381), and also Mao D u n ’s
acknowledgement, the text used for it was “E a ste r” and Stories from the Swedish o f A ugust
Strindberg, trans, by Velma Swanston Howard, Cincinnati, Stewart and Kidd 1912, pp. 183189.
23 Translated as D ingtaiqi de si [33], Jiefan gyu gaizao [34] Emancipation an d R econstruc
tion, 1, October 15, 1919, pp. 49-74.
24 Translated as Shinei [35], Students M agazine, 7, August 5, 1920, 8, pp. 1-12.
25 Mao Dun wrote on all these in his article Biographies o f M odern D ram atists, pp. 67-69
and 79-85, and on D ’Annunzio in Yidali xiandai diyi wenxuejia Dengnanzhe [36] G reat C on
tem porary W riter G abriele D ’A nnunzio, D ongfang zazhi [142] The Eastern M iscellany, 17,
October 10, 1920, 19, pp. 62-80, later reprinted in On M odern P layw righ ts, pp. 54-86. This
one was written m ostly on the basis o f another then popular book by Lander M acClintock, The
C ontem porary Drama o f Italy, Boston, Little, Brown, and Company 1920, pp. 94-134.
26 Translated as Huoshi [37] The L iving C orpse, Students Magazine, 1, January-June 1 9 2 0 ,
1-6, pp. 1-55. Both according to Mao Dun and Susan W ilf Chen (p. 379), it was rendered on
the basis o f The Man Who Was D ea d , ed. by Hagberg Wright, N ew York, Dodd, Mead, and Co.
1912, pp. 11-155.
27 Translated as D ulou [38] The Skull, The Eastern Miscellany, 17, January 2 5 ,1 9 2 0 ,2 , pp.
93-100. According to Susan Will Chen (p. 379), it was done on the basis o f M ashi and O ther
Stories, New York, Macmillan 1918, pp. 31-45.
28 Translated as Xinjiehun d e y id u i [39], The Short Story M onthly, 12, January and March
10, 1 and 3, 1921, pp. 34-49 and 14-28. According to Susan W ilf Chen (p. 381) “Mao Tun
worked from three English translations, one o f which was S. and E. Hjerleid, trans.: The N ewlyM arried Couple, London, Simpkin, Marshall, and Co. 1870.”
29 Translated as Labi A qiba de xiuhuo [40], The Short Story M agazine, 13, January 10,
1922, 1, pp. 26-32. According to Susan W ilf Chen (p. 384) it has been done on the basis o f
Isaac Goldberg’s rendition Temptations. A Book o f Short Stories by D a vid Pinski, London,
George A llen and Unwin 1919, pp. 83-111.
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illiterate girl. The newly married people have no other way to do: only to follow
the husband and wife from the Björnson play and try to overbridge the contra
dictions between their abilities and characters. As far as is known, it was not a
bad marriage, with the exception between the years 1927-1930.
Mao D un’s first literary and critical essay from the year 1919 was called
Xiao Bona [41] George Bernard Shaw.30 A relatively long article in two install
ments published in February and March, just before the May Fourth Movement,
consisted o f the contents o f Shaw’s plays in the first and longer part, and of his
philosophical and socio-political views in the second part. In the last two pages,
most of his attention is devoted to Superman. On the last two pages o f this essay
is the word Superman is mentioned nine times: “He (Shaw, M.G.) stresses the
necessity of change of thought (,sixiangj [42]. He insists society’s need for the
Superman. Superman may realize all its ideals.” And then on the same page he
only slightly changes the wording of the first assertion: “He (Shaw, M.G.) in
sists that society needs Superman. Superman may realize all its ideals.”31 On
the next page Mao Dun says that according to Shaw married couples have a
higher aim than earlier: “to produce Superman. Therefore Shaw underlines the
necessity to create Superman.” And: “Mr. Shaw resolutely insists on the cre
ation o f Superman. He says that if we want to have progress, we need Super
man.”32 Shaw’s eyes are turned toward future. Two conditions are necessary in
order to achieve a bright future: art (including literature), and Superman.33 Only
thus may mankind “reach the way to the Heavenly Kingdom (Tianguo) [43]”.34
2
Mao D un’s enneadic call for Superman had its predecessors in modern Chi
nese intellectual history. One of them, Lu Xun was mentioned already. He con
fessed Nietzschean “aristocratic radicalism” for some time in the years 1907190 835, and later in 1919, he wrote about Nietzsche’s Superman with deeper
30 Students M onthly, 6, February 5 and March 5, 1919, 2 and 3, pp. 9-19 and 15-21.
31 Ibid., p. 20.
32 Ibid., p. 21.
33 Loc. cit.
34 Loc. cit.
35 G á l i k , M.: Studies in M odern Chinese Intellectual History: III. Young Lu Xun (19021909). Asian an d African Studies (Bratislava), 21, 1985, esp. pp. 42-53. Here I wrote: “In all
probability Lu Xun never read Brandes’ A ristokratiskR adicalism e from the year 1899” (p. 52).
Chiu-yee Cheung pointed after some years to Lu X u n ’s reading o f Tobari Chikufu’s N ietzsche
and Two Poets (Niche to ni shijin) from 1902 which contains an abridged translation o f the first
two sections o f Brandes’ Friedrich Nietzsche: An E ssay on A ristocratic Radicalism , 1890. See
Cheung’s Literature against Politics; The P olitical A ffinity ofL uX un and Nietzsche. In: G á l i k ,
M. (ed.): Chinese Literature an d European Context. Bratislava, Rowaco Ltd. and Institute o f
Oriental and African Studies o f the Slovak Academy o f Sciences 1994, pp. 83-92. See also his
Tracing the tl G en tle” Nietzsche in Early Lu Xun. In: Findeisen, R.D. andGassmann, R.H.(eds.):
Autumn Floods. E ssays in H onour o f M arián Gálik. Bern, Peter Lang 1998, pp. 571-588.
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understanding than Mao Dun: “The Nietzschean Superman, although very in
definite (miaomang) [44], yet when looked upon from the reality o f people liv
ing in the contemporary world, gives grounds for the belief that a nobler and
more perfect humanity may appear in the future.”36 Another great personality,
who influenced Mao Dun much more around 1920 than Lu Xun, was Chen
Duxiu [46] (1879-1942). Slightly older than Lu Xun, Chen Duxiu had incompa
rably greater impact on Chinese youth between 1915 and 1927. Cheung Chiuyee remarked that “Chen Duxiu referred to Nietzsche in many essays”. This
time we may, by pure chance, also speak about enneadic references, since they
are manifested in nine different articles or letters by Chen.37
In Jinggao qingnian [47] Call to Youth, published in the first issue o f the fa
mous journal Qingnian zazhi [48] La Jeunesse in 1915, we may find under the
first slogan: Be independent, not servile, Nietzsche’s thesis about two morali
ties: guizu daode [49] M orality o f Noble and nuli daode [50] M orality of
Slave.38 This Morality of the Noble or of Slave is an awkward English rendition
of Nietzsche’s Herren-Moral and Sklaven-Moral, or Master Morality or Slave
Morality, as used in the books Nietzsche. His Life and Works by Anthony M.
Ludovici39 and Friedrich Nietzsche. His Life and Work by M. A. Mügge,40 both
of them were known and used in China in 1919-1920.41 Mao Dun in his first
social and critical article entitled Xuesheng yu shehui [53] Students and Society
from 1917 took over completely Chen’s message and even its wording, and as
was often the case, without acknowledgement of the debt. If “morality o f the
noble” is characterized by Chen Duxiu, whom Mao Zedong, his pupil and later
arch-enemy called “supreme commander” of the May Fourth Movement,42 as
that of “human beings of free spirit and with courage” (you duli xin and yonggangzhe) [54], and the “morality of the slave” as those who are “humble and
serve obediently” (qiansun er fucongzhe) [55],43 Mao Dun follows him up to
the last comma, but without using the English terms.
In reality Chen’s understanding o f the concept o f “morality o f the noble”
and “morality of the slave” was his own, democratically oriented,44 dissimilar to
36 Lu X u n : Suiganlu sishiyi [45] Random Thoughts No. 41. In: The Com plete Works o f Lu
Xun. Vol. 1, p. 400.
37 C h e u n g C h i u - y e e : N ietzsche in China 1904-1992. An A nnotated Bibliography, p. ii.
38 Quoted according to the version published in Cai Shangsi [51] (ed.): Zhongguo xiandcii
sixiangshi ziliao jian bian [52] A Shorter Compendium o f M aterials to the H istory o f M odern
Chinese Thought. Vol. 1, Hangzhou, People’s Publishing House o f Zhejiang Province 1982, p. 2.
39 London, Constable and Company Ltd. 1910, pp. 42-46.
40 London, T. Fischer Unwin 1914, pp. 236-237.
41 Cf. G á l i k , M.: N ietzsche in China (1918-1925), pp. 9-21 and 36.
42 L e e F e i g o n : Chen Duxiu. Founder o f the Communist Party. Princeton, Princeton Univer
sity Press 1983, p. 98.
43 Cf. C h e n D u x i u : C all to Youth, p. 2 and M a o D u n : Students and Society, Students M aga
zine, 4, December 5, 1917, 12, p. 133.
44 Loc. cit.
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the specifically aristocratic concept of Nietzsche.45 Two years later, Mao Dun,
espcially due to this Nietzschean understanding, was very much disappointed
when reading Thus Spake Zarathustra and the scholarly or popular works on
Nietzsche.
It is possible to say that the Superman in Mao Dun’s cognition and imagina
tion was a mirage, and the future utopia of the Heavenly Kingdom from the arti
cle on George Bernard Shaw was a fata morgana. The atmosphere in modern
China between the end of the World War I up to about the middle o f 1920, and
even later was full of the Superman and the most popular slogan taken over
from Nietzsche o f “transvaluation of all values” ( Umwertung aller Werte), or as
the first N ietzsche’s apostle in China Anthony M. Ludovici, underlined, the
“creation o f new values, new principles, new standards”.46 I doubt that any
among the Chinese of that time, exceptis excipiendis, and most of them were
young people, ever read Nietzsche’s original works, or scholarly treatises about
him. The second slogan, connected with the one just mentioned, was: “Destroy
idols!” which was a contemporary Chinese variety o f the death of God, or of
gods. The overwhelming majority of Chinese did not believe in God, but they
believed in gods, or spirits, therefore they could, in their own way, understand
Nietzsche’s “call to arms” : “Dead are all G ods!’ now we will that Superman
live!”47 The Chinese traditional values they wanted to transvaluate and the idols
they needed to destroy, were analysed many times in modern Chinese intellectu
al history by Chen Duxiu, Hu Shi, Lu Xun, Wu Yu [56] (1872-1949), Guo
Moruo [1892-1978), Fu Sinian [57] (1896-1950) and others.48 In an essay Yi
duan fenghua [58] Some Crazy Words, published in April 1919 and written by
Fu Sinian, the “marshal” o f the May Fourth demonstration,49 the young Chinese
enthusiasts could read the following sentences, emotional and provocative:
“Christ was mad, Socrates was mad, Trotzsky and Nietzsche are (were?,
M.G.) mad. How could their contemporaries not think o f them as madmen?
But, after a while, didn’t thousands of sane people follow in the footsteps o f
these madmen... China is nearly dead today precisely because we have too few
madmen... Madmen are most lovable, most cherished people. Apart from mad
men, only children are worthy of love... We should therefore follow madmen
and love children: the madmen will be our teachers, the children our friends.”50
45 Cf. especially Chapter Nine o f Beyond G ood an d Evil.
46

L u d o v ic i, p . 4 .

47

L u d o v ic i, p . 6 3 .

Cf. C h o w T s e - t s u n g : The M ay Fourth Movement. Intellectual Revolution in Modern China.
Stanford, Stanford University Press 1987, especially pp. 289-313, S c h w a r z , V: The Chinese
Enlightenment. Intellectuals and the Legacy o f the M ay Fourth M ovem ent o f 1919. BerkeleyLos A ngeles-London, University o f California Press 1986, pp. 94-144 and in relation to
N ietzsche F i n d e i s e n , R.D.: D ie L ast der Kultur. Vier Fallstudien zu r chinesischen ChinaRezeption. M inim a sinica, 2, 1989 and 1, 1990, pp. 1-42 and 1-40.
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50 Quoted according to S c h w a r z , V.: op. cit., p. 127. Originally published in Xin chao [59]
N ew Tide, 1, April 1919, 4, pp. 684-685.
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Here we may observe an unidentifiable knowledge from European religion,
philosophy and politics, presented by a young university student and a reader of
Lu X un’s short story Kuangren riji [60] The Diary o f a Madman.51 Nietzsche is
mentioned here as the last specimen and his axiological value is not specified.
But one month later Fu Sinian wrote: “We must light our lanterns to look for
Supermen in the streets and beat devils and demons with our clubs,” and he
praised Nietzsche as “an unequalled expert in destroying idols.”52
This call was too noisy and too strong. Mao Dun before and during the
hightide o f the May Fourth Movement was industriously working on his exten
sive article Tuoersitai yu jinrizhi Eluosi [62] Tolstoy and Contemporary Russia53
and writing his fairy tales for Chinese children.54 If the Chinese students in
March 1919 were presented vith a vision o f the Shaw-Nietzschean image o f the
Superman as the hope of mankind, in April 1919 this vision changed to a great
extent. According to Mao Dun: “The 19th century is a period of unexpected fer
tility o f thought of the Russian people and it is also their great age. It will un
doubtedly also influence several decades of the 20th century and these decades
will be governed by this great age. Modern Russian Bolshevism has conquered
Eastern Europe and it will flood Western Europe, too. The world stream o f
thought rushes forward and no one knows where it will end. And Tolstoy is its
very initiator.”55 These words were w ritten and published before the Xin
qingnian [64] La Jeunesse magazine, VI, (May 1919), 5, devoted mostly to the
problems o f propagating Marxism in China, appeared. It is possible that the cit
ed words were written under the spell of Li Dazhao’s [65] (1888-1927] enthusi
astic essay Bolshevism de shengli [66] The Victory o f Bolshevism .56 Its eulogy
was derived from the book by Leon Trotsky Bolsheviki and World Peace.57
In the next months after the May Fourth Movement Mao Dun did not search
for or preach the Superman. He tried to study Nietzsche’s work more carefully.
It is very probably that Thus Spake Zarathustra was the first book he read from
Nietzsche. And once again very probably in the translation by Thomas Common

51 Lu X un’s short story ends with the words: “Save the children...” Cf. S elected Works o f
Lu Hsun. Vol. 1. Peking, Foreign Languages Press 1956, p. 21 and The Com plete Works o f
L u X u n , vol. 1, p. 19.
52 Quoted according to Yue Daiyun [61]: N ietzsche in China. The Journal o f the O riental
Society o f Australia. Vols. 20 & 21, 1988-1989, pp. 201-202. Originally appeared in Random
Thoughts, N ew Tide, 1, May 1919, 5.
53 Students M agazine, 6, April 5- June 5, 1919, 4-6, pp. 23-32, 33-41 and 43-52.
54 Published in small booklets in the years 1917-1919. Now they are accessible in M ao Dun
quanji [63] The Com plete Worlds o f M ao Dun. Vol. 10. Peking, People’s Publishing House
1985, pp. 153-291. Henceforth only MDQJ.
55 M ao Dun: Tolstoy and Contem porary R ussia, pp. 25-26.
56 I read this essay in Li D azhao wenji [67] The C ollected Works o f Li D azhao. Vol. 1.
Peking, People’s Publishing House 1984, pp. 597-603.
57 Ibid., p. 601.
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and authorized by Oscar Levy, since this edition was quoted by him later.58 In
November and December 1919 Mao Dun translated the eleventh and twelfth
chapters o f Thus Spake Zarathustra, which were the first translations from Ni
etzsche into Chinese in the history of introduction of his works into China. Both
appeared in the journal Emancipation and Reconstruction. In the second half of
1919 Mao Dun helped to found in his native town of Wuzhen [68] a mimeo
graphed journal entitled Xin xiangren [69] New Landsmen, where he published
the essay Q ia o ’ao [70] Conceit.59 In it he reminded a few readers o f a fable
from Qiu shui [75] Autumn Floods of the book Zhuangzi [76] and compared it
to one aphorism, or to the whole chapter from Zarathustra, exactly to O f the
Flies o f the Market-place. He probably studied it just at that time.
In the Autumn Floods we read:
“When Hui Tzu was prime minister of Liang, Chuang Tzu set off to visit
him. Someone said to Hui Tzu, “Chuang Tzu is coming because he wants to re
place you as prime m inister!” With this Hui Tzu was filled with alarm and
searched for three days and three nights trying to find Chuang Tzu. Chuang Tzu
then came to see him and said, “In the south there is a bird called the Yiian-chu
- I wonder if you ever heard of it? The Yiian-chu rises up from the South Sea and
flies to the North Sea, and it will rest on nothing but a Wu-t’ung tree, eat noth
ing but the fruit of the Lien, and drink only from springs of sweet water. Once
there was an owl who had gotten hold of a half-rotten old rat, and as the Yiianch’u passed by, it raised its head, looked up at the Yiian-ch’u, and said, ‘Shoo!’
Now that you have this Liang state of yours, are you trying to shoo me?”60
Here is not possible, and certainly not necessary, to quote the whole chapter
from Zarathustra. The next few aphorisms will be enough to remind the hearers
or readers of its most important content:
“All great things occur away from glory and the market-place: the inventors
of new values have always lived away from glory and the market-place.
Flee, my friend, into your solitude: I see you stung by poisonous flies. Flee
to where the raw, rough breeze blows!
Flee into your solitude! You have lived too near the small and the pitiable
men. Flee from their hidden vengeance! Towards you they are nothing but ven
geance...
They buzz around you even with their praise: and their praise is importunity.
They want to be near your skin and your blood.”61
Experts on Mao Dun know that he was very fond of Zhuangzi as a high
school student. He also had a personal experience with this story. A short time
58 Cf. L u d o v i c j , p. 102 and M ü g g e , p. 436.
59 Cf. M D Q J, Vol. 14, pp. 54-56 and T a n g J in h a i [71], Liu C h a n g d i n g [72] et a lii: M ao Dun
nianpu [73] M ao D u n ’s Chronological Biography. Vol. 1. Taiyuan, Shanxi gaoxiao lianhe
chubanshe [74] United Publishers o f the Universities o f the Shanxi Province 1996, p. 73.
60 See Zhuangzi y inde [77] A Concordance to Chuang Tzu. Peking, Harvard-Yenching Insti
tute Sinological Index Series 1947, p. 45 and The C om plete Works o f Chuang Tzu. Trans, by B.
Watson. New York and London, Columbia University Press 1968, p. 188.
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after the outbreak of the Revolution o f 1911, he sent to the hated educator of his
secondary school in Jiaxing, Zhejiang Province, a neatly prepared small red pa
per containing a carcass of a rat with a dedication written on the basis of the
text quoted above. He was requested to leave this school “for good”.62 It seems
that up to his 13th year, Mao Dun read only Mengzi [78] among the famous an
cient Chinese philosophers.63 Later he become acquainted with others, too, but
his philosophical and literary love was and remained for some next years just
Zhuangzi and nobody else.
From Zarathustra besides O f the Flies o f the Market-place, Mao Dun trans
lated (as mentioned above) another chapter O f the New Idol. Here are a few of
its aphorisms:
“The state? What is that? Well then!...
The state is the coldest o f all cold monsters. Coldly it lies, too; and this lie
creeps from its mouth: “I, the state, am the people.’
It is a lie! It was creators who created peoples and hung a faith and love over
them; thus they served life.
It is destroyers who set snares for many and call it state...”
The chapter ends with these words:
“Only there, where state ceases, does the man who is not superfluous begin:
does the song of the necessary man, the unique and irreplaceable melody, begin.
There, where the state ceases look there, my brothers. Do you not see it: the
rainbow and the bridges to Superman?”64
Even more than the previous one, this chapter was reminiscent to Mao Dun
of the Autumn Floods, or of the chapter Ma ti [79] Horses ’ Hoofs from Zhuang
zi. According to Mao Dun opinion published later, Zhuangzi’s “basic thought
was anarchism”,65 and his proof, just as that of Bertrand Russell, read and trans
lated just at that time, is precisely a story about Bo Lo [82] and his handling
horses in an unnatural way, and about the “same fault committed by the men
who handle the affairs o f the world”,66 i.e. politicians, philosophers and those
who codify the ethical and moral principles or social behaviour.
61 Thus Spoke Zarathustra. Trans, by R.J. Hollingdale. Harmondsworth, Penguin Books
Ltd. 1961, pp. 79-80. A ll other citations from this c h ef ď oeuvre by N ietzsche, if not m en
tioned otherwise, w ill be from Ludovici’s book.
62 M a o D u n : The R oads I H ave Travelled On, p. 85 . Chinese characters see under Note 66.
63 Ibid., p. 71.
64 Thus Spoke Zarathustra, p. 75.
65 S h e n D e h o n g [80] (Mao D un’s official name): Xuyan [81} Preface. In: Zhuangzi. Shang
hai, Commercial Press 1926, p. 13.
66 Cf. loc. cit., A Concordance to Zhuangzi, p. 23, The Com plete Works o f Chuang Tzu, p.
104 and Bertrand R u s s e l l : P ro p o sed Roads to Freedom. Socialism, Anarchism and Syndical
ism. N ew York, Blue Ribbon Books, n.y., p. 34. It is very probable that this last was published
in 1919, just as another edition in London at George Allen and Unwin Ltd. It seem s that Mao
Dun and his friends had better access to American than to English books. See M a o D u n : Wo
zouguo de daolu [83] The R oads I H ave Travelled On. Vol, 1, Peking, People’s Publishing
House 1981, p. 131.
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I would dare to say that in the moments of writing the Conceit, Mao Dun
saw in Zhuangzi an ancient predecessor o f Nietzsche, in the fabulous bird Yuanzhu a hazy symbol of the Superman, and in the owl consuming the rotten rat,
either the “superfluous people” worshipping the state, or the “poisonous flies”
of the market-place.
In the same issue of the journal New Landsmen as the essay Conceit, Mao
Dun published another one entitled Women weishenmo du shu [84] Why We Do
Read Books? Here Nietzsche is not mentioned, but his vision concerning the
coming age of Superman is present. He answers the question in the following
way: “We read books while we need knowledge. We need knowledge in order to
become ‘perfect’ human beings who can strive for the common happiness of the
mankind... Just look! A bright future is before us, let us run forward!”67
Is it not the same feeling, the same conviction as in the opening passage,
manifested at the beginning of this contribution?
3
The year 1919 was one of the most productive in Mao D un’s life. The inner
feeling o f necessity to become a ‘perfect’ human being who would be able to
scheme for the benefit of mankind exaggerated his energy, and he worked like
crazy, writing, translating and publishing in the field of education, wom ens’
problems, philosophy and politics.68 To the translations we mentioned in the
first part of this contribution we should add the works by M.Y. Saltykov-Shchedrin, A.P. Chekhov, M. Gorky, Guy de Maupassant, Stefan Žeromski and Ber
trand Russell.69
During 1919a new situation evolved in the Chinese intellectual world. A few
days before the start of the May Fourth Movement (exactly on March 30, 1919)
John Dewey reached Shanghai. The sixty years old “Yankee Confucius” re
ceived a “thunderous welcome”.70 On October 20 that year his birthday was
commemorated together with 2470th birthday of the Chinese sage.71 His great
est triumph during his two years stay in China was achieved forty one days later,
when after the special issue dedicated mostly to Marxism and Li Dazhao’s con
fession Wo de Makesizhuyiguan [85] My Marxist Views published in La Jeune s s e 22 this journal in its December issue carried a manifesto allegedly “drafted
by Chen Duxiu and approved by other editors”,73 where it was stated:

67 M D Q f V ol. 14, p. 52.
68 M ao Dun ’s Chronological B iography, pp. 68-79.
69 Loc. cit.
70 K e e n a n , B .: The D ew ey E xperim ent in China. E ducational Reform and P olitical P ow er in
the Early Republic. Cambridge (M ass.), Harvard University Press 1977, p. 10.
71 Loc. cit.
72 La Jeunesse, 6, May and June 1919, 5 and 6, pp. 521-537 and 612-624. Reprinted in The
C ollected Works o f Li D azhao. Vol. 2, pp. 46-85.
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“In order to seek social progress, it is necessary to break up the prejudices
that are upheld as ‘unalterable principles’ (tianjing diyi) [86] or as ‘established
from old’ (zigu rusí) [87].
We believe that politics, ethics, science, the arts, religion and education
should all meet practical needs in the achievement o f progress for present and
future social life.
We have to give up the useless and irrelevant elements o f the traditional lit
erature and ethics because we want to create those needed for the progress of
the new era and new society.
We believe that it is a requisite for the progress to uphold natural science and
pragmatic philosophy (shiyan zhexue) [88] and to abolish superstition and fan
tasy...”74
Here we have pure Dewey’s instrumentalism and when, earlier or later, Mao
Dun found that the popular book by Frank Thilly A History o f Philosophy, pointed
to the connection of Nietzsche’s philosophy to pragmatism,75 his doubts about the
existence o f absolute truths, his struggle against the old customs and beliefs, he
began with reading the books on Nietzsche and even his own works. Raoul Findeisen was right when he corrected my assertion about Thus Spake Zarathustra as
the only book by Nietzche he read.76 On the other hand it is not true that Mao
Dun read all Nietzsche’s books mentioned in his study Nietzsche’s Doctrine. This
last is the opinion of Shao Bozhou [89], one of the oldest researchers on Mao
Dun’s life and work. He hardly read carefully Mao Dun’s study and probably nev
er had Ludovici’s book on Nietzsche in his hands.77
I suppose that Mao Dun began to write Nietzsche ’s Doctrine immediately af
ter the appearance of the manifesto on pragmatism and the situation in contem
porary Chinese intellectual history. Otherwise the pragm atic aspects o f the
study o f “politics, ethics, science, the arts, religion, and education”78 would
probably not be stressed so vehemently in this longest among his articles. We
know that in 1920 Chen Duxiu shifted away from this position, rejected the
Deweyan experimentalism and cultural reform for political revolution. Mao
Dun met him at the beginning of this year79 in the International French Settle73 This is the opinion o f C h o w T s e - t s u n g : op. cit. p. 422. According to J.B. G r i e d e r , Hn
Shi and the Chinese Renaissance. Liberalism in the Chinese Revolution, 1917-1937, Cam
bridge (M ass.), Harvard University Press 1970, p. 183, this manifesto “was, rather, an ex 
pression o f Hu Shi’s opinions, embodying only minimal concessions on his part”.
74 Quoted according to C h o w T s e - t s u n g : op. cit., pp. 174-175.
75 T h il l y , Fr.: A H istory o f Philosophy. N ew York, Henry Holt and Company 1 9 1 4 , p. 5 7 4 .
76 F i n d e i s e n , R.D.: D ie L ast der Kultur, 1 9 8 9 , p . 2 5 .
77 S h a o B o z h o u : Luelun M ao Dun za o q i duidai X ifang wenhua sichaode jib en taidu [90]
Some Remarks on M ao Dun ’s B asic A ttitude to Western Cultural Thought in His Early Period.
In: M ao Dun yu Zhongwai wenhua [91] M ao Dun and Sino- Wes tern Culture. Nanking, Nan
king University Press 1993, p. 156.
78 Cf. text to Note 74.
79 M ao D u n : The R oads I H ave Travelled On. Vol. 1, pp. 169-170.
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ment in Shanghai and became his faithful aide de camp in the literary and cul
tural realm. Both have very similar ideas concerning democracy and different
kinds o f socialism and therefore Chen’s invitation addressed to Mao Dun to vis
it him and join his circle, was nothing embarrasing. They were kindred spirits.
Beginning at that time (at least from February 1920), the circle around Chen
Duxiu was committing itself to M arxism,80 although in December 1919, he
“expressed for a short time his interest for John Dewey’s guild socialism” and
democratic spirit.81 Mao D un’s concern for Kropotkin’s and Bakunin’s anar
chism ,82 American syndicalist organization Industrial Workers o f the World
(I.W .W ),83 B. Russell’s book Proposed Roads to Freedom: Socialism, Anar
chism and Syndicalism, and even his critical attitude to the “orthodox” or Marx
ist “State socialism”,84 must be very sympathetic to Chen Duxiu in the second
half of 1919 and in the first one or two months of 1920.85
Reading and partly translating, adjusting or commenting the above-men
tioned booklet by A. M. Ludovici, he discovered already at the beginning, that
some of the philosophers declared him “to be a mere anarchist”.86 Mao Dun
gave this pronouncement a different interpretation. He put it into the context of
“transvalution of all values” and wrote the following thesis: “This is the most
prominent (zhuojue) [93] demand o f his thought, therefore some people assert
that he is an anarchist among the philosophers.”87 This is, o f course, something
different, and by the way, according to Ludovici some even “denied his right to
the title ‘philosopher’,88 and for the “tough” English Nietzschean,89 even the
comparison of Nietzsche with ther anarchists, was a blasphemy. For Mao Dun,
who had a deep sympathy for anarchistic teachings, Ludovici’s words carried a
completely different message.

L ee F e i g o n : op. cit., p. 144.
81 Ibid., pp. 144-145.
82 NT, p. 30 and Mao Dun’s translation o f Chapter Two Bakunin and Anarchism from Rus
se ll’s P roposed R oads to Freedom, pp. 32-55 in The Eastern M iscellany, 17, January 10 and
25, 1920, 1 and 2, pp. 57-64 and 60-67. Cf. also M a o D u n : “Bakuning he w nqiangquanzhuyi’’
yizh e an [92] Translator's Remark to “Bakunin and A narchism ”. In: M DQJ, Vol. 14, pp. 102103. Although Mao Dun especially stresses that the aim o f his translation is not propagation o f
Anarchism in China, he could choose Chapter One o f this R ussell’s book M arx and S ocialist
D octrine, but he decided not to do it, although at that time Anarchism, especially o f Kropotkin’s
kind, was better known in China than Marxist teaching. More information about it, see the
monograph by R.J. S c a l a p in o and George T. Yu: The Chinese Anarchist M ovem ent. California
University Press 1961.
83 See text to Note 149.
84 NT, p . 3 7 .
85 L e e F e i g o n : op. cit., pp. 144-156.
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87 NT,
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C.: Nietzsche. Cambridge (Mass.), Harvard University Press 1948, pp. 195-196.
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It seemed, at least at the first deeper contact with Nietzsche, although more
mediated than direct, that Mao Dun’s conviction was that he is really the philos
opher o f bright future and o f his most excellent product - Superman. Armed
with his sympathy to anarchism and the methodological instructions o f instru
mentalism, he began to write down his impressions having before him some En
glish translations o f Nietzsche’s works all edited by Oscar Levy, Ludovici’s
monograph and three other scholarly or popular books: Modern Philosophers
by Harald Höffding, A History o f Philosophy by Frank Thilly, A Student *s Histo
ry o f Philosophy by A.K. Rogers and the book on modern dramatists by A.
Henderson, mentioned at the beginning o f this paper.90 He also read the recently
published article on the decline of interest in Nietzsche in Germany and the in
crease of concern for Karl Marx there after the World War I,91 and he began to
be quite cautious. Inspite o f his sympathy for the Superman, he started a careful
examination of the master morality and slave morality (including, o f course, Su
perman, too). He proclaimed that, “if we are speaking in general”, they are real
ly “ju e jin g ” [94] excellent and seminal.92 This, on the other hand did not mean,
that they are really such. From reading of Höffding,93 he comprehended that in
the teaching of Nietzsche there are many mutually contradictory assertions, but
he did not understand how the author of the essay on state and the market-flies,
could pronounce the theses about war being better than peace or about the need
for the “expansion of power” (kuozhang quanli) [95].94
I do not believe that the driving motive for writing this article was the situa
tion in the intellectual world condemning Nietzsche and his philosophy as the
ideological fountainhead of World War I.95 It was mostly his “inner demands”
that compelled him to do so, and his curiosity to know Nietzsche more deeply
after so many rendez-vous with him especially in the world of theatre, fiction
and essays. He did not forget to stress the need for a careful and crucial exami
nation of the questions involved, including the teachings of the great men o f by
gone ages: “Only if we do not regard the great man Nietzsche as idol, and the
words o f authorities as ‘unalterable principles’, doubt and criticize them, can
their books be worthy of reading, and their teachings worthy of study.”96

90 H öffding’s book appeared in English translation, London 1915. Roger’s book remained
inaccessible to me.
91 N ew A ge, September 4, 1 9 1 9 .1 have not had the opportunity to read this essay.
92 NT, p. 3.
93 H ö f f d i n g , H.: op. cit., p. 158.
94 NT, p. 1.
95 M a o D u n : The R oads I H ave Travelled On. Vol. 1, p. 133.
96 NT, p. 3.
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4
There were no problems in writing the first part of the study concerned with
Nietzsche’s life and his works. Mao Dun followed honestly the facts presented
by Ludovici, leaving aside only some unimportant details and adding often, not
always, the German names o f Nietzsche’s works which are not in Ludovici’s
book.
The difficulties became evident in the next part, otherwise Chapter II in Lu
dovici and called Nietzsche the Amoralist91 entitled by Mao Dun simply as Nicai
daodelun shang [96] N ietzsche's Theory o f Morality. First Part. The terms
feidaode de [97], likewise feiwudaode de [98], or wulunli de xingzhi [99]98
could be misleading for the readers of the journal. Amoral is not equivalent to
immoral; it means to be moral outside of the framework of the norms of moral
conduct. Later in the text, Mao Dun translates amoralist as chaodaodedia
[100]" which implies the meaning supermoralist in the context of the study,
and it is therefore probably not appropriate. Mao Dun expressed his satisfaction
with Nietzsche’s idea of moral slave revolt (Sklavenaufstand in der Moral), he
read partly in Ludovici,100 but in a more detailed way in Höffding’s book.101 He
manifested his welcome to the idea as such, for example, to the ancient revolt of
Theognis, but not to its aristocratic character, and this applies to all he knew in
history: Buddhism, Socratism, early Christianity, the Reformation, Freigeisterei, Revolution, Democracy and the natural sciences. Nietzsche was a believ
er, according to Mao Dun and both Höffding and Ludovici, in aristocratic mo
rality and he hated both Democracy and Socialism. And these two forms of
socio-political organization Mao Dun preferred. Social dualism and master mo
rality was not acceptable either for Höffding or Mao Dun; on the other hand,
they were in programme of Nietzsche and of his tough disciple. Mao Dun, when
reading material about the moral slave revolt and social dualism, held the opin
ion that this teaching of Nietzsche concerned with the historical attitude to the
m oral is, on side wonderful, and similar to historical m aterialism o f Karl
M arx,102 but on the other side, because of its highlighting of the noble, power
ful, war, those “modes of conducts” that lead through “the incessant struggle for
power” to a “desirable type o f man”,103 i.e. to a Superman, it is cuola [101],

97

L u d o v ic i,

pp. 24-40.

98 NT, pp. 13-19. the terms for “amoral” are taken from A Comprehensive English-Chinese
D ictionary. Shanghai, The Commercial Press 1948, p. 41.
99 NT, pp. 15-17.
100 L u d o v i c i , pp. 2 9 ff .
101 H ö f f d i n g , H .: op. cit. pp. 183 ff.
102 NT, p. 17. Mao Dun certainly read R ussell’s evaluation o f “materialistic interpretation o f
history”, see P rop o sed Roads to Freedom, pp. 7-8 and very probably also Li D a z h a o ’ s M y
M arxist Views, pp. 51-60.
103 NT, p. 18 and L u d o v i c i , op. cit., p. 34.
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wrong, just like M arx’s economic fatalism.104 This opinion of Mao Dun was
probably the most important cause for not including Nietzsche 's Teaching in The
Complete Works o f Mao D un. Jingjide dingyunlun [102] economic fatalism is
regarded as a blasphemy by orthodox Marxists against their highest authority
As far as I was informed by Raoul D. Findeisen, this Mao Tun’s article was re
printed outside of The Complete Works o f Mao Dun, in Cheng Fang [140]: Nicai
zai Zhongguo [141] Nietzsche in China, Nanking, Nanking Publishing House
1993.
Not so much Höffding as Ludovici was interested in the question of N i
etzsche and Christianity. According to the last “Nietzsche unfortunately stormed
the most formidable strongholds of modern society - Christianity and Democ
racy; and perhaps this accounts for the fact that his fight was so uneven and so
hopeless.” 105 Mao Dun followed Ludovici’s assertion that Nietzsche’s philoso
phy “is essentially and through and through religious” 106 (or as Mao Dun wrote,
Nietzsche was a “very religious man”),107 and he took over all Ludovici’s argu
ments concerning the Christianity after David Strauss had published his Life o f
Jesus in 1863. Nietzsche did not fight against Christianity as against religion
per se , but against its moral principles, since they and Christian morality “could
not develop toward the higher mankind”,108 toward Superman. Mao D un’s part
on Nietzsche as a “supermoralist”, ended just like that of Ludovici on Nietzsche
as amoralist with the quotation from Zarathustra 's Prologue, its third part:
“Verily a muddy stream is man. One must be at least a sea to be able to ab
sorb a muddy stream without becoming unclean.
Behold, I teach you Superman: he is that sea; in him your great contempt can
sink.” 109
If the part concerned with Nietzsche’s amorality (“supermorality’) presented
some difficulties for Mao Dun, his task was even more precarious when he pon
dered over the Chapter III in Ludovici’s book entitled Nietzsche the Moralist
rendered by Mao Dun as Nicaide daodelun xia [103] Nietzsche's Theory o f M o
rality. Second Part. Here the most important problem was the master morality
and slave morality. I wonder why Mao Dun did not pay enough attention to
Höffding who, when analysing the philosophical basis of social dualism, men
tioned that Nietzsche often called him self an immoralist and declared that his

104 NT, p. 17. Russell in op. cit., pp. 19-23, quotes the stories from Marx’s C apital, that are
“brought up to illustrate some fatalistic theory which Marx professes to have proved by exact
reasoning, cannot but stir into fury any passionate working-class reader, and into unbearable
shame any possessor o f capital in whom generosity and justice are not wholly extinct” (p.
23).
105
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106 Ibid., p. 39.
107 NT, p. 19.
108 Loc. cit.
109 Thus Spake Zarathustra, p. 8,
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and NT, p. 19.

aim was to aujheben all morality.110 Aufheben here means simultaneously the
Hegelian to preserve, to cancel and to lift up.111 The term “immoralist” would
probably better characterize Nietzsche in Mao Dun’s final apprehension.
At the beginning of this chapter Mao Dun in his own way renders the mean
ing of Ludovici’s words.
According to Ludovici: “Conceiving all forms of morality to be but weapons
in the struggle for power, Nietzsche concluded that every species o f man must
at some time or other taken to moralising, and must have called that “good”
which its instincts approved, and that “bad” which its enem ies’ instincts ap
proved. In Beyond Good and Evil, however, he tells us that after making a care
ful examination “of the finer and coarser moralities which have hitherto pre
vailed or still prevail on earth”, he found certain traits recurring so regularly to
gether, and so closely connected with one another, that, finally, two primary
types o f morality revealed themselves to him. That is to say, after passing the
known moralities of the world in review, he was able to classify them broadly
into two types.” 112
According to Mao Dun: “Nietzsche considered all kinds of moralities only
as the means of acquiring the power. His conclusion then was: Good and bad
are ‘one’ thing, ‘one’ deed. For example, one deed is regarded as good by some
people and as bad by others. The first call it good, the second call it bad. Where
moralities are concerned, the difference is only in their kinds, not in their quali
ties. Nietzsche said that he carefully examined the finer and coarser moralities
which have prevailed and still prevail in the world, and found that they followed
each other and are closely connected with one another. He discovered that two
basic types could be pointed out which represent all other moralities.” 113
For Mao Dun who was a short time before very much enthralled by N i
etzsche as one of the greatest personalities o f the fin de siecle, by his philoso
phy of Superman, his ideas about the state or the flies on market-place, was as
tonished by Ludovici’s exposition about the implacable and perennial wars “be
tween the powerful and the impotent, the strong and the week, the givers and the
takers, the healthy and the sick, the happy and the wretched”.114 The ensuing
broad generalization concerned with m aster and slave morality, which he
learned about from the book by Höffding, was also a strong and almost unbe
lievable argument for him. When Ludovici “forgot” to quote two maxims and
two other passages about these two basic and contradictory moralities, Mao
Dun started to search for them in Nietzsche’s writings: in Beyond Good and
Evil and in Genealogy o f Moral.

H ö f f d i n g , H.: M oderne P hilosophen. Leipzig, O.R. Reisland 1905, p. 168.
111 Philosophisches Wörterbach. Ed. by Georgi Schischkoff. Stuttgart, Alfred Kroner Verlag
1978, p. 46.
1.2 L u d o v i c i , p. 41.
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Mao Dun not only read these two books, at least some parts of them, he also
tried to check, without any more exact success, three passages overlooked by
Ludovici. One was concerned with the two following maxims: “I must reach the
sun and spread broad branches in so doing; this I call ‘good’ and the herd that I
shelter may also call it good.” This one is related to the representatives o f the
master morality. Another is characteristic for slave morality. Here the shrub
(which Mao Dun translates as xiao cao [104] small grass)115 answers to the oak:
“I also want to reach the sun, these broad branches of the oak, however, keep the
sun from me, therefore the oak’s instincts are ‘bad.’” 116 The two remaining pas
sages specified by Ludovici were followed by Mao Dun, although the latter
slightly modified their wording:
According to Ludovici: “The creator of the master morality was he who, out
of the very fulness of his soul, transfigured all he saw and heard, and declared it
better, greater, more beautiful than it appeared to the creator of the slave morali
ty. Great artists, great legislators, and great warriors belong to the class that cre
ated master morality.” 117 According to Mao Dun: “...the creator of the master
morality worked out of the fulness of his soul, and all he saw and heard, he
transformed out o f this fulness. He felt that this has to be better, greater and
more beautiful that it appeared to the creator of the slave morality. Great artists,
great legislators, and great warriors belong to the class that created master mo
rality.” 118
And then:
According to Ludovici: “The creator of slave morality was one who, out of
the poverty of his soul, transfigured all he saw and heard and declared it small
er, meaner, and less beautiful than it appeared to the creator of the master val
ues. Great misanthropists, pessimists, demagogues, tasteless artists, nihilists,
spiteful authors and dramatists, and resentful saints belong to the class that cre
ated slave morality.” 119
According to Mao Dun:
“...the creator of the slave morality has a poor soul. That which he saw and
heard was transformed out of this poor spirit. Therefore it is smaller, meaner
and less beautiful than it should appear to the creator of the master morality.
Great conspirators (yinmoujia) [105], pessimistic suicides, demagogues, taste
less artists, nihilists, spiteful authors and dramatists and resentful sages belong
to the class that created slave morality.”120 We may observe here that Mao Dun
changed the beginning and the end of the last important message: instead of

115 Loc. cit.
116 According to Mao Dun, this quotation is from Beyond G ood and E vil, Aphor. 260-262. I
did not find it there.
117 L u d o v i c i , A.M.: op. cit., p. 45.
118 NT, p. 21.
L u d o v i c i , p. 46.
120 NT, pp. 21-22.
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misanthropists we have here conspirators and instead of the saints, not impor
tant for the Chinese tradition, Mao Dun opted for the sages who were more
common there.
M aster morality, according to Ludovici, leads to the “desirable type o f
man”121 and to the Superman, according to Mao D un’s interpretation. What
Nietzsche calls “Superman” is a progressive kind of man, but Mao Dun also
does not forget to make one important remark: “If we more carefully study his
programme, we see that Nietzsche worships power, the cruel and unhuman way!
Therefore we have to regard him with caution: we should select only his good
points and put aside his bad ones.”122
Eleven days before this second installment of Mao Dun’s study on Nietzsche
a short essay by Mao Dun Peifu yu zongbai [106] To Admire or to Worship ap
peared in the column Xuedeng [107] Lantern o f Study of the Shishi xinbao
[108] Shanghai Newspaper on January 25, 1920.123 Here Mao Dun presented an
idea that one should be very careful where idol worship is concerned and in this
way he joined Zhu Zhixin [109] (1884-1920), one of the first introducers of so
cialist theories into China, according to whom, nobody and nothing should de
velop into an idol, since all values have only their relative validity within the
historical relations.124 Mao Dun in his essay declared that there is a difference
between admiring and worshipping. The first is possible after rational reason
ing, the second because o f its psychological disposition inclines to blind imita
tion of the worshipped objects. He mentioned N ietzsche’s m aster morality,
which is possible to admire, but not worship. In spite o f its inadequacies, it
could be used in China as the appropriate means in the creation of new values.
It is essential for Chinese youth is inevitable to forget some words from their
old vocabulary and “to worship” is one of them .125 Here we see Mao D un’s dif
ferent attitude to the Superman than in the years 1917 and 1919.
5
Mao Dun’s attitude to Nietzsche and to his Superman changed even more
during February and March 1920 when he was working on Nietzsche’s concepts
of the theory o f evolution and sociology.
At the beginning o f the third installment Mao Dun took up the threads of the
essay ju st analyzed, and followed Ludovici and repeated N ietzsche’s thesis
about the necessity o f transvaluating all values. Mao Dun led by Ludovici con
sidered the impact of Stendhal, Arthur Schopenhauer on Nietzsche, he approved
the first and disapproved the second.
L u d o v i c i , p. 34 and NT, p. 18.
122 NT, p. 23.
123 M DQJ, Vol. 14, pp. 104-106.
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When pondering over Schopenhauer, Ludovici and after him also Mao Dun
mentioned Godlessness as one of the intellectual features of the age, and both of
them quote the well-known maxim of Nietzsche: “Dead are all Gods! now we
will the Superman live.” 126 Ludovici’s musings end here, but Mao Dun com
ments: “Supermanism could be regarded as Nietzsche’s evolutionary theory.” 127
Then followed the reflections on Nietzsche’s evolutionism, where, as in nearly
the whole study, Ludovici was a leading guide.
Apart from Nietzsche’s two predecessors we mentioned, two English authors
exercised the most weighty influence on Nietzsche: his contemporaries Herbert
Spencer and Charles Darwin. We may see that in Nietzsche’s concept of life.
Spencer’s famous definition from the Principles o f Biology: “Life is the contin
uous adjustment o f internal relations to external relations,” 128 was one of the
criticized premises. Later Spencer also discussed the problem concerned with
the “dynamic element in life”.129 Ludovici presented the second as: “Life is ac
tivity”, and Mao Dun followed him .130 Spencer’s explanation o f the substance
of life was criticized from many sides, and Nietzsche was not an exception. He
defined life differently, as “appropriation, injury, conquest of the strange and
weak, suppression, severity, obtrusion of its own forms, incorporation, and, at
least, putting it mildest, exploitation.” 131 Mao Dun does not stress that Nietzsche
defined life “practically, uprightly, and bravely”, as Ludovici does,132 but he ad
mires (seriously, or perhaps with a slight irony) Nietzsche’s self-confidence.133
Mao Dun just as Ludovici agrees with N ietzsche’s criticism of Spencer’s
conception o f life as activity, with Darwin’s idea the “struggle for existence”, or
M althus’ general principle according to which population is tending to outrun
the nature’s means of subsistence,134 but he is likewise critical of Nietzsche’s
most basic philosophical premise: Will to Power {Wille zur Macht):
“Wherever I found living matter, I found will to power, and even in the ser
vant I found yearning to be master.
Only where there is life, there is will: though not will to live, but thus I teach
thee - Will to Power.”135

126 L u d o v i c i , p. 63 and NT, p. 27.
127 NT, p. 21.
128 Cf. L u d o v i c i , p. 6 4 and S p e n c e r , H.: Principles o f B iology. Vol. 1. N ew York, p. 9 9 . Origi
nally published in 1872.
129 This has been done in later editions o f Principles o f Biology.
130 L u d o v i c i ,
p. 64 and NT, p. 27.
131 L u d o v i c i ,
p. 65. This is a citation from Beyond G ood an d Evil,p. 226 according to Helen
Zimm ern’s translation.
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From that what was just quoted, Mao Dun deduces, that Nietzsche here “ex
cessively praising the power, regards the power as the step on the way of human
evolution, is necessarily mistaken,” 136 although he agrees that in his “towards
power” tendency is something meaningful. Mao Dun also admitted that he can
not be a judge in the matter of psychological arguments for or against the Will
to Power, and after repeating Ludovici’s arguments, he wrote the following
words:
“... I think that Nietzsche’s words are, of course, not correct. Those who re
gard men as just seeking for life (wei qiu sheng) [112] are also not entirely
right. If preservation of life were the only aim, contemporary civilization would
be superfluous, if people only used power, they would eat each other. Therefore
the teachings of both schools are wrong. In my opinion Kropotkin’s words are
correct. On the basis of his study of biology, Kropotkin has shown that human
life is a form o f mutual assistance, evolution is possible only in virtue of mutual
assistance, and the evolution theory in Kropotkin’s works is the most satisfacto
ry of all evolution theories.” 137
This Mao D un’s contemporary credo is, of course, o f great importance, al
though it was probably not quite justified to classify Spencerian teaching as that
o f “seeking for life” only and in this way compare it, even if indirectly, to the
ancient Chinese Taoists.138
Mao Dun much more stressed the impact of Darwin than Nietzsche admitted
or Ludovici wrote. If we read in Ludovici about wide difference between the
Darwinian school and Nietzsche, but also that “Nietzsche nevertheless believed
their hypothesis (about two factors of evolutional variability concerned with the
nature of organism, and the nature of conditions, M.G.) to be sound”, 139 Mao
Dun renders it much more positively as: “Nietzsche very much agrees with this
assertion.” 140 I am sure, even nearly three decades after I wrote it for the first
time, Mao Dun “even more than Ludovici, was influenced by the Darwinist ap
prehension of the Superman”.141 It was certainly caused, among others, by the
great impact o f social Darwinism on Chinese intellectuals after the translations
and writings by Yan Fu (1853-1921).142 The Darwinist and later Fascist under
standing of Nietzsche was quite common in China especially after the Chinese
translation of the chapter on Nietzsche in Will Durant’s Story o f Philosophy in

136 NT, p. 29.
137 Ibid., p. 30.
138 See, e.g. F u n g Y u - l a n : A H istory o f Chinese Philosophy. Trans, by D. Bodde. Vol. 1.
Princeton. Princeton University Press 1952, pp. 186-187 and 228-230.
L u d o v i c i , pp. 70-71.
140 AT, p. 31.
141 G á l i k , M.: N ietzsche in China (1918-1925), p. 16.
142 See the catchwords Darwin, Darwinism and Social Darwinism in the splendid m ono
graph by Benjamin S c h w a r t z : In Search o f Wealth arid Power. Yen Fu an d the West. Cambridge
(Mass.), The Belknap Press o f Harvard University Press 1964.
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1929 and reprinted or retranslated quite a few times later.143 Durant’s opening
sentence in his treatise: “Nietzsche was the child of Darwin and the brother of
Bismarck,” 144 might have a tremendous impact on Chinese readers.
Most critical was Mao D un’s attitude to Nietzsche in the last chapter o f the
study entitled Nietzsche the Sociologist. Here Mao Dun puts aside his Nietzscheanist mentor and begins with its own explanation of the basic concepts
of Nietzsche’s social teachings. He comes back to Höffding’s social dualism
and regrets its, as he says, “most contradictory part”, most often cursed by other
people. If we regard Nietzsche’s doctrines from this point o f view, then, “Ni
etzsche is really the bad devil (emo) [113] o f mankind and the most to be feared
(kongbu) [114] among m en” .145 Nietzsche’s thought is still estimated highly
beause o f its iconoclastic spirit, but not his sociological views; these are “con
servative (baocuri) [115] and groundless (debukan) [116]”.146
Here for the first time Mao Dun used the term “class” and “classes”, we do
not find in Ludovici, or in Höffding. “Masters” in Nietsche’s apprehension be
came now “ruling class” and “slaves” were by Mao Dun designated as “ruled
class”.147 After reading and translating Russell’s Proposed Roads to Freedom
and ruminating over its contents, it is possible that Mao Dun willy-nilly admit
ted that anarchism, in spite o f his sympathies for its theoretical reflections has
deficiencies which “make it probable that within any reasonable period of time,
it could not last long even if it were established”.148
It seems that in March 1920 when working on the fourth installment o f Ni
etzsche’s Teaching, Mao Dun either bade farewell to Kropotkin’s evolutionism,
or lost his enthusiasm for it. At that time, he was among others, under the im
pact of the philosopher and editor Zhang Dongsun [117] (1886-1973). Zhang
Dongsun, who, following the idea o f John Dewey, proposed to change Chinese
professional guilds into political organizations, lent Mao Dun a book The I. W.
W. - A Study o f American Syndicalism, Mao Dun wrote and published a lengthy
review of it.149 This organization called Industrial Workers of the World pre
ferred economic (not political) struggle, it was very resolute and radical, and its
aim was a “complete surrender of all control of industry to the organized work

143 C h e u n g C h i u - y e e : N ietzsche in China (1904-1992). An A nnotated Bibliography, pp. 22,
32-34, 46, 56, 70 and 87.
144 D u r a n t , W.: op. cit. Garden City, N ew York, Garden City Publishing Co., Inc. 1943 (first
ed. 1926), p. 301.
145 NT, p. 35.
146 Loc. cit.
147 Loc. cit.
148 R u s s e l l , B.; op. cit., p. 211.
149 M a o D u n : I W W d eya n jiu [118] On Industrial Workers o f the World. Em ancipation and
Reconstruction, 2, April 1 and 15, and May 1, 1920, 7, 8, 9, pp. 18-44, 19-38 and 25-43. The
book was written by P.F Brissenden and published by the Faculty o f Political Science o f C o
lumbia University in the series: Studies in History, Economics and Public Law, vol. 83. N ew
York 1920.
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ers” .150 The times changed in China also otherwise. In early 1920 Comintern
agent Gregory Voitinsky came to China and in April the whole text o f the Com
munist Manifesto in the translation by Mao Dun’s friend Chen Wangdao [119]
(1890-1977) appeared in Shanghai.151
Using the new terminology Mao Dun makes out of the Advocates of Higher
Men in Ludovici’s interpretation, the representatives of the ruling class, or from
the Advocates of the Greatest Number speakers of Democracy or of Socialism.
He also points out that Nietzsche admired the German monarchic form of gov
ernment. Here he even partly distorts the message of Nietzsche’s words:
According to Nietzsche: “There is no sorer misfortune in all human destiny,
than when the powerful of the earth are not at the same time the first men. Then
everything becometh false and warped and monstrous.” 152
And:
“For, my brethren, the best shall rule: the best will rule! And where the
teaching is different, there the best is lacking.” 153
According to Mao Dun: “There is no more tragic event than if the powerful
on the earth are not at the same time the first men. Then everything becomes
false, not true and all is terrible in the manner of ‘oxen devils and serpent mon
sters’ (niugui sheshen) [120].” 154
And:
“My brothers, the best shall rule, the best will rule! And if it will not be
done, then the best man (men?, M.G.) will not appear.” 155
After translating these sentences, Mao Dun added this remark: “Look! These
Nietzsche’s words are really non plus ultra strong words and forced arguments
(iqiangci duoliyijila) [121].” 156
As to the first citation is concerned Mao Dun probably did not check its ori
gin. The quoted words do not come from the mouth of Zarathustra but from one
of the two kings from the chapter called Conversation with the Kings. Zarathus
tra seems to be very satisfied with their message. The use of the phrase “oxen
devils and serpent monsters” was probably adequate from the stylistic point of
view, but the irony of Mao Dun’s fate and of millions of his Chinese compatri
ots, is that forty six years after writing this “verdict”, he was one of the high
victims o f Maoist persecution of the similar devils and monsters during the
“Cultural Revolution”.157
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The second quotation is from the chapter O f Old and New Law-tables and it
is not so much about the Superman, but about the creation of new values.
W hen writing this Mao Dun somehow forgot those representatives o f higher
men Nietzsche might have in mind and mentioned verbatim in Ludovici only
one page before these citations:
“The Divine Manu, Laotse, Confucius, Muhammad, Jesus Christ - all these
men, who in their sublime arrogance actually converted man into a mirror in
which they saw themselves and their doctrines reflected, and who in thus con
verting man into a mirror really made him feel happy in the function of reflect
ing alone: - these leaders are the types Nietzsche refers to when he speaks of
higher men.”158
After repeating Ludovici’s assertions that Democracy and Socialism meant
the “annihilation of all higher values and hopes”,159 and the second was nothing
else than the Christian (or Biblical) principle of all men being alike before
God,160 Mao Dun states that these words are not even worthy to argue with. But
he immediately admits that a “pure (tunzu) [124] or narrow (jiayi) [125] De
mocracy has many shortcomings and limits, orthodox or State (guanhua) [126]
Socialism owes much to despotism,” 161 but in spite of this he thinks that Ni
etzsche’s attacks are “useless and harmful arbitrary judgements”.162
The most important postulate that produced the greatest impression on the
Chinese intellectuals during the May Fourth and pre- or post-May Fourth era,
from Nietzsche’s entire work, was that of transvaluation of all values. Ludovici
presented a few sentences from Nietzsche’s Antichrist to the reader at the end of
the last chapter of his book. Fte abstained from commenting on them and only
stated that they represent “the moral code wherewith he would transvaluate our
present values”.163
They are the following sentences:
“What is good? - All that increases the feeling of power, will to power, power
itself in man.
What is bad? - All that proceeds from weakness.
What is happiness? - the feeling that power increases, that resistance is over
come.
157 On “dem onology” and its impact on the psychology and political terror among the
Maoists, see R.J. L i f t o n : Revolutionary Im m ortality . M ao Tse-tung and the Chinese Cultur
a l Revolution. Harmondsworth, Penguin Books Ltd. 1968, pp. 33-36. For Mao D un’s experi
ences with Red Guards, see Y e Z im in g [122]: M eng hui x in g y i. M ao Dun wannian shenghuo
jian w en [123] D ream s Return and Stars Move. R eport from the L ast Years o f M ao D un's
Life. Nanking, Nanking University Press, pp. 78-92.
158 L u d o v i c i , p. 78.
159 L u d o v i c i , p. 80 and NT, p. 37.
160 Both L u d o v ic i and NT, loc. cit.
161 NT, loc. cit.
162 Loc. cit.
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Not contentedness, but more power: not peace at any price, but warfare: not
virtue, but capacity (virtu in the Renaissance style, virtue free from any moral
acid).” 164
Whereas Ludovici does not add a word to these maxims, Mao D un’s com
ment could be regarded as a very resolute condemnation:
“On seeing the sentences just quoted, we know Nietzsche over (not beyond,
M.G.) good and evil. His transvaluation of values is just this. His worship of
power is such that no ordinary person could think of it.”165
In the epilogue to N ietzche’s Teaching Mao Dun mentioned that his concept
o f Superman has a particle o f truth in it, but like the other parts of Nietzsche’s
teaching, it is problematic. Nietzsche is a great philosopher, often full of contra
dictions,166 but we may appreciate him because o f his free-spiritedness, intellec
tual bravery, the ability to stand alone without fear and the courage in searching
for truth.167 Here Mao Dun agrees with his Nietzschean teacher.168 In N i
etzsche’s philosophy, as in other teaching he tried to find the means to attain
two goals: changes in the life o f the society, the cognition of truth.169 At the end
o f the writing o f this article, Mao Dun was certainly to a great extent disap
pointed with his former idol some months or two years before.
6
By analysing Nietzsche ’s Teaching we have seen the vehement changes of at
titude to one and the same problem from extremely warm to relatively or very
critical. During these four months, we may also observe this metamorphosis in
other Mao Dun essays or articles. We have already mentioned two o f them.
Parallel to the first installment of this study, one short but unusually concise
article by Mao Dun Xianzai wenxuejia de ziren shi shenme [127] What Are the
Duties o f Contemporary Men o f Letters? Here in the very beginning we find the
following statement:
“Always when a new type o f philosophical thought arises, writers form its
vanguard, and with the help of literary descriptive means and o f critical meth
ods, awaken the broad masses by intelligible words. Therefore the 18th century
individualism has its roots in two novels by Jean-Jacques Rousseau Nouvelle
Héloise and Emile. The new wave o f 19th century individualism grows out o f
Henrik Ibsen’s drama A D o ll’s House. Nietzsche’s philosophy of Superman is
succinctly crystallized in the novel Thus Spake Zarathustra. Russian youth has a
Stronghold in Herzen’s Society. Herzen is author of the novel Whose Crime?
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Leo Tolstoy is a great writer and father of humanism and proletarianism, the
writer Romain Rolland a father of heroism. George Bernard Shaw and Gerhart
Hauptmann are writers who propagate Socialism.” 170
In the last month of 1921 another relatively long article by Mao Dun ap
peared A Systematic Study o f Modern Chinese Literature. Here we find another
very similar statement, as far as I know, never translated into any European lan
guage, where Nietzsche is also an important representative:
“If we speak about the origins of modern literature, we have to know the
most weighty features of the metamorphosis o f modern thought. There is not
one established literature without a solid philosophical frame. In the opposite
direction it is possible to say that all new trends o f thought, need the power of
literature for their propaganda. We May see the principles of natural education
in Rousseau’s Em ile, Gustave Flaubert’s nihilism in his novel Madame Bovary,
N ietzsche’s philosophy o f Superman in his c h e f ď oeuvre - the poetic novel
Thus Spake Zarathustra (in the last time some people translate this book as On
Superman which seems to be not quite appropriate). For others, as G.B. Shaw,
M. M aeterlinck, Romain Rolland, H. Barbusse, P. Loti, L. Tolstoy, F. D os
toyevsky, L. Andreyev and W.B. Yeats, literature is new thought and new
thought is literature, they are inseparable.”171
Comparing these two passages with the one from the beginning of this con
tribution, we see that Thus Spake Zarathustra was always there, although in the
last one it was characterized in a slightly different way. I think that A Systematic
Study o f Literature was written in the first half of 1920 during the time of Mao
D un’s enthrallment with Symbolism, and published later. Certainly Mao Dun
would not put Thus Spake Zarathustra upon such a high pedestal in later months
and years.
In one place we may see Nietzsche’s name venerated in 1922. But at that
time, when writing about Gerhart Hauptmann, Mao Dun was only translating
Anton Hellmann’s article about Nietzsche, not expressing his own opinion.
In 1920 and 1921 Mao Dun exposed his attitude to Nietzsche a few times.
After translating a chapter from Lester F. Ward’s Pure Sociology where the au
thor treats the problem of feminine biological and social insufficiency in rela
tion to men, Mao Dun pointed to Nietzsche’s contemptuous views concerning
women from Thus Spake Zarathustra allegedly from the Book One, Chapter 14:
“Woman is not yet capable of friendship: women are still cats and birds. Or,
at best cows.”
And then:
“For the woman, the man is a means: the end is always the child. But what is
the woman for the man?...

170 Published under Pei Wei [128] (Mao Dun’s pseudonym) in Eastern M iscellany, 17, Jan
uary 10, 1920, 1, p. 94-96. The quotation is from p. 94. More accessible in M D Q J, Vol. 18,
p. 8.
171 Pp. 8-9.
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Man should be trained for war and woman for the recreation of the warrior:
all else is folly.” 172
The first quotation is really from the Chapter 14, the second one from the
Chapter 18.
On July 3, 1921 Zhang Wentian [129] (1900-1976), a good friend of Mao
Dun and of his family, published an article Wudikangzhuyi de wojian [130] M y
Views on Non-resistance to Evil,113 later reviewed and criticized by Mao Dun
and Chen Wangdao. It was at the time when the first Chinese Communist group
(or as some say the Chinese Communist Party) had been founded. Mao Dun in
his essay174 mentioned and criticized the teaching of Jesus Christ concerning
his maxim: “Love your enemies, do good to them which hate you,” 175 and L.
Tolstoy’s views of non-resistance. When on July 15, Zhang Wentian published a
rejoinder entitled Rengedi zhongyao [134] The Importance o f Human Character,
Mao Dun some days later wrote his re-rejoinder “R enge” zagan [135] Miscella
neous Feelings on “Character”. Here Mao Dun compared a follower of non-re
sistance to evil to Superman and mentioned Beyond Good and Evil. “Love is
life”, confessed by these followers, could not be a credo of Nietzschean Super
men, because these do not profess philanthropy (boai) [136] or non-resis
tance.176 In his answer, Zhang Wentian, as younger friend, promised to study
more Jesus and Tolstoy. As to the first, he fulfilled his promise and on January
25, 1922 he bought the 1920 edition of the Bible. Old and New Testaments, in
its Mandarin Union Version. Somehow he forgot later this copy in Mao D un’s
library.177
In this essay Mao Dun repeated his demand from the beginning o f N i
etzsche’s Teaching: “I think that by the study of all -isms - scientific, artistic...
the most important aim should be their tendency to a bright future.” He imme
diately added something new: “I likewise think that all -isms... should show pity
towards the pitiable members of our contemporary society, towards the suffer
ings of the fourth estate...” 178
It seems that after July 1921, Mao Dun completely neglected Nietzsche.

172 The translation finished on November 16, 1919, was published in Ladies Journal, 6,
January 5, 1920, 1, pp. 1-9. Translator’s remark was reprinted in MDQJ, vol. 14, pp. 100101. The first quotation from Zarathustra is on p. 100, the second one on pp. 100-101. Both
English translations o f quoted passages are from H o l l i n g d a l e : op. cit., pp. 84 and 91.
173 In Juewu [131] Awakening, a supplement to Minguo ribao [132] Republican Daily.
174 Wudikangzhuyiyu “a i ” [133] N on-resistance and “Love ”, published ibid., July 5, 1921,
reprinted in M D Q J, vol. 14, pp. 216-220.
175 St. Luke, ( 5 , 2 7 .
176 This essay was also published in Awakening, July 24, 1921 and reprinted in M D Q J, vol.
14, pp. 223-226. On philanthropy, non-resistance and N ietzsche, see pp. 224-225. Zhang
Wentian’s essay is also reprinted here, pp. 227-229.
177 The copy is accessible in the Mao Dun Museum, Peking.
178 M a o D u n : M iscellaneous Feelings on 'C h a ra cter ”, pp. 225-226.
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*
Mao D un’s case with Nietzsche is typical among the young Chinese intellec
tuals around Chen Duxiu from 1917 to 1921. This man whose thought devel
oped very fast and who changed his opinions in relation to the new conditions,
whether political, social, cultural and ideological, had great impact among Chi
nese youth. When he decided to take Mao Dun among his most intimate collab
orators, he certainly knew what he was doing. Mao Dun in the years 1919 to
around 1923 was following and concretely elaborating Chen D uxiu’s literary
policy.179
Mao D un’s Nietzsche's Doctrine is a bit peculiar, but at the same time it is
also representative of the attitude of Chinese intellectuals to foreign philosophi
cal and literary legacies. Both its peculiarity and its typicalness lie in the very
fast development of the Chinese receivers o f foreign legacies which is per
formed within the frame of one study (peculiarity), but also within a short peri
od of time (typicalness). As to the first, I know at least one similar example by
Wang Guowei [137] (1877-1927) who in his famous article Hongloumeng pinglun [138] Contribution to a Discussion on the Dream o f the Red Chamber, ac
cepted the philosophical and aesthetic ideas o f Arthur Schopenhauer in the first
three chapters, but in the fourth he ceased to trust in his teachings.180 Mao Dun,
as shown above, already began to be quite critical of Nietzsche in the third in
stallment o f his study. As to the second, the examples for the changes of this
kind of an appreciation, evaluation, criticism or even complete distrust or con
demnation, abound in the time around the May Fourth Movement.
As far as I know, Mao Dun mentioned Nietzsche only once in his writings
after 1922. In February 1979, something more than two years before his death
on March 27, 1981, Mao Dun published the second installment181 of his later
book Roads I Have Travelled On, where we find his certainly last attitude to N i
etzsche. Here he quotes his own words from Nietzsche's Teachings that “Ni
etzsche is really the bad devil of mankind and the most to be feared among
men”, but also that his teaching is a wonderful means “for new criticism and
transvaluation o f all philosophical doctrines, social beliefs and all moralities
within different views of life”.182 He wrote this study, he confessed at the end of
his life, not only because of the intellectual and moral situation in China, but

179 As far as I know, there is no special study o f this kind, but this can be seen from com 
paring Chen D uxiu’s and Mao D un’s literary essays. Cf. entries concerned with Chen in GÁLiK, M.: M ao Tun and M odern Chinese Literary C riticism , pp. 17, 20, 27-30 and Mao D un’s
literary and critical ideas from this period.
180 G á lik , M .: On the Influence o f Foreign Ideas on Chinese Literary Criticism. Asian and
African Studies (Bratislava), 2, 1966, pp. 42-47, or his M ilestones in Sino-Western Literary
Confrontation (1898-1979), Bratislava-Wiesbaden, Veda-Otto Harrassowitz 1986, pp. 13-17.
181 Xin wenxue shih liao [139] M aterials to M odern Chinese Literature, 2, 1979, pp. 43-54.
182 M ao Dun: The R oads I H ave Travelled On, V o l.l, p. 133.
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also because o f Nietzsche’s attacks on “bourgeois philosophy”.183 This time he
did not mention Nietzsche’s criticism of the ideas o f Socialism, Mao Dun just
started vehemently to propagate.
Mao Dun took Nietzsche’s writings literally and did not mind their symbolic
significance. Much of his misunderstanding and misapprehensions originated
here. I tried to show this part of his treatment of Nietzsche’s legacy in my study
from 1971. I shall not repeat that criticism here.
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LANGUAGE COMMAND, LINGUISTICS AND PHILOLOGY
Annette B i e r b a c h and Horst C a i n ,
Museum für Völkerkunde, Abteilung Südsee,
Arnimallee 27, 14195 Berlin, Germany

Stimulated by recent publications this short article proposes to strengthen the awareness
anď criticize disregard o f the fact that language command, however perfect and although an
important cognitive factor in studying ideological systems, is a useful, but not a sufficient
prerequisite for adequate analyses o f ideological concepts. Moreover, its scholarly usefulness
is only given, if the speaker o f a particular language speaks it consciously and if command o f
a language is combined with linguistic and philological competence. Attempts by an author
whose mother tongue is Tahitian, to analyse a number o f key Tahitian religious terms, are dealt
with in a critical and ironic way. It is shown that the attempts blatantly fail to fulfil the required
linguistic and philological competence. They are only caricatures o f scholarly analyses. This
kind o f would-be scholarship only results in would-be results which never enlighten anyone
but dim the light which might have dawned on one or another here and there. Hoc ercit
demonstrandum.

Things do not necessarily become easier if several persons form a team in
order to write a single book or article. On the contrary, from a formal point of
view it can be more complicated to communicate experiences or episodes con
cerning only one member of the team. And so, before getting down to business,
I, Horst, would like to make reference to one of the most wholesome experienc
es in my scholarly life.
In late 1962, on the threshold of what turned out to be my academic “ca
reer”, I had just enrolled myself in my very first seminar on Spanish literature.
Its subject was one of the “autos sacramentales” or allegorical plays by the
Spanish author of the 17th century, Don Pedro Calderon de la Barca, titled “Los
Encantos de la Culpa", i.e. “the enchantment of guilt”. One of my classmatesto-be whom I met by chance asked me whether I had already read the play and
understood it. It was then ten years since I had started studying Spanish all by
myself. I had practiced it day and night, as it were, with Latin American stu
dents, newspapermen, globetrotters and business and political visitors to the
East Berlin of the late 1950s; finally, I had regularly attended an eight-month
course at the university of Madrid from 1960 to 1961. On top of all this, I had
just returned from five months o f literary leave on the beaches of the Canary
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Islands where I had been deepening my knowledge of Spanish in a leisurely way
by reading all the Spanish books that I was able to lay my hands on. Even
though I had not read anything written by Calderon de la Barca and no idea of
what an “auto sacramental” was supposed to be, I answered that, indeed, I had
read the text in question, and, fully aware of my excellent command of the beau
tiful mother-tongue of Don Miguel de Cervantes Saavedra, I selfconfidently
added that I had understood everything. My opposite number expressed his ad
miration and admitted that he himself had found it a rather problematical piece
of literature.
Later, at the beginning of the first session of the seminar, our professor, one
of the most renowned German Hispanists and Lusitanists at the time, asked the
participants who had read and understood the play. Strangely enough, I was the
only one who answered in the affirmative. The professor congratulated me confessing, at the same time, that he himself had encountered certain difficul
ties and found himself unable to join me in my claim.
I had a hunch that something was awkward and felt ashamed as if having
been caught boasting. On the other hand, my Spanish was really good. I spoke it
without any foreign accent and was rather well-versed in several dialects and
sociolects. What I was not aware of was the fact that the Spanish language had
quite a long and complex history and that Spanish philology had a long tradi
tion and a very high standard. No doubt, of all the participants o f the seminar I
could claim to be the one with the best command o f Spanish, but it was also
clear that this was neither the all-decisive nor an indispensable requirement for
participation in the seminar. Most o f the other students were much better lin
guists and philologists, whereas I had no idea of either linguistics or philology,
neither Spanish nor general.
I am telling all this here, because something similar appears to be going on
in the field of Polynesian language studies. There are plenty of native speakers
of Polynesian languages, but in this respect only very few of them, if any, could
rightfully claim to be experts on their respective mother-tongues, to say nothing
of Polynesian linguistics or philology in a scholarly sense. On the other hand,
there are many trained linguists who are not native speakers and lack knowledge
of any of the Polynesian languages. They also lack an adequate insight into and
a sound judgement about the peculiarities of Polynesian languages in general.
Finally, there are many anthropologists, exclusively foreigners, who do not even
seem to realize that Polynesians speak their own particular languages and who,
at any rate, have no propensity whatsoever to get involved with one of them. All
in all, it is safe to say that, in comparison with say European languages, those of
Polynesia have been pretty inadequately studied so far. Anthropologists seem to
perceive and treat them quite generally as something negligeable, as a burden
rather than a useful or even indispensable means of understanding what it is all
about to feel, to think, to be Polynesian. Such scholars cannot help being lost
when it comes to judging the competence with which their informants speak
about the anthropology, religion, literature and philosophy of the culture into
which they have been born. In this situation any native speaker o f a Polynesian
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language - and we are not referring here to the charlatans who deliberately lead
strangers up the garden path and who also exist - would be admissible as an ex
pert, no matter how much or how little he or she knows. The danger o f being
uncritical or not critical enough with regard to one’s own possibilities in doing
field-work and, on account of this, committing errors is especially great if a na
tive speaker and a trained linguist coincide in one and the same individual. A
recent example o f this kind induces us to voice our reserves against the asser
tions resulting from the cooperation of the two.
The text which bothers us is by Louise Peltzer and has been published in the
Bulletin de la Société des Etudes Océaniennes. As far as we are aware, the au
thor is a native speaker o f Tahitian and a French-trained linguist. Although we
do not know the subject of her doctoral thesis, we assume that it was not a
Polynesian one or, if it was, her supervisors would not seem to have been too
well acquainted with what rightfully might be called Polynesian linguistics or
philology. Judging from her linguistic publications, we do not doubt for a sec
ond that Mrs. Peltzer speaks Tahitian and we have no misgivings either about
assuming that she is a well-trained French linguist. On the other hand, in view
o f her poor performance as an analyst of Tahitian religious terms, we have also
no reason to think that she is an expert in Tahitian, let alone Polynesian linguis
tics. In order to do justice to our colleague, we propose to present and discuss
her evidence and results here, leaving it to the readers to decide for themselves
what they want to make of it. We do not intend to comment on every single
point Mrs. Peltzer tries to make but only on those which, as far as we are con
cerned, are definitely incorrect or unconvincing and which we feel in a position
to straighten out at this point in time. In doing so, we have no compunctions
about correcting Mrs. Peltzer’s and other authors’ spellings o f Polynesian words
by adding the diacritics to the best of our knowledge and technical possibility
using the circumflex accent instead of the macron as length marker. The italics
with Polynesian and other foreign words and syllables are always ours.
The article of Mrs. Peltzer’s which we propose to look into and discuss here,
is titled: “La mort dans la tradition polynésienne” 1. It aroused our keen interest,
since it deals with much the same phenomena as our own recently published
volume titled: “Religion and Language o f Easter Island It is a pity that we
were not aware of the article while we were still working at our own analysis,
although it would not have influenced our conclusions. After having got a copy
from a friend in France, the article kept us in suspense but reading it was an
anticlimax.
According to Mrs. Peltzer “the Polynesian is dual”2 which is doubtlessly
supposed to mean that the living Polynesian individual was believed by the
Polynesians to be composed o f two integral parts. To a Polynesian, then, the
Polynesian was what may be termed a dichotomy. According to Mrs. Peltzer, its

1 Peltzer 1995: 15-29.
2 ibid.: 16. Cf. the French original: “le polynésien est duel”.
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constituents are “a material and visible principle (tino) and a spiritual and hid
den principle (värua)”? With all due respect, we doubt the correctness of this
statement.
The late Miss Vonnick Bodin, also a native speaker of Tahitian, is more pre
cise and convincing when she writes: “While a person is alive, he (she) possess
es, at least, two things in his (her) own right: his (her) tino: his (her) body and
his (her) iho which corresponds exactly to the self of the philosophers ... If this
person dies, his (her) tino becomes the tüpäpa‘u and his (her) iho the v ä ru a ”4
Mrs Peltzer herself defines iho as “the vital principle, the essence” and adds
that it “is limited to humans and gods. An animal has no iho. It is the individual
substance, the personality of the individual”.5 Apart from the fact that she does
not tell what relationship is supposed to exist between her “vital”, “material”
and “spiritual” principles, she seems to concur with her late compatriot. But
again, when she explains what death traditionally means to the Tahitians, she
does not say what becomes of the iho of the dying person. She declares: “To us,
then, death is never the end nor the annihilation of the human personality. There
is disappearance of the carnal envelop (tino which becomes tüpäpa ‘u) and liber
ation ... of the soul of the deceased”.6 This is to say that, according to Bodin and
Peltzer, tino was believed to become tüpäpa'u, a metamorphosis which Mrs.
Peltzer equates with disappearance. According to Miss Bodin, iho was supposed
to become värua, whereas Mrs. Peltzer does not even mention iho in this con
nection but speaks of the liberation of the “soul” which, according to her own
dichotomy of a living person, cannot be anything else but the värua.
Two observations should be noted here. First, Vonnick Bodin claims that the
Tahitians’ dichotomous concept of a living human being differs from that of a
dead person. In the former case the components are tino and iho, whereas in the
latter, there are tupäpa'u and värua. Louise Peltzer differentiates between the
living and the dead only with regard to what she terms the material principle,
tino and tüpäpa % but takes värua for the so-called spiritual principle both of
the living and the dead. Her iho - the vital principle, the essence, the individual
substance, the personality of the individual - which appears to be identifiable
with that o f Miss Bodin, plays no part in the transition from life to death.
3 ibid. Cf. the French original: “un principe matériel et visible (tino) et un principe spirituel et caché (värua)”.
4 Bodin, personal letter o f May 13th 1977. Cf. the French original: “LorsquTme personne
est vivante, elle possede au moins deux choses en propre: son tino: son corps et son ih o: qui
correspond exactement au moi des philosophes... Quand cette personne décěde, son tino devient
le tüpäpa 'u et son iho le värua”.
5 Peltzer 1995: 17. Cf. the French original: “le principe vital, ľ essence” ... “///O est réservé
aux humains et aux dieux. Un animal n’apas de iho, c ’est la substance individuelle, la personnalité de l ’individu.” Note also her “iho-tumu (identitě d ’un individu), iho~ari‘i (essence royale),
iho-atua (essence divine)”.
6 ibid.: 16. Cf. the French original: “La mort pour nous n ’est done jamais une fin ni un
anéantissement de la personnalité humaine. II y a disparition de l’enveloppe charnelle (tino qui
deviendra tüpäpa ‘ü) et libération ... de l ’äme du défunt.”
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The second observation concerns the valuation o f the two components, the
so-called material and the so-called spiritual. Whereas Vonnick Bodin abstains
from valuing, Louise Peltzer values them in a typically Christianocentric way,
when she speaks negatively o f disappearance, in the case of the conversion of
tino into tüpäpa ‘u, and positively of the liberation o f the “soul”. The deprecia
tion of the human body and the concept of the “soul” as a captive or prisoner of
the body are typical from Plato to the European Romantics “... ‘The soul flies
away into the pure blue heaven of truth and innocence like a bird that has been
set free, to hover in the clear light ...” ’.7
Mrs. Peltzer analyses the terms she chose, whatever the cost, on a purely
first glance and present-day Tahitian basis. Since she knows or claims to know
the meaning o f every single Tahitian word and syllable, all terms seem quite
clear to her. She does not feel that it would perhaps be necessary or, at least,
worthwhile to recur to a historically earlier ready to hand language stratum, to
the proto-Polynesian (PPN), proto-Oceanic (POC), proto-Austronesian (PAN)
reconstructions or, at least, to other empirical Polynesian languages, which
might afford explanations of what otherwise would be difficult to explain or
simply remain unexplained. She seems to be convinced that a good, let alone
excellent command of a language in its present shape - in her case present-day
Tahitian - enables one to explain what there is to be explained. We are sorry for
having to mix our colleague’s wine with quite a good deal of water.
It is common knowledge that any word and any syllable in any language has
a phonological, morphological, semantic and etymological history; and in many
cases it is a complex one. A term might contain morphemes, for example,
which are no longer productive and whose meanings might have been long for
gotten. Its simple phonetic identity, real or apparent - for the most common and
lamentable omission of the Polynesian diacritics creates countless ambiguities does not provide a reliable basis for any serious analysis of any Polynesian word
or syllable. Accordingly, there are terms which resist being etymologized or
otherwise analysed. There are also terms which may only be conjectured upon
for the time being. As far as we are concerned, this is the case with some of the
terms for which Mrs. Peltzer offers definite though absurdly recondite semasiological explanations. We are convinced, on the contrary, that most of her analy
ses are not tenable, because they are exclusively based on Tahitian lexicographi
cal data and on what semantic connotations the author associates with these
data. As her procedure is superficial, her explanations are odd in that they sug
gest an oversophisticated, abstruse reasoning on the part o f the ancient Tahi
tians. We propose to substantiate this criticism subsequently.
The first term to be considerd is tüpäpa'u or its variant t i ‘apäpa‘n. Accord
ing to Mrs. Peltzer, tüpäpa'u denotes “cadavre” (corpse), and she adds that
7 van der Leeuw 1986: 302. Cf. the German original, Tieck 1829, vol. 14: 358 “Wie ein
freigemachter Vogel flattert die Seele in diesen reinen blauen Himmel hinauf, um im klaren
Licht zu schwim men, - und mit elendem Netze, mit Leim läßt sich das Unsterbliche wieder
in den Schmutz hinabziehen und fest kleben”.
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corpse was its ancient meaning, whereas the modern one is “revenant”. She di
vides the word into two components, tu “maintain oneself standing, be equal,
situation, stability, representation, consistence”,8 and p ä p a ‘u “shallow ” .9
Tüpäpa'u, then, is declared to mean “little consistence”.10 The other compound,
ti ‘apäpa ‘u, is said to denote “to maintain oneself standing in the shallow, with
little consistence”.11
These fantastic interpretations which do not make much sense, call urgently
for a commentary. First of all, it should be noted that the author does not deign
to say a word about the reason why there are two forms of the word and the pos
sible, probable or actual implications of this. It is true that there is a verb tu
meaning “to stand upright”, but the question is, whether we are dealing here
with that verb or with a verb at all and if so, whether “to stand upright” is the
only meaning o f it or, at least, the one to the point here. We do not believe this
to be the case.
According to what we have been able to find out, the relevant tu- in our con
text is not a verb but a prefix whose function, though not very clear nowadays,
appears to have been that of reenforcing or intensifying the meaning conveyed
by the attached base. It was replaced on account of the p i ‘i custom which
caused words and syllables to be tapu and banned from the everyday use for be
ing names or parts of names of important ari 7 (chiefs) or important ancestors
of such chiefs’ descent groups. The pi'i, which Mrs. Peltzer mentions without
characterizing it, was put into effect when the phonetics of a word or syllable
coincided with that of a name or part of the name of a person of rank. Ralph
Gardner White describes the Tahitian p i ‘i without naming it as follows: “The
a r iT s name was usually made up o f a word or words taken from the common
colloquial vocabulary. This meant that the ari 7’s subjects could no longer use
those words or the sound sequences in them except as the name of the ari 7. For
instance one a r i(i had the name o f Itul (= Tu-nui-e-'a'a-i-te-atua) which had
been a very common word meaning ‘to stand, to stay habitually in a place, to
have a family likeness to (someone) and was also a very common prefix as in
tü-rama ‘to illuminate (as with a torch) from rama ‘torch’. All these usages
were forbidden and the sound sequence could only be used as the name of the
a n 7. ... Much of the tabooing which had a more or less permanent effect on
Tahitian comes from the various names of Pornare I, who was born in the mid
dle o f the 18th century and died in 1803. His names were long and he changed
them often. His son, Pomare II, was highly instrumental in setting up the stan

8 Peltzer 1995: 18. Cf. the French original: “se tenir debout, étre a égalité, situation, sta
bilitě, représentation, consistance”.
9 ibid. Cf. the French forp ä p a ‘u = “peu profond”.
10 ibid. Cf. the French: “peu de consistance”.
11 ibid. Cf. the French original: “se tenir debout dans peu de profondeur, avec peu de
consistance”.
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dard literary language, thus promoting the use of the new vocabulary officially
and in writing.” 12
The reason why tu- had to be replaced was not its semantics but the coinci
dence o f its phonetics or “sound sequence” with the shortened name of Tu, the
usurper of the political power in the Tahitian-speaking area of Tuamotuan de
scent. When he changed names from Tu to Pomare on account of his little son’s
nocturnal coughs, this lead to other p i 7 replacements of po with the Tuamotuan
ru ‘i for “night” and mare with hota for “cough”. The reason why ti 'a- and no
other “sound sequence” was chosen to substitute tu- was this time that tu and
ti (a were felt to be verbs meaning “to stand upright” which must already have
been their most current signification for those Tahitians who placed the tapu
upon tu- and who were just as good diachronic linguists then as Mrs. Peltzer is
today. The difference is, however, that the Tahitians of the olden days neither
were nor pretended to be scholars. They were untrained and proceeded neither
systematically nor methodically but mechanically and by instinct. However, to
be aware of the pi 7 and to fully understand its mechanism is crucial for anyone
who wishes to study Tahitian and Polynesian semantics and etymology.
In reality tu- appears to have been the prefix mentioned by Gardner White,
which also occurs in the following compounds randomly taken from Lemaitre:
tüfä (tťafa), tühä (ti‘ahä) “être ä découvert” said of the reef at low tide, tüoro
(ti'aoro) “appeler, invoquer, faire appel ä”, tupana (ti'apana) “empan”, turama
(ti‘aram a) “guider avec une torche ou une lampe, éclairer” .13 In this case
tüpäpa ‘u (ti ‘apäpa (u) would simply be one more in that number. The other pos
sibility which, as far as we are concerned, is a probability, would mean that tu
is the prefix listed by the Andrewses and said to be “frequently intensive in
sense o f word tu, to stand firm” but “much more often worn down to a mere
stem variant”14 or again: “often with significance, ‘stand’, but usually practical
ly meaningless”.15
Though there is no need to derive this prefix from the verb meaning “to
stand”, it is clear that it is the result of a historical process which was already at
its end when it became necessary to substitute it in the 18th century.
Now, bearing this in mind, we turn to the explanation of p ä p a ‘u. As Mrs.
Peltzer correctly states, päpa (u means “shallow”, but formally it is also a partial
reduplication of pa ‘u or paku which means everywhere in Polynesia and beyond
“dry”, “(be) dried” and “desiccated”.16 Complete or partial reduplication has
variously a frequentative function or it intensifies, weakens or pluralizes the ac
tion or condition referred to by any simple base. Päpa ‘u, then, may originally

12
13
14
15
16

Gardner White 1968: 64.
Lemaitre 1973: 123 f., 129 f. Caf. Davies 1851: 267. Andrews 1944: 165.
Andrews 1944: XI.
ibid.: 174.
Bierbach & Cain 1996: 37.
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also have meant “very, utterly, completely, extremely dry, dried up, desiccat
ed”.17 In the present context, this meaning proves to be the most plausible one
as päpaku means actually “corpse” on Rapa N ui,18 and this again is absolutely
in keeping with the mortuary customs of the Polynesians and their Oceanic
brethren. These customs were designed to preserve the corpses through scraping
off and removing the corruptible parts and systematically desiccating the re
mains by draining them and exposing them extensively to the sun. The conse
quence of such treatment was the reduction of corpses so that they were of little
consistence, as Mrs. Peltzer says, or actually emaciated and even skeletons.19
The prefix tü- added to the base päpa ‘u forming tüpäpa ‘u could either further
emphasize the condition designated by the base or simply be redundant. Indeed,
on the basis of this descriptive meaning, tüpäpa ‘u denoted “corpse” before it
was used to designate also “ghost”. At the time when tu- became tapu the origi
nal superlative meaning “completely desiccated” of tüpäpa ‘u was already ob
solete and no longer understood by the Tahitians. To them tüpäpa ‘u simply
meant “corpse” and, most probably, even already “ghost”, as in modern Tahi
tian.
Notwithstanding our preference for the translation and interpretation just ex
plained as the original one, there is still another possibility. After having glossed
päpa ‘u as meaning originally “dry”, “dried”, “desiccated”, and hence “corpse”,
tü meaning “to stand up”, “to arise”, “to rise” may again be taken into consider
ation. Stimson and Marshall, after glossing the R a‘ivavaean tupäpa'u “ghost,
apparition, spirit of the dead” and equating it with the Tuamotuan tüpäpaku, de
clare that the term refers literally to “a corpse arisen-, returned- from the
grave”.20
This interpretative translation is virtually correct, because it corresponds to
the spirit of Polynesian religiosity. At any rate, the idea of revenants as physical
ly resuscitated dead is reflected in the morphology of their generic name as
well.21
In analysing what appear to be five different terms for “soul” or “spirit”,
Mrs. Peltzer gives striking examples of folk etymology and its ludicrous results.
The five terms which we propose to deal with in her own order are vairua,
vaerua, värua, vaiite and väite.
According to Mrs. Peltzer, vairua is a compound of vai “existence” and rua
“deux” (two), which, however, is not supposed to signify “deux existences” (two
existences) but “double or second existence”.22 Given the fact that the Tahitians

17 ibid.: 38.
18 Churchill 1912: 238. Roussel 1908: 25, 33, 62; 1917: 35, 56, 114. Englert 1938: 95.
Fuentes 1960: 286, 814. Langdon & Tryon 1983: 40, 42. Cf. Bierbach & Cain 1996: 36.
19 Bierbach & Cain 1996: 16 ff., 37 f.
20 Stimson & Marshall MS: 501; 1964: 558. Cf. Bierbach & Cain 1996: 36, 38.
21 Bierbach & Cain 1996: 38 f.
22 Peltzer 1995: 18. Cf. the French original: “existence double ou existence deuxiem e”.
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conceived of the human individual as a dichotomy of body and “soul” or “spir
it” and under the assumptions, first that this conception is expressed in the term
vairua, second that vairua is a compound of vai and rua, and third that rua is
actually the ancient Tahitian word for “two”, Mrs. Peltzer’s interpretation is a
possible and even suggestive one. We ourselves adhered to it for a while23 be
fore we found a more plausible and, as far as we are concerned, the original
Polynesian one.
But on the basis of the above assumptions, there is still another interpreta
tion which we do not want to omit here. Hans Kähler explains wairua (vairua)
on the basis o f PAN reconstructions conjecturing that wai (vai) was the Polyne
sian reflex of PAN *bali‘ “to accompany” and rua (lua) of PAN *dua “two” so
that wairua (vairua) would have come to mean “spirit, companion two” - that
is, “second companion”.24
Another o f Mrs. Peltzer’s interpretations of the same compound suggests
that vai, as contained in the question (o vai ‘oel “Who are you? (Your identi
ty)” ,25 means “identity”. In this case, vairua is said to denote “the double or
second identity”.26
As a circumspect scholar, Mrs. Peltzer does not miss a thing and provides
yet another explanation of vairua suggesting this time that vai also denotes “the
water, symbol of life”27 and rua “the source, the opening, the hole”.28 Though
we are not told what vairua in this case is suppposed to mean, it could not be
anything but “spring water” whose association with the human “soul” or “spir
it” is not only quite natural but also obvious to everybody.
The next term for “soul” Mrs. Peltzer deals with in the same superficial
manner is vaerua. As its morphology shows, it is also a compound and, from the
phonetic point of view, very similar to vairua. According to the author vae sig
nifies “divide or part into two equal parts”29 and “marcher” (to march). Insinu
ating that rua stands again for “two” and without any further commentary, she
offers two interpretations for vaerua, “divide into two but remaining united”30
or “march in twos, together”.31
Mrs. Peltzer’s third choice is the already mentioned varua which according
to her is both a person’s “soul” and “ghost” but which according to Vonick Bod-

23 Cain 1979: . Bierbach & Cain 1996: .
24 Kähler 1954/55: 118 f. Cf. the German original: “Geist, Begleiter zw ei” - “zweiter
Begleiter” Cf. also Bierbach & Cain 1996: 7 f.
25 Peltzer 1995: 18. Cf. the French original: “qui es tu? (ton identité)”.
26
27
28
29
30
31

ibid. Cf. the French original: “F identité double ou deuxieme identité”.
Peltzer 1995: 18. Cf. the French original: “Feau, symbole de vie”.
ibid. Cf. the French original: “la source, Fouverture, le trou”.
ibid. Cf. the French original: “diviser ou partager en deux parties égales”.
ibid. Cf. the French original: “diviser en deux mais en restant liés”.
ibid.: 19. Cf. the French original: “marcher ä deux, ensem ble”.
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in is only the “ghost” of a human being. Mrs. Peltzer tries to be more explicit as
to its semantics and says that vä denotes either a “very narrow space between
two rain drops or between two layers of pandanus leaves on a ro o f’32 or a “very
light noise, very light draft, noise produced when the air escapes through an
opening or when a dumb person tries to speak”.33 Varua, then, is said to mean
“double or second draught which escapes from an opening, from a source” .34
Thus, we are left to believe in the Tahitians’ concept of an extremely subtle, airy
phenomenon called värua and corresponding to “soul”. The author tacitly aban
dons the alleged signification of vä, i.e. “narrow space”, in favour of that of
“draught” - that is, the air which passes through the narrow space producing an
equally subtle noise. All this is absolutely unconvincing both because o f the in
adequate method of the analyst and the lack of plausibility of her assertions. We
propose to discuss this very briefly, after having dealt with Mrs. Peltzer’s last
two terms in this series.
The term vaiite is said to denote “äme, esprit” (“soul”, “spirit”) and to be
little used. According to the author, its second component, ite, means “two” in
one of the Tuamotuan languages, and she states further that vaiite signifies like
vairua “double or second existence”.35 Without distinguishing between words,
she also declares ite, the correct spelling of which would be ‘ite, to denote “to
see, to know, spirit, intelligence, knowledge, visible”36 and goes on rendering
vaiite as “existence of the intelligence, of the knowledge” and “visible manifes
tation of the intelligence, of the knowledge”.37
Going by the author’s own order, the final term for “soul” or “spirit” to be
treated here ought to be väite, a compound of vä and ite, which would be per
fectly justified and could be correct, but inadvertently, in a conditioned reflex as
it were, Mrs. Peltzer readapts it to vaiite interpreting it slightly differently from
the latter as meaning “visible manifestation of the spirit, of the intelligence”.38
Now, all these analyses which are really pseudoanalyses yield results which
make no sense. Mrs. Peltzer’s would-be explanations are folk etymologies
based on the author’s command of modern every-day Tahitian and on what she
was able to find in the Tahitian dictionaries. Her method consists in mixing the
available lexicographical items together with their renderings and squeezing

32 ibid. Cf. the French original: “espace tres étroit, entre deux gouttes de pluie on entre
deux rangées de feuilles de pandanus dans la toiture”.
33 ibid. Cf. the French original: “bruit tres léger, souffle tres léger, bruit fait quand Fair sort
par une ouverture ou quand un muet essaie de parier”.
34 ibid. Cf. the French original: “souffle double ou souffle deuxieme, qui sort ď une ouverture,
ď une source”.
35 ibid. Cf. the French original: “existence double ou deuxieme existence”.
36 ibid. Cf. the French original: “voir, savoir, esprit, intelligence, connaissance, visible”.
37 ibid. Cf. the French original: “existence de ľ intelligence, du savoir” and “manifestation
visible de ľintelligence, de la connaissance”.
38 ibid. Cf. the French original: “manifestation visible de ľesprit, de ľin telligen ce”.
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them into her would-be translations of the compound terms, which are in reality
interpretations that insinuate a recondite abstract thinking by the ancient Tahi
tians. In trying to straighten things out, we propose to proceed step by step.
First of all, it is worth asking why Mrs. Peltzer fails to discuss the two re
maining terms for “soul” or “spirit”, verua and virua, which are also to be
found in the dictionaries o f Davies, Jaussen and Andrews.39 If there had been a
special reason not to include them in the discussion, it would have been interest
ing, at least, to know.
It is misleading and confusing to present and handle the evidence as if there
were five distinct Tahitian terms for one and the same concept - that is, the human
“soul” or “spirit”. If we add the two extra terms just mentioned, there would then
be seven. The correctness of this should by no means be taken for granted.
At first glance, it is clear that the number of terms must be drastically re
duced. If we assume for a while that rua is the second component of three or
five of these terms and actually means “two”, vairua and vaiite, on the one
hand, and värua and väite, on the other, are semantically identical and inter
changeable. The difference between these two pairs is that the word for “two”
was changed from the ancient Tahitian rua to the Tuamotuan ite. Asking why
this substitution has taken place, we are again referred to the word tabooing
habit called p i 7. Though to the best of our knowledge it is nowhere document
ed, it is quite obvious that rua must have become tapu and been replaced with
ite because of the rise to power of Pômare I, the usurper and founder o f the Ta
hitian dynasty of Tuamotuan descent. Obviously, this was neither the only nor
the last effect of the p i 7 on the numeral two, since the modern Tahitian word for
“two” is neither rua nor ite but piti whose origin we unfortunately do not know.
At any rate, it is unacceptable to confuse ite “two” and ‘ite (kite) “knowledge,
understanding, perception”, “to know, understand, perceive”, and “to know, see,
find”40 - about which Mrs. Peltzer has no misgivings. However, this lapse in
duces her to render her “spiritual principle” värua inconsistently visible again,
after she had first declared it to be hidden in contrast to her “material princi
ple” tino, said to be visible.
There are two probable reasons why vaerua “partager en deux” (divide into
two),41 which is semantically identical and phonetically cognate with the Samo
an vaelua, has erroneously been thought to be another term for “soul” or “spir
it”. The simplest but obvious one is its close phonetic resemblance to vairua
which is not easy to be distinguished from vaerua, especially not in an ordinary,
quick conversation. The other one lies in its semantics which seemingly refers
to the supposedly dichotomic nature of the human individual, designating his or
her component other than tino. We shall explain shortly why this is an error.
39 Davies
40 Davies
cf. “témoin;
de vue. bien
41 Davies

1851: 313 f. Andrews 1944: 194 f.
1851: 121. Andrews 1944: 72. Stimson
voir, percevoir. science, connaissance,
recevoir. reconnaitre légalement”.
1851: 307. Andrews 1944: 190.
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& Marshall 1964: 231. Lemaitre 1973: 68;
expérience; savoir, comprendre. connaitre

Regarding verua and virua, which we ourselves have introduced here, we
may say that not a single Tahitian of all those whom we have asked as to their
meanings was even aware o f their existence. The fact that they are, nevertheless,
in the dictionaries is most probably due to the problems o f early visitors to Tahi
ti - to a large extent English-speaking missionaries - with the perception and
pronunciation o f Tahitian vowels and diphthongs. Early Polynesian writings, for
example, are so distorted that they can only be read with great difficulty.
Now, both vairua and vaerua, if correctly pronounced according to the Tahi
tian rules o f phonology, could easily be misspelled by English-speaking people
as virua; and this again, if more or less correctly pronounced according to the
same Tahitian rules of phonology, could under the same circumstances also be
mistaken for verua. The very process of compiling word lists and, perhaps, dic
tating the dictionary entries to another person might well have occasioned er
rors through mispronouncing, for example, värua as both verua and vaerua, or
virua as vairua and vaerua again. The standardization of Tahitian and its having
been committed to writing was doubtless helpful in overcoming the insecurities
in the handling of Tahitian phonetics, but words which had crept into the card
files with different spellings were not easily discovered and removed again. We
really think this is why so many variants of the term here in question linger in
Tahitian dictionaries - which, by the way, have not been revised since they were
first published. Mrs. Peltzer, who knows Tahitian as her compatriots do, intu
itively and rightfully dismisses verua and virua from her consideration. As far
as we are concerned, however, vaerua, which owes its being listed as a variant
of the term for “soul” or “spirit” to its apparent phonetic cognation and the false
assumption of its similar semantics, is equally to be eliminated. This, however,
requires further explanation.
As may be seen, Mrs. Peltzer breaks up the words here under consideration
after the first syllable; i.e., vai-rua, vae-rua, vä-rua, vai-ite, vä-ite, and, no
doubt, would have broken up verua and virua in the same manner had she only
deemed them worth being taken into account. This procedure provides her in
each case with a first interpretable component and a second one meaning “two”.
Even though we recognize that this is tempting because it is suggestive of the
Tahitians’ dichotomic concept o f the human individual, which, as a conse
quence of the experience of death appears to be realistic, from a morphological
and semasiological point of view we do not think this is the right track.
It is interesting to note that in reducing the number of variants of the “soul”
or “spirit” terms, only two out of seven remain, värua and vairua. In the dictio
naries six of them are related to the seventh, i.e. värua, whereas the only one
värua is related to is vairua. Even though the latter variant is no longer used in
Tahitian nowadays, it appears to have been more common in the past. Davies
states: “The old Tahitian word seems to have been vairua, which is still retained
in some islands.”42 The fact that vairua was used in some o f the islands in the

42 Davies 1851: 311.
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middle of last century does not necessarily mean that it represents an older or
the oldest form of the word and we do not share Davies’ opinion but feel rather
that its diffusion on some o f the Society Islands as well as its Maori form
wairna and the H aw aiian wailua speak in favour of a dialectal variation of
värua. This, of course, is only a conjecture like the remark by Davies just quot
ed. In order to render it more plausible, however, the heavy Tahitian influence
on both the Maori and H aw aiian cultures could at least be mentioned. Emory,
for example, has no misgivings in saying straightforwardly: “Unless or until ev
idence to the contrary is brought forth it seems reasonable to adopt the view
that the Necker culture is a pure sample of the culture prevailing in H aw aii be
fore the thirteenth century, and that prehistoric as well as the historic H aw aiian
culture may be considered Tahitian in origin.”43 And the same is true of the New
Zealand Maori culture.
Our own impression is that värua is actually the prim ary Tahitian term,
whereas all other variants are secondary. This is perfectly in keeping with the
overall practice in Tahiti where only värua is used, whereas the other six, which
occur in the dictionaries, are hardly ever heard, if at all. It should also be noted
that värua always designates the “ghost” but never the “soul” or “spirit” of a
living person. This is to say that Miss Bodin’s above definition of värua as a
person’s “ghost” would appear to be more correct than the idea o f Mrs. Peltzer’s, according to which it is applicable both to the “soul” and the “ghost” of a
person.
Morphologically, värua is not a compound of va or vä plus rua but rather
made up of varu “to scrape, grate, rasp, rub” and the suffix -a which in ancient
Tahitian used to form the past participle, i.e. “scraped, grated, rasped, rubbed”,
as it still does in other Polynesian languages. Another effect of the suffixing of
-a was its repercussion on the length of the stem vowel of varu so that värua is
to be macronized. The original significance of te värua, then, would have been
“the scraped, grated, rasped, rubbed (one)” - that is, the corpse or dead having
been stripped o f all corruptible substance. This makes sense, because it is not
only in perfect keeping with the mortuary customs practiced throughout Polyne
sia but also corroborated by the semantics of other Tahitian and eastern Polyne
sian “ghost” terms like the above dealt with tüpäpa (u (tüpäpaku), orovariŕ4 and
akuaku45 In order to render this explanation fully plausible, it should be noted
that oro and aku and their cognates are verbal bases meaning everywhere in
Polynesia and far beyond more or less the same as varu. The Tahitian oro
“grate”, “rasp” is a reflex of PPN *0 / 0 “rub”, *holo “grate, grind” or *solo
“wipe, rub”46 and the Tahitian reflex of PPN *aku “scrape out with hands” is

43
44
45
46
Cain

Emory 1928: 12; cf. 1933: 45 ff.
Bierbach & Cain 1996: 10 ff.
ibid.: 2 if.
Davies 1851: 172. Andrews 1944: 105. Jaussen 1949: 161. For details cf. Bierbach &
1996: 11.
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a ‘u “to scrape together or heap up rubbish”.47 Orovaru, then, appears to be what
we have termed a “semantical reduplication” in contrast to akuaku, which is a
“phonetical reduplication” meaning “thin, slender” in the Marquesas and Mangareva and designating skeletal “ghosts” on Rapa Nui. Our conclusion, then, is
that orovaru, akuaku and värua denoting “ghost” have basically the same mean
ing - that is, the scraped, grated, rasped, rubbed one. If this were so, and we do
not doubt it, we should, perhaps, no longer speak of the “spirits” of the dead or
“ghosts” as being the Tahitians’ and Polynesians’ objects o f religious attention
but simply of the dead or ancestors themselves 48
At the end o f this brief critical article remains only to mention that Mrs.
Peltzer also tried her hand at two more “soul” or “spirit” terms, meho 7 and
mauri, which we have deliberately not commented on. Our abstention does not
mean, however, that we agree with the author’s opinion about these terms but
that both are complex and better to be dealt with separately. Mrs. Peltzer’s
meho 7 which, as far as we are concerned, should be spelled mehoi has been ex
tensively treated in an article of ours as well as in a paragraph of our recent vol
ume on “Religion and Language of Easter Island”.49 The term mauri is a wide
spread and complex one which can by no means be analysed and explained on
the basis of the knowledge of everyday Tahitian and Tahitian lexicographical ev
idence alone. The outcome o f such an ambitious but regrettable for senseless ef
fort may be admired in its ludicrous superficiality at the end of a promising but
disappointing and superfluous article by Louise Peltzer.
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„KLEINE AUGEN“ AUF GROßER FAHRT
Zur Sternnavigation in Rongorongo
(Teil III.)
Michael H. D i e t r i c h
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“Little Eyes” - on a B ig Trip
Star Navigation as Rongorongo Inscriptions
An attempt is made here to prove that rongorongo does not reproduce coherent texts, cre
ation chants, rituals, etc., as has been conjectured so far. All signs are sym bols o f stars and
planets, quaters, winds, the moon, the guiding stars, etc.
The new endeavour to analyse the rongorongo signs is based on the accessible astronomi
cal knowledge o f Micronesia and Polynesia. The body o f rongorongo signs consists o f tropical
descriptions o f single stars, planets, zodiacal signs and other constellations. What has been
registered are particular nights and, on the smaller tablets, general data on astronomical itiner
aries. The all in all about 12,000 rongorongo signs convey exclusively instructions for sidereal
navigation within the Pacific.
This article deals with the signs which are supposed to represent the Pleiades (m atariki) in
rongorongo. More than half o f all signs can only be understood through the astronomical
knowledge o f the N ew Zealand Maori. The present approach, then, provides the possibility to
explain nearly all existing rongorongo signs, which hitherto was held to be an illusion.
This is the last part o f the study.

Norden
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Sirius ist m it einem Fischleib verbunden. Von südlichen Breiten aus er
scheint Sirius am Nordhimmel im November. Die Milchstraße liegt dann etwa
waagerecht über dem Horizont, wie die Karte zeigt (S. 164).
Ein populistischer Name für die Milchstraße - überall in Polynesien - war
Ika, d.h. Fisch. Der Fischleib, auf dem Sirius steht, ist in diesem Fall die Milch
straße. Sirius kann ober- und unterhalb der Milchstraße stehen, rechts oder links
von ihr, je nach Jahreszeit und Beobachtungsort. Im April ist Sirius von nördli
chen Breiten aus am Südhimmel letztmalig zu sehen, die Milchstraße steht dann
über dem Stern, was über dieses Zeichen verstanden werden kann:

Der Kartenauschnitt zeigt das:

April
Nördliche Breiten - Richtung Süd

Der Fisch in der Zeichenfolge, die Fischer als „simple triads“ bezeichnet, ist
in diesem Zusammenhang die Milchstraße in der aufrechten Position, in der sie
den Himmel in zwei Teile trennt. Der Vogel mit dem Arm und dem Penis ist in
sofern eine logische Zeichenverbindung, weil Aldebaran und Beteigeuze als Vo
gel-Zeichen auftreten. Es war nicht erforderlich, einen Vogel mit dem Penis für
Aldebaran zu kerben und den gleichen Vogel mit einem Arm daneben für Betei
geuze.
Die geheimnisvolle Zeugungsmythe der Sonne, die von einem Fisch geboren
wurde, den ein Vogel schwängerte, sieht am Himmel in der Nacht so aus:
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1 April 2 1 Uhr
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Das Sterndreieck besteht also aus Aldebaran - Beteigeuze - (Milchstraße)
Sirius. Aber woher sollen wir wissen, daß diese drei Zeichen auch so zu verste
hen sind? Die Sternkonstellation macht einen Sinn, wenn man dafür das Zei
chen einbezieht, das vor dem Vogel-Zeichen steht. Es ist dieses:

Bereits Barthel (1954) hatte erkannt, daß es sich um eine stilisierte Blume
oder Blüte handelt. In seinen Entzifferungen übersetzte er Puanga, d.h. Blume,
Blüte, als Metapher für eine Geliebte. Sehr charmant - aber voll daneben.
Es gibt zwei Sternnamen in Polynesien, die wahrscheinlich für jeden hellen
Stern am Himmel galten. Rehua und Puanga sind die reinsten Horror-Namen.
Ich hatte eine Menge Arbeit damit, herauszufinden, welcher Stern der Blumen
stern eigentlich ist. Puanga scheint in allen ca. 40 Vorkommen mit Rigel in Ori
on identisch zu sein. Aber nur von den Maori kommt die Information, daß Pu
anga bei ihnen stets Rigel war. Wieder ein Stück näher zur Wahrheit, daß die
Erfinder von Rongorongo auf Neuseeland lebten.
Bei dieser Zeichenfolge macht die Milchstraße einen Sinn, denn die drei zu
einem Sterndreieck verbundenen Sterne Rigel - Beteigeuze - Aldebaran stehen
links von der Milchstraße. Sirius hat in dieser Konstellation nichts zu suchen.

Die Karte zeigt, daß es sich um ein Dreieck handelt, das gut im Sichtfeld der
Navigatoren stand, ohne daß sie „Kopfakrobatik“ betreiben mußten.

Damit ist Fischer widerlegt, denn seine Behauptung, daß der Code in Rongorongo „Creation Chants“ meint, geht doch davon aus, daß der Vogel ein Vogel
ist, der Penis ein Penis, der Fisch ein Fisch und Sirius die Sonne sein soll.
Meine erste Arbeit über das neue Verständnis von Rongorongo wird viel
leicht enttäuschend sein, denn wir werden wohl nichts erfahren, was wir nicht
längst wissen und auch besser wissen.
Alle überlieferten Sternkurse haben sich entweder als vollkommen falsch er
wiesen, wie das z.B. Elsdon Best den Maori nachgewiesen hat, die von einem
Sternkurs berichteten, der sie eher an die Küste Südamerikas geführt hätte, als
nach Neuseeland. Wir kennen keinen Kurs, den ein Navigator Nacht für Nacht
über Sterne einhielt. Aber wir werden viele solcher exakten Kurse erfahren,
wenn an Rongorongo solche Wissenschaftler arbeiten, die mehr über Astrono
mie und Navigation verstehen als ich. Über die Kunst mußte der erste Schritt
erfolgen, der uns die Zeichen in ihrer wirklichen Bedeutung erklärt. Aber ca.
12.000 Zeichen sind für einen einzelnen Menschen einfach zu viel.
Mit der vollständigen Entzifferung von Rongorongo ist eine hohe moralische
Qualität verbunden. Weil unser Wissen über Sternnavigation so gering ist, gab
es in der Vergangenheit einige Aufsätze darüber, daß man von einer gezielten
Besiedlungsschiffahrt im Pazifik wohl nicht sprechen darf. Ohne Übertreibung
war der Tenor solcher wissenschaftlichen Publikationen der, daß alle Boote im
mer untergegangen sind und nur einige wenige Schiffbrüchige den rettenden
Strand halbtot erreichten.
Das hatte in Polynesien unter den Intellektuellen eine große Verärgerung
ausgelöst, denn sie wußten, daß ihre Ahnen keine verantwortungslosen Ha167

zadeiire waren, die mit ihrer Familie auf gut Glück in das Boot stiegen mit der
Maßgabe, kein Ziel vor Augen zu haben. Es war eine unerhörte Beleidigung der
Ahnen aller Polynesier. Das war auch der Antrieb von Johnson und Mahelona,
erneut das Sternwissen aus alter Zeit zu durchforsten und mit neuesten Erkennt
nissen zu versehen.
In dem Vorwort zu ihrer ausgezeichneten Forschungsarbeit:
NA INOA HOKU
A Catalogue of Hawaiian and Pacific Star Names
Rubellite Kawena Johnson and John Kaipo Mahelona
ohne die eine Entzifferung von Rongorongo niemals möglich wäre, findet
sich ein Text, der mich persönlich berührte.
„Perhaps we should reexamine our own expectations o f what the truth might
have been. We trust the airline pilot’s navigation just as the boatload from Tahiti
trusted theirs in 500 A.D. on the long way to Hawaii. We can imagine what a
group of passengers would think of their pilot if he told them he didn’t know
where any new land might be but he would take them to some distant place
without being sure about how to go there. It is doubtful if anyone would want to
go anywhere under those conditions, yet that is the hypothetical situation that
has been recreated by scholars who believe that Polynesian navigation was
anything but touch and go. Would men go to sea treating it casually, without
purpose, direction, or sure knowledge of what they were doing? We would like
to meet the navigator today who courts danger lightly, knowing death is immi
nent if he lost his way through carelessness“.
Bis 1975 wäre Rongorongo nicht als Sternnavigation erkannt worden, weil
die Angabe in keiner Literatur stand über die Guiding Stars. Rongorongo wäre
wieder das hilfslose Opfer derer geworden, die es schaffen, aus Sternmythen
und sachlich korrekten astronom ischen Notationen den Um kehrschluß zur
Schleimspur des Mystizismus zu finden.
In diesem Text von Johnson/Mahelona liegt der Schlüssel zum Verständnis
von Rongorongo:
„Ka-piko-o-Wakea (Himmelsäquator d.V) was drawn midway between the
black shining roads o f Kane and Kanaloa.These lines were called the „roads o f
the navigation stars“, Na-alanui-o-na-hoku-ho-okele, and the stars which pro
ceeded along these directed paths east to west, Na hoku cai-’aina, stars which
„ate“, i.e. „ruled the land“ (in ancient Hawaii, the chiefs who ruled the land
were called A li’i-’ai-moku, chief eating land).
Kai heißt übersetzt „essen“. Auch dieses Zeichen bestimmte Barthel (1954)
vollkommen richtig. Es ist eine zum Kopf, also zum Mund geführte Hand, die
stets nach innen zeigt. Sie wird niemals als Einzelzeichen geschrieben sondern
immer nur an die Sterne und Sternkonstellationen angebunden, die darüber als
Guiding Stars zu identifizieren sind.
Daß Sirius als ein wichtiger Guiding Star galt zwischen Tahiti und Hawaii,
habe ich vorgetragen. In Rongorongo zeigt er sich in diesem Zeichen:
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Auch Beteigeuze galt als Guiding Star, wie sein Zeichen zeigt:

Es war nicht erforderlich, das komplette Zeichen als „pillar to sit by“ zu ker
ben und dann das Kai-Zeichen anzubinden. Die grafische Ökonomie in Rongorongo habe ich bereits erklärt. Deshalb gibt es auch kein einziges Vorkommen
einer solchen Zeichenverbindung:

Der Begriff Guiding Star ist in Rongorongo nicht wörtlich anzuwenden als
ein einziger Stern. Auch Sternkonstellationen sind mit dem Kai-Zeichen verse
hen. Beteigeuze und Sirius zusammen bilden in dem nachfolgenden Zeichen die
Navigationsangabe:

Entsprechend der Konzeption steht Sirius unterhalb von Beteigeuze. Das ist
der Fall von nördlichen Breiten aus an den Südhimmel gesehen. Bei dem näch
sten Zeichen stimmt das bereits nicht mehr:

Der Drachenschwanz mit fünf Winkeln für das große Kanu in Ursa Maior
kommt von unten nach oben weisend - rechts von Beteigeuze und Sirius ste
hend - dazu. Das kann aber nur der Blick von südlichen Breiten aus nach N or
den sein, wie die Sternkarte zeigt (S. 170).
Das Zeichen ist zwar nicht ganz korrekt, weil Sirius selbstverständlich ober
halb von Beteigeuze steht, aber das war nicht anders zu machen. Es gibt diesbe
züglich einige Ausnahmen in Rongo-rongo, bei denen die grafischen Möglich
keiten keine andere Wahl zulassen. Verständlich ist die Zeichenkombination al
lemal.
In dieser Arbeit sind die wichtigsten Solo-Zeichen für die Plejaden bespro
chen worden. Matariki ist aber auch Bestandteil von mehreren Sternkonstella
tionen, die sich über andere Zeichen zu erkennen geben. Aus den drei Solo-Zei-
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chen lassen sich viele Zeichenkombinationen zusammenstellen. Möglicherwei
se sind die sechs Namen für sechs Sterne in den Plejaden in diesen Zeichen ver
borgen:

Der Wasserschöpfer oder Bailer ist immer der Corpus jedes Zeichens. Für
das Verständnis von Rongorongo ist es unbedeutend, die Namen den Zeichen
zuzuordnen. Ausschlaggebend ist nur, daß bei der Entzifferung M 45 oder NGC
1432 einzusetzen ist.
Rongorongo ist zu entziffern - gänzlich. Über Kunstverstand gelang es, den
Sinn und Zweck der Zeichen offen zu legen. Damit sind die Möglichkeiten, die
uns Kunst bietet, aber erschöpft. Rongorongo wird von keinem einzelnen M en
schen entziffert. Kunst und Wissenschaft werden am runden Tisch gemeinsam
Kenntnisse einbringen, die das Rätsel der Schrift lösen werden, die über 130
Jahre stumm blieb. Wenn wir es denn wollen.
Bei diesem Objekt handelt es sich um ein hölzernes Pektoral, Reimiro ge
nannt. Nur wenige solcher Objekte wurden gefunden. Aber nur auf dem abge
bildeten Exemplar sind 55 Zeichen in einer Reihe am unteren Ende zu erken
nen. Mit diesem Brustschmuck verbindet sich ein bisher ungelöstes Rätsel.
Barthel (1958) gab sehr präzise die Herkunft und den Verbleib aller Rongorongo-Objekte an. Bei diesem Reimiro hatte er eine nur teilweise zutreffende An
gabe gemacht, weil er lediglich angab, daß das Objekt 1875 von Dr. W.S. Simp
son für die Christy Collection erworben wurde. Heute wird das Reimiro im Bri
tish Museum, London, verwahrt. Die Herkunft ist sehr wohl bekannt, denn 1851
erwarben englische Kaufleute das Stück von einem Maori-Häuptling in Neusee
land.
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Weil dieses Datum aber 13 Jahre vor der Entdeckung von Rongorongo durch
Eyraud auf der Osterinsel liegt, behauptete z.B. Heyerdahl (1975), daß das Ob
jekt ja nur von Rapanui nach Neuseeland gelangt sein kann, bevor Rongorongo
entdeckt wurde. Die Spur der Schriftzeichen beginnt bei den Maori. In der
Osterinsel-Forschung und der Rongorongo-Forschung wird das aber häufig ver
schwiegen. Es gibt weitaus mehr Spuren - insbesondere für Rongorongo - die
zweifelsfrei nach Neuseeland führen. Bisher wurden diese Spuren geradezu ver
leugnet, denn die Herkunft des durch nichts belegten Urvaters Hotu M atu’a zur
Osterinsel soll im Gebiet der Gesellschaftsinseln liegen. Neuseeland existiert in
der Rongorongo-Forschung überhaupt nicht.
Die Bezeichnung „Osterinselschrift“ ist aber lediglich der Herkunftsnach
weis der meisten Rongorongo-Objekte, aber eben nicht aller. Rapanui ist einer
der bekannten Fundorte, m it Sicherheit aber niem als der Tatort gewesen.
Schließlich wird kein Mensch behaupten, daß Rongo-rongo die geheime Schrift
englischer Dockarbeiter war, weil am 25.11.1903 O.M. Dalton eine Tafel mit
Rongorongo-Zeichen dem British Museum schenkte. Ungefähr dreißig Jahre
davor erwarb Dalton das Stück in einem Trödelladen im Londoner Hafengebiet.
Die Herkunft weiterer Objekte ist nicht zweifelsfrei die Osterinsel, sie sind nur
der Osterinsel zugeschrieben worden. Das betrifft eine ganze Menge von ande
ren Artefakten, die ungesichert sind und lediglich in der Meinung von Muse
umsleuten zum Kunstschaffen in Rapanui gerechnet werden.
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Diese wunderschöne hölzerne Figur stellt einen Vogelmann dar, den man auf
der Osterinsel Tangata Manu nannte. Das Exemplar wurde 1958 von Barthel mit
44 cm in der Höhe angegeben. A uf der großen Osterinsel-Ausstellung in Frank
furt/Main (1989) war das Objekt zu bewundern. Es maß da allerdings nur noch
33 cm in der Höhe.
Die Herkunft ist unbekannt. Das Exemplar stammt aus der Sammlung Ap
pleton Sturgis und gelangte zwischen 1891 und 1893 in den Besitz des Ameri
can Museum of Natural History, New York.
Die Umzeichnung der M useumsfachleute ist hervorragend. Die nur sehr
schwach eingeritzten Zeichen sind zweifelsfrei Zeichen aus Rongorongo. Der
Leser kann bereits den Stern Sirius über sein Zeichen auf dem Vögelmann er
kennen und den Stern Beteigeuze (the pillar to sit by), weil beide Zeichen be
sprochen wurden. Auch die weiteren Zeichen symbolisieren Sterne.

«uf efwet a*f bet D ffer.gitfff aufgefttttbcnrn
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Nach meinen Untersuchungen sind das die ersten zehn Zeichen, die in einem
deutschsprachigen Buch publiziert wurden:
F. Christmann und R. Oberländer: „Ozeanien, die Inseln der Südsee“
(Verlag Otto Spamer, Leipzig 1873).
Es soll sich nach Angabe der Autoren um den Abbdruck einer Tafel handeln,
die Philippi von Santiago de Chile nach Berlin schickte. Kapitän Gana hatte
1870 zwei Holztafeln und den einzigen Stab auf der Osterinsel erworben. Eine
der Holztafeln schickte Bischof Jaussen nach Frankreich. Dieses Objekt gilt als
verschollen. Die zehn Zeichen sind in der angegebenen Zeichenfolge auf kei
nem der erhaltenen Exemplare zu finden.
Ich bezweifel die Echtheit der Abbildung, denn das erste Zeichen ist „the
bird with a long neck“, das auf keinem Dokument in dieser Form zu erkennen
ist.
Bis heute sind das beste Arbeitsmaterial immer noch die Abzeichnungen der
Objekte, die Barthel 1958 vorlegte. In vielen seiner 20 Rongorongo-Veröffentli
chungen gab er Zeichenkorrekturen an. Ich bat Professor Barthel darum, seine
Autorität einzusetzen, um besseres Arbeitsmaterial zu bekommen. Leider ver
weigerte er sich, meiner Bitte nachzukommen. Also bemühte ich mich persön
lich darum.
Entsprechend internationalen Gepflogenheiten schrieb ich alle Museen und
andere Institute in englischer Sprache an, die über die Originale verfügen. So ist
z.B. bis heute noch keine Abschrift eines skurilen Objektes erschienen, das sich
im Besitz des Musée de ľ Homme, Paris, befindet:

Leider kann ich keine Angaben machen über den Erwerb des Objektes oder
irgendwelche anderen Anhaltspunkte über den Vorbesitzer, die Herkunft, das
Material etc., weil es darüber keine Publikation gibt. A uf dieser Tabakdose aus
einer Tafel sind ca. 90 bis 100 Zeichen sehr deutlich zu erkennen, die nicht ein
mal erfaßt, geschweige denn, bearbeitet wurden. A uf der Großen Wientafel, die
einst 18 Zeilen hatte, sind heute weniger als zwanzig Zeichen auszumachen. Die
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Berlintafel mit ursprünglich 14 Zeilen zeigt heute noch etwa 30 Zeichen. Von
dem sogenannten Chauvet-Fragment, einer Tafel von 12 cm mal 8 cm mit ur
sprünglich über 100 Zeichen, ist bisher nur eine Seite von Barthel (1958) publi
ziert worden mit ca. 20 Zeichen. Die Pariser Tabakdose ist zwar ein entstelltes
Fragment, aber sie zeigt vermehrt ansonsten eher seltene Zeichen.
Bei meiner Korrespondenz gab ich stets den Grund meiner Anfrage an und
bat darum, mir mitzuteilen, welche Kosten entstehen für Fotografien, Abgüsse,
Abreibungen oder ähnliches Material, auf dem aber die Zeichen ganz deutlich
erkennbar sein sollten. Ich bot an, die entsprechende Summe vorab zu bezahlen
in jeder gewünschten Art und Weise. Ich habe also keine Bettelbriefe geschrie
ben mit unverschämten Forderungen für kostenloses Material. Nach einer ange
messenen Frist von sechs Wochen erinnerte ich an mein Schreiben.
Während meiner Forschungen bemühte ich mich auch, Aufsätze, Protokolle
von Symposien und anderes gedrucktes Material zu bekommen, wobei ich mich
an die betreffenden Wissenschaftler direkt wendete. Verlage, die doch eigentlich
von den Büchern leben, die sie verlegen, habe ich auch angeschrieben. Als nach
über fünfzig Jahren alle die Quellen zugänglich erschienen, die bislang hinter
dem „eisernen Vorhang“ für mich als Bürger Westdeutschlands vollkommen un
zugänglich waren, bemühte ich mich darum, auch hier dringend benötigtes M a
terial zu erbitten, wobei ich sogar Bargeld bereits meiner Anfrage beilegte, da
mit die Kopien (60 bis 80 Seiten) nicht kostenlos erstellt werden mußten. Es
gibt über Korrespondenz hinaus schließlich noch das Telefon, das Telefax und
ISDN.
Öffentliche Büchereien und Universitätsbibliotheken sind andere Quellen,
wenn sie verfügbar wären.
Das Ergebnis aller meiner Bemühungen in Europa und überall in der Welt ist
so negativ, daß man Scham empfinden könnte darüber. Offenbar reagieren M u
seen, Universitäten und andere Institute nur noch auf solche Schreiben, die eine
erheblich Spende in Aussicht stellen.
Es ist für mich kein Trost, zu wissen, daß auch Wissenschaftler sich darüber
beklagen, daß die bisher gültige Kultur des Antwortschreibens außer Kraft ge
setzt wurde. So hat es mich auch nicht verwundert, zu erfahren, daß mein Stich
wort „Rongorongo“ gleichgesetzt wird mit „Spinner, Scharlatan, Wichtigtuer
und - last but not least - Irrer!
Die Rongorongo-Forschung ist nicht durch echte Spinner und Scharlatane so
extrem in Verruf gekommen, weil solche Leute auf Anhieb zu erkennen sind.
Ich muß davon ausgehen, daß es die von Wissenschaftlern publizierten Arbeiten
sind, die alleine dafür verantwortlich zu machen sind.
Es ist heute unmöglich, mit Ozeanisten über Rongorongo zu sprechen, ohne
daß man sofort heftig attackiert wird. Die unbewiesene Behauptung, daß Ron
gorongo unentzifferbar sei, genügt bereits, als Beweis angeführt werden zu kön
nen. Es gibt keinen einzigen Aufsatz eines amerikanischen Forschers, der mir
bekannt ist, in dem einmal nicht das statement der „undeciphered script“ steht
im Zusammenhang mit „forever“.
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Eine prinzipiell einfache Problemlösung kann unter Forschung so verschüttet
werden, daß das Problem selbst nicht mehr im Mittelpunkt steht, sondern nur
die Fantasien, die eine Lösung verhindern.
Abschrift der Tafel Keiti, die Barthel anfertigen ließ:
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Bei den Tafelabschriften hatte Barthel die Bustrophedonanordnung der Zei
len ganz einfach verändert, indem er alle Zeichen aufrecht auf die Zeilen stellte.
Dadurch kommt ein falsches Bild zustande. Um wenigstens realistisches Mate
rial vor mir zu haben, mußte ich alle Tafelabschriften in mühevoller Kleinarbeit
in den Urzustand versetzen. Damit hatte ich wenigstens den willkürlichen Um 
bruch der Barthel-Abschriften korrigiert.
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Der Santiagostab hat im Original eine Länge von 125 cm. Meine zeilenge
rechte Vorlage mißt immer noch ca. 95 cm. Das ist zwar ziemlich umständlich
in der Handhabung, aber so lassen sich die Zeilen sehr viel besser bearbeiten.
Das beste Arbeitsmaterial wären natürlich Duplikate, die von Museumsfachleu
ten heute in einer Qualität hergestellt werden können, die das Original absolut
erreichen. In Tübingen wird ein solches Duplikat vom Santiagostab aufbewahrt,
das in Santiago angefertigt wurde. Das Stück ist wertlos, weil man die Kunst,
einen runden Stab abzuformen, dort noch nicht beherrscht. Die Originale sind
in der ganzen Welt verstreut. Es wird deshalb niemals möglich sein, von allen
Objekten für Forschungen geeignetes Material zu bekommen.
Tafel „Keiti“ (Abb. S. 177 und 178)
Das Objekt wurde 1868 von Pater Roussel zusammen mit vier anderen auf
Rapanui erworben und nach Tahiti an Bischof Jaussen geschickt. Als der Bi
schof erfuhr, daß es schriftkundige Männer in Tahiti gab, witterte er seine Chan
ce, das Geheimnis der Zeichen aufzudecken. Um 1872 versuchte der Plantagen
arbeiter Urupano Hinapote Bischof Jaussen die angeblichen „Gesänge“ vorzu
tragen, was unter dem Gelächter der anwesenden Osterinsulaner aber sogleich
beendet wurde. Metoro Tauara gab ebenfalls vor, ein schriftkundiger Rongorongo-Gelehrter zu sein. Er täuschte Bischof Jaussen so gut, daß dieser die Gesän
ge - insgesamt vier - notierte. Kein einziger Osterinsulaner war in der Lage an
zugeben, was auf den Tafeln notiert ist. Sie waren alle leicht durchschaubare
Scharlatane, ohne die geringsten Kenntnisse. Die „Metoro-Gesänge“ sind wert
los, nicht einmal originell oder wenigstens „sophisticated“, sondern bildhafte
Zeichenbeschreibungen, die nicht einmal zutreffen. Bisher galten diese Texte
als eine der wichtigsten Quellen für die Rongorongo-Forschung.
Die Keiti kam 1888 nach Paris und wurde ab 1889 in Brain-le-Comte ver
wahrt. Bestimmugsgemäß wurde die Tafel 1894 der Universitätsbibliothek Lou
vain (Leiden) übergeben. Als deutsche Truppen 1914 die Stadt in Brand schos
sen, wurde auch die Universität zerstört. Zum Glück existierten Abgüsse, Fotos
und Abreibungen von der Tafel. Es soll nach Barthel (1958) eine sehr wichtige
Fotografie vom Recto der Keiti geben, die J. Weisser 1882 in Tahiti anfertigte.
Diese Fotografie soll im Hamburger Museum für Völkerkunde aufbewahrt sein.
Ich war in Hamburg, um die Fotografie zu untersuchen. Am Telefon erhielt ich
die Auskunft, daß man meiner Bitte nachkommen wolle. Vor Ort zeigte man mir
dann ein total wertloses Stück Gips, daß dem Augenschein nach die Tafel
„Mamari“ sein könnte.
Die Anordnung der Zeilen nennt man bustrophedon, das heißt übersetzt: wie
der Ochse pflügt.
Schon wieder eine der Ungereimtheiten in der Rongorongo-Forschung. We
der der Ochse noch der Pflug war in Ozeanien bekannt, bevor die ersten Siedler
aus Europa beides mitbrachten. Hierin kann aber unmöglich das Vorbild gese
hen werden für die Zeilenanordnung.
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Ungeklärt ist auch noch, wie der Anschluß von einer Zeile zur nächsten tat
sächlich stattfindet. Hierzu gibt es so viele Spekulationen wie Möglichkeiten.
Daß man in der Forschung davon ausgeht, daß am Ende der ersten Zeile die Ta
fel gekippt wird, sodaß die zweite Zeile wieder aufrecht vor den Augen des Le
sers steht, geht auf die Osterinsulaner zurück, die vorgaben, Schriftgelehrte zu
sein.
Welche Glaubwürdigkeit wollen wir einem Analphabeten einräumen, wenn
er sagen sollte, wo der Anfang eines Buches ist? Er hat nur wenige Möglichkei
ten. Zuerst müßte er raten, wo bei unserer Schrift oben ist. Dann müßte er raten,
ob der Buchdeckel nach links oder nach rechts aufgeklappt wird. Nehmen wir
an, er macht alles richtig, so ist das doch noch längst kein Beweis dafür, daß er
die Buchstaben versteht und den Text vorlesen kann.
Es gab im ausgehenden 19 Jahrhundert einige Experimente mit angeblich
schriftkundigen Osterinsulanern, die allesamt nur den Beweis erbrachten, daß
niemand von ihnen wußte, was auf den Tafeln verzeichnet ist und wie sie abzu
lesen sind. Das also sind die Zeugen, die dafür benannt wurden, daß der An
schluß von der ersten zur zweiten Zeile so geschieht, wie ich es beschrieben
habe. Aber bisher fehlt der Beweis, daß das auch in der Weise richtig ist.
Der Beweis war erst zu erbringen durch die von mir entdeckte Segmentation
der Zeichenfolgen.
Zum Glück sind genug Objekte an den Rändern der Tafel unbeschädigt, so
daß die letzten Zeichen einer Zeile und die ersten der nächsten erkennbar sind.
Betrachtet man die Kleine Wientafel, wird deutlich, was gemeint ist, denn
auf diesem Objekt sind alle Randzeichen zerstört.
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Die Kleine Wientafel gehörte zur Sammlung des k. u. k. Vizekonsuls Hein
rich Freiherr von Westenholz. Im Jahr 1886 schenkte er seine Sammlung mit
196 Stücken aus Polynesien dem Völkerkunde Museum in Wien. Die Tafel mißt
ca. 26 cm in der Länge und ca. 5 cm in der Höhe. Ungefähr 220 Zeichen sind
gut zu erkennen.
Für jede Geheimschrift gilt, daß eine erkennbare Ordnung oder Systematik,
Regeln, Wiederholungen, identische Zeichenfolgen u.v.m. die Schwachstellen
sind, die leicht erkennbar, zwangsläufig über Analysen zum Code führen. Ein
zig das Chaos - wie in Rongorongo - verhindert den schnellen Zugriff auf das
geheime Wissen. Nehmen wir an, daß in Rongorongo die einzelnen Nächte fein
säuberlich nur über das Stabzeichen für Osten segmentiert wären, hätte man
nicht 130 Jahre gebraucht, um den Code zu finden, dafür wären 130 Tage aus
reichend. Um das zu verhindern, kannten die Meister verschiedene Möglichkei
ten, die regelmäßigen und gleichförmigen Bilder am Nachthimmel so chaotisch
zu notieren, daß die Verschlüsselung immerhin so lange hielt.
Die Absicht der Meister ist leicht nachzuvollziehen, denn sie konnten davon
ausgehen, daß es bei Weitem nicht genügt, einzelne oder alle Zeichen in ihrer
Bedeutung zu kennen. Rongorongo ist erst dann vollständig in die Knie ge
zwungen, wenn die notierten Sternkurse verstanden sind.
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Von den verschiedenen Möglichkeiten, die einzelnen Nächte zu segmentie
ren, ist das Stabzeichen nur eine. Aber das Zeichen genügt bereits, herauszufin
den, ob der Anschluß am rechten Ende einer Zeile in der nächsten zu finden ist.
Wenn das der Fall ist, muß Tu - also Osten - unter den letzten Zeichen einer
Zeile zu finden sein und dann erst wieder unter den ersten Zeichen auf der
nächsten Zeile. Das ist der Fall, wie ich nun an einigen Beispielen aufzeige.
Die von Barthel (1958) eingefuhrte Nomenklatur zur Bezeichnung der Zei
len auf den Objekten behalte ich bei. Alle Zeilen mit einer ungeraden Zahl, also
1 - 3 - 5 - usw., sind die Zeilen mit aufrechten Zeichen, alle geraden Zahlen
sind die Zeilen, deren Zeichen auf dem Kopf stehen.
Ungerade Zeilen enden stets am rechten Tafelrand, gerade am linken. Barthel
führte die Bezeichnungen recto und verso ein. In den Fällen, bei denen er nicht
sicher war, welche Tafelseite den Anfang markiert, bezeichnete er die Tafelsei
ten mit den Kleinbuchstaben a und b.
A uf der Tafel Tahua findet man auf der sechsten Zeile (Belegstelle Ab 6)
ziemlich am Ende das Zeichen für Osten. Die sechste Zeile steht auf dem Kopf
für den Betrachter der Tafel, die siebente natürlich aufrecht. Ich habe alle Zei
chen für Tu schwarz unterlegt, weil dadurch der Leser schneller erkennt, wie der
Zeilenumbruch zu verstehen ist.

Ab 7

Ab 6
Am linken Tafelrand der Tahua sind die Sterne dieser Nacht auf der sechsten
und siebenten Zeile notiert. Der Umbruch entsteht also nur über das Format der
Tafel. Ich habe bei allen Belegen die Zeichen für die einzelne Nacht zusammen
geschrieben.

Ab 6/7
Diese Konstruktion gelang nur, weil die Randzeichen nicht beschädigt oder
gänzlich zerstört sind. Zum Glück gibt es noch weitere solcher Befunde.
A uf der Tafel Aruku Kurenga ist der Übergang von der dritten zur vierten
Zeile erkennbar:
Br 4

a s ia s r s

Br 3

Br 3/4
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Ein weiterer Beleg zeigt sich von der siebenten zur achten Zeile:

im

Br 8
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Br 7
Br 7/8

A uf der Tafel Mamari ist der Übergang von der vierten zur fünften Zeile zu
finden. A uf der fünften Zeile schießen sich weitere Nächte an, die ich mit dem
schwarzen Stabzeichen gekennzeichnet habe
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A uf der anderen Seite der Tafel ist ebenfalls über Tu erkennbar, daß man von
der einen in die nächste Zeile übergehen muß.
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In dieser Nacht fallt sofort auf, daß das Zeichen „the pillar to sit by“, das für
den Stern Beteigeuze in Orion steht, mit vier Vorkommen vertreten ist. Wie ist
das zu erklären?
Um eine ausführliche Antwort darauf zu geben, brauche ich etwa 50 Seiten,
um auf allen Objekten dieser Kernfrage nachzugehen. Grundsätzlich eignet sich
jedes Zeichen in Rongorongo zur sinnvollen Segmentation der Zeichenfolge. Tu
bedeutet außerdem nicht ausschließlich Osten, denn mit Ku (bedeutungsgleich
mit Tu) bezeichnete man in Mikronesien (Mortlocks)die Verbindung der Sterne
Alpha und Beta Arietis, möglicherweise das ganze Sternbild Aries.
(Johnson/Mahelona: 1975)
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Eine vergleichbare Situation finden wir auf der Großen Santiagotafel.
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In dieser Nacht befindet sich mit drei Vorkommen ein Vogelzeichen, verbun
den mit dem Stabzeichen. Das ist kein „Vogel im Osten“, sondern der Sternna
me Pou-n-man, der bedeutet Pillar-in-Maan (die Vogelstütze) und ist einer der
mikronesischen Namen (Mortlocks) für den Stern Procyon, Alpha in Canis Mi
nor. (Johnson/Mahelona: 1975) Das als ein großes E zu erkennende Zeichen da
vor ist eines der Zeichen für das Sternbild Cassiopeia, dessen Sterne wir be
kanntlich zu einem W verbinden.
A uf der Großen St. Petersburgtafel ist ein Tu-Übergang zu finden von der er
sten zur zweiten Zeile.
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Etwa in der Mitte der Zeichen ist Osten mit einem Steinbeil verbunden. Da
bei handelt es sich um das Orion-Beil und nicht um Wega, weil das Zeichen der
drei Gürtelsterne davor steht.
A uf der gleichen Tafel führt ein Übergang von der sechsten in die siebente
Zeile.

pv 6

Pv 6/7
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Die Tafel Atua Mata-riri zeigt einen interessanten Befund für Tu.

fW lH O M S IB S ?

Ra4
Ra 3

Ra 3/4
Es gibt einige wenige Vorkommen für Osten, bei denen an dem Stabzeichen
rechts und links feine Kerblinien angebracht sind.

Diese feinen Linien befinden sich auch an anderen Zeichen. Sie sind ein ur
altes Motiv, daß rund um die Welt auf Felswänden und diversen Artefakten ge
funden wurde. Solche Linien sind die erste grafische Umsetzung für das nicht
darstellbare Licht. Sie bedeuten Lichtstrahlen. Ex oriente lux galt auch in der
Südsee. Aber es war nicht erforderlich, Osten mit diesen außerordentlich
schwierig einzuarbeitenden Kerben zu bezeichnen.
Die angeführten Belegstellen beweisen, daß der Übergang von einer in die
nächste Zeile tatsächlich so stattfindet, wie man es von Anfang an vermutete.
Nun haben wir Gewißheit.
Es gibt zahlreiche Zeichen in Rongorongo, die mit feinen Kerblinien verse
hen wurden. Noch heute benutzt man solche grafischen Urformen, um z.B. an
zuzeigen, daß eine Birne leuchten muß.
Einige der „Lichtzeichen“ zeigen sich in dieser Form:
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Der deutsche Meteorologe Walter Knoche war 1911 Mitglied der chileni
schen Osterinsel-Expedition. Erst 14 Jahre später, nämlich 1925, erschien sein
Buch „Die Osterinsel“ aus dem die obere Abbildung der Großen und Kleinen
Santiagotafel stammt. Beide Tafeln - sowie der Santiagostab - wurden bereits
1870 von Kapitän Gana auf Rapanui erworben. Die größere der beiden Tafeln
mißt ca. 45 cm in der Länge und ca. 12 cm in der Höhe. Ungefähr 1.800 Zei
chen müssen entziffert werden. Die kleinere der Tafeln mißt ca. 32 cm in der
Länge und ca. 12 cm in der Höhe. Nach meiner Zählung sind über 800 Zeichen
erhalten.

Von der Kleinen Santiagotafel veröffentlichte Métraux (1940) Abschriften
beider Seiten, die ausgezeichnet sind. Die Zeichen selbst sind aber die schlech
testen, die wir kennen. Der Gegensatz sind die Zeichen, die auf dem Santiago
stab zu erkennen sind. Diesem Meister kann ich einige sehr eigenwillige Zei
chenkonstruktionen nachweisen, denn er hatte sich sein eigenes Corporate De
sign zusammengebastelt. Von sachlicher Genauigkeit hielt er nicht sonderlich
viel. Sein oberstes Gebot war „Ästhetik“.
Die Tafel Tahua zeigt meisterhafte Zeichen. Sie ist ein vollkommenes Ob
jekt. Es fällt mir schwer, mit Bleistift auf Papier die Zeichen zu fixieren, die der
Meister mit einem Messer in hartes Holz kerbte. Seinen Namen kennen wir
nicht, aber er bezeugt: Vita brevis ars longa!
G roße St. Petersburgtafel

Die Tafel besteht aus Toromiroholz. Sie mißt ca. 62 cm in der Länge und ca.
14 cm in der höchsten Breite. Insgesamt sind noch ca. 1.800 Zeichen gut zu er
kennen. Der russische Ethnograf Miklukho
Maklaj erwarb das Stück 1871 von Bischof Jaussen zusammen mit der Klei
nen St. Petersburgtafel. Beide Stücke waren die ersten Objekte, die in Europa
eintrafen. Sie werden heute verwahrt im Museum N.N. Miklukho-Maklaj, St.
Petersburg.
Tafel A ruku-kurenga

fe.i»HA<.r«‘»
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Alle Tafelnamen sind Fantasienamen, die lediglich auf Spekulationen beru
hen. Das ist unbedeutend für die Rongorongo-Forschung. Die Tafel mißt ca. 43
cm in der Länge und ca. 16 cm in der größten Höhe. Die Tafel gehörte zu den
fünf Objekten, die Pater Roussel 1868 nach Tahiti zu Bischof Jaussen schickte.
Ungefähr 1.500 Zeichen sind zu erkennen. Heute wird das Stück verwahrt von
der Congregazione dei S.S. Cuori, Rom.
Bereits 1874 in Nordamerika und 1875 in Europa wurden Aufnahmen dieser
Rongorongo-Tafel veröffentlicht. Die Aruku-kurenga reiste 1900 nach Paris, um
sich anläßlich der Weltausstellung im „Pavillon des Missions Catholiques“ von
den Besuchern bestaunen zu lassen.
L ondoner Tafel

Die Abbildung habe ich aus dem Buch der Engländerin Lady ScoresbyRoutledge entnommen, daß zwar undatiert ist, aber wahrscheinlich 1919 er
schien: The Mystery o f Easter Island. Die Tafel mißt ca. 21 cm in der Länge und
ist ca. 7,5 cm hoch. Ursprünglich waren ca. 300 Zeichen gekerbt, von denen nur
noch die Hälfte zu erkennen ist. A uf jedem Objekt gibt es ein - oder sogar meh
rere - Zeichen, die sich nur auf dieser Tafel befinden und auf keiner anderen.
A uf der Londoner Tafel ist diese Zeichenkombination einmalig:

Tafel M am ari
Das Exem plar gehörte zu den Objekten, die Pater Roussel nach Tahiti
schickte. Sie ist ca. 23 cm lang und 21 cm hoch. Über 1.000 Zeichen sind gut zu
erkennen. A uf der Mamari sind überproportional viele Mondzeichen gekerbt.
Barthel (1958) zählte so lange hin und her, bis er den alten Mondkalender der
Osterinsulaner auf dieser Tafel nachzuweisen glaubte. Das ist falsch und bedarf
keiner weiteren Erklärungen, denn Barthel zählte natürlich nur die M ondzei
chen, die in seine Theorie paßten.
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Die Abbildung der Mamari habe ich entnommen aus dem Katalog zur gro
ßen Osterinsel-Ausstellung, die 1989 in Frankfurt/M. stattfand: 1.500 Jahre
Kultur der Osterinsel.
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VERBAL MARKERS OF TENSE IN MARQUESAN*
Viktor K rupa
Institute of Oriental and African Studies, Slovak Academy of Sciences,
Klemensova 19, 813 64 Bratislava, Slovakia

This paper is an attempt at a preliminary survey o f Marquesan verbal particles that mark
tense and aspect. They are discussed upon the background o f analogous particles in closely
related Polynesian languages.

We may assume that within the framework of so called common sense (or
better within the naive linguistic picture of the world) we are capable of notic
ing that various actions referred to in the speech stream may vary in their dura
tion as well as in their placement along the time axis. In other words, some ac
tions take place earlier than others or may be said to occur simultaneously. Here
we are concerned with the “relative chronology” of actions or events, a funda
mental phenomenon with which we are familiar in any language.
The precedence or contemporaneity of various events may be obvious upon
a purely semantic (or pragmatic) basis but in certain circumstances the applica
tion of special markers is required. In Marquesan these markers constitute a
separate class of prepositive verbal particles. Precedence and contemporaneity
of an action (event) may be related either to another event or to a point along
the time axis which sometimes coincides with the moment of speech. If an ac
tion is viewed as subsequent to the moment of speech, its realizability is not
certain but only more or less probable. Temporal specification in the future in
tersects thus with modality, and distinguishing temporal from conditional conjuctions may be difficult if not impossible.
A full-fledged category of tense cannot be defined in terms of relati ve tempo
ral characteristics only - its pivotal point of reference is the moment of speech
and all utterances are related to it so that the events referred to by them are corre
spondingly marked. It would be naive to think that there is one natural and univer
sally valid pattern of tense(s) with universal validity in all languages. There are
languages where events that have taken place before the moment of speech con
trast with all other events - obviously upon the basis that the former have already
been carried out. However, the past tense cannot be completely separated from
This paper was supported by Grant agency: VEGA No. 2/4095/97-99.
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modality either. Past events may be divided on the one hand into those that really
happened and on the other hand into those of which we are not quite sure. The
temporal system may further be rendered more complex by introducing the crite
rion of temporal distance from the moment of speech into the scheme.
Another possibility is that of distinguishing the action itself from its conse
quences or the state brought about by it. An event might have taken place in the
past and its consequences or the resulting state may be relevant for the present. In
this instance we are concerned with the perfect tense. In the perfect tense, aspec
tual features (the action is completed) overlap with the temporal characteristics.
Nonpast events, on the other hand, share the property of not being terminated as to
the moment of speech and likewise cannot be separated from aspect. Some of
them take place simultaneously with what we tentatively call the moment of speech
(even if they must have started in the past when viewed from the moment of
speech coincident with the last moment of their duration). That is why the linguis
tic moment of speech is a mere abstraction and ought not to be defined in physical
but in psychical terms. When judging historical events, the present may comprise
a period of several months, years, decades, or even centuries. In other circum
stances its duration is physically much shorter.
As for the future events or actions, these may be said to take place after the
moment of speech. Future tense is inseparable from modality. Events referred to
by a verb in the future tense can or may (but need not) happen; their realization is
more or less probable, intended or desirable but not absolutely sure and so it is far
from surprising that the future tense is in many languages derived by means of
auxiliary verbs such as will, shall, want, etc. and their equivalents.
Particular utterances may concern actual situations or they are intended to have
a general validity. The study of a wide variety of languages seems to indicate that
in the framework of the naive philosophy of language it is the present (or present/
future) tense form that is usually employed to express general sentences.
Thus in many of the ancient languages as well as in numerous non-European
languages tense seems to overlap with aspect and to some extent with mode.
This is true of Marquesan as a Polynesian language. Convincing evidence for
close links between the three categories is found for example in the transition
between the future and imperative markers e/'e (?) or k a /'a and in the aspectual
nature of perfective kua/kuo/T ia/ua, w hich is more or less independent of
tense and stressing the completion of the action.
Polynesian languages display a restricted set of prepositive verbal particles,
which mark aspect and/or tense and/or mode. Marquesan as a member of the
East Polynesian branch shares most of its particles with other East Polynesian
languages although there are some similarities with the Samoic and Tongic lan
guages as well.
In literature we usually find the following spelling and definitions of the
prepositional verbal particles with temporal meaning in the Marquesan lan
guage texts, depending upon various written sources, especially Dordillon
(1931), Handy (1930), Zewen (1987), Lavondes (1964, 1966), Kaiser and El
bert (1989), and Kimitete (1990):
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e / 'e future, condition
e... ana / nei / a "a duration
Tia / 'u perfective and stative (with static verbs)
i past
"a narrative (beginning of a new sequence), future, imperative
mei almost
'ia optative, in order to
oa in order not to
Examples of 'e:
Na po 'omua, kakiu, 7 te tau henua Nuku-Hiva nei, 'e (1) he'e te mouka mei
titahi motu 7 titahi 'e (2) hano 7 te toua “Jadis, dans les temps anciens, dans
ľarchipel des Marquises les pics allaient d'íle en ile se faire la guerre.” Here, 'e
(1) obviously does not mark the verb he'e as future but rather as indefinite or
generalized or repetitive. However, 'e (2) simply links hano to the preceding verb
he 'e (i.e. ...went to make war). In the next example, 'e seems to have the aspectu
al meaning of duration without any recognizable temporal meaning: 7 te motu o
Nuku-Hiva, 'ite Henua 'Enana, 'eha'apei 'ia ko 'ika n ui “Sur Tile de Nuku-Hiva,
aux Marquises, se préparait une grande féte”.
Popou 7 a 'e, 71 pe 'au hua vehine: 'E hua au 7 uta 7 te hinako piki! “Le lendemain matin, la jeune fille dit: Je retourne vers la montagne cueillir des fleurs de
pandanus” Here the particle 'e marks the verb (hua) as future, which is confirmed
by the reply of her partner: 'U pe'au te maha'i: 'E, 'a hiti...! “Le jeune homme
répondit: Oui, vas-y...!” The future meaning is present in the following example
as well: Popou 7 o 'io 7, 'e he 'e tatou 7 te avaika “Demain, de bonne heure, nous
irons ā la pêehe.”, 'I teneip ō e ha 'atū au 7 to tāua ha 'e “Tonight I will build our
house”.
The particle 'e is employed as a marker of future after the negative particle:
'Umo 7 'e ti 'ohi mai “Ne regardez pas!”
'U pe 'au te 'avaika: A 'e 'oaka ia 'oe, 'ua 7 'o 7 te ika, 'e mate 'oe “Dit le
pêeheur: Tu ne ľ auras pas, eile a été enlevée par le poisson, tu risques la mort” .
Here the future tense meaning of 'e with mate is obvious.
In the following example the meaning of 'e may perhaps becharacterized as
nonpast: 'A 'e au 'e to'o ia koe, 'e vehinehae koe “Je ne te prends pas dans la
pirogue, tu es un fantóme”.
The reference to the future may be linked with the mild imperative meaning:
'Ua 'oko Tikapo, me te vava 'o mai ia Poumaka 'e he 'e mai io ia “Tikapo ľentendit,
il appela Poumaka et lui dit de venir le trouver”. In the following sentence 'e
marks an exhortation, likewise oriented towards the future: fE kanea to tatou vaka
mea hi ika “Faisons-nous une pirogue pour aller ā la pêehe”.
In the languages that are closer to Marquesan than any other, the prepositive
verbal particle e / 'e may refer to actions that are going to take place (i.e. indica
tive future without guarantee) after the moment of speech, marking also impera
tive and, finally, generalized sentences. It is a fairly large semantic scale and fur
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ther semantic specification is usually achieved by adding to it a postpositive par
ticle such as ana (e. g. in Hawaiian, Maori, etc.) nei, na, "a (e. g. in Tahitian,
Hawaiian, etc.) etc.
Prepositive particle 'e combined with the postpositive particle ana (or a 'a ) is
used to express a durative action taking place simultaneously with another action:
E hoe ana te vaka, ia tihe io te tau mata 'ae, 'ua ta 'a 'Apeku 'a: Pao, pao... “Pen
dant que pagayait la pirogue, lorsque Ton arrivait aux différents caps, 'A peku'a
criait: Finie, finie...”; 'E inu a 'a, 7 pao 'ia ai 'e te haka 'iki me te toki ke 'a “While
he was drinking, the chief hit him with a stone axe”.
The marker 'e... ana has no unambiguous temporal meaning. It presents an
action as durative, continuous, taking some time and therefore it is suitable to
mark actions that are parallel to other actions. In the following example there is a
durative verb form in the main clause ( 'e hana ana) as well. 'E kata ana 7 to ia
hana 'e hana ana io he vai “She was laughing at what he was doing in water” .
Examples from other Polynesian languages follow. See Hawaiian: No ke aha kākou e ha 'alele ai i nā hoalauna? “Why are we leaving the neighbours?” ; E hele aku
'oe “You (should) go”; E hele ana au i ke all 7 “I am going to the c h ie f’, “I shall be
going to the chief”. After the negative base ('a'ole) particle e marks open action
that should be completed in the future.
Particle i marks the past tense in a manner neutral from the point of duration or
completion of the action itself: I tua 'ia ai hua temanu, hika, 7 ta 'ai 'ia tihe 7 te
pao 'ia “In the morning they left. They cut the temanu tree, it fell, it was carved
until finished”; I hakamamao ai te vaka 7 vaho 'oa... “The canoe went farther to
the open sea...”; Aha koe i kite ia Vakauhi' “Est-ce que tu as vu Vakauhi'” In
relative constructions i is a marker of the past or preceding action: 'O ia te pi 'o 7
ma'akau ai Uhitapu 7 te ha'amate ia Taheta “Telle était la raison pour laquelle
Uhitapu avait projeté de faire mourir Taheta”; Na te Kuhane Meita 7 i ha 'ama 'ama
i to 'atou koekoe eti'a 'eka to 'atou tekao “The Holy Spirit has illuminated their
mind in order to make their words right”; I topa ai hua tama a hua vehine io he
vai, i toi 'ia ai e te vai io he 'oto tai “Ľ enfant tomba dans l’eau et fut entrainé par
le courant dans le trou de mer” .
It occurs very frequently after a negative base, for example: 'A 'o 'e au i tihe “I
did not come”.
The particle 'a has the highest frequency among all preverbal particles and it
occurs especially frequently in the narrative style, usually marking another or the
next one in a sequence of actions; perhaps it might be paraphrased by the expres
sion “and then”, “afterwards”. "A occurs very frequently after the word 'a tahi
“then,” “afterwards”: 'A tahi 'a to 'o ai 7 te tuehine me te tuku iho io he vaka “He
took his sister and made her to embank”; 'A tahi 'a ma 'akau 'Apeku 'a, 'e hano 7
te umu huka 'e toua me Haneamotua “Then 'Apeku"a decided to take revenge by
war against Haneamotua” ; 'A is not a strictly temporal particle despite the fact
that in some East Polynesian languages it may gravitate toward future or impera
tive.
The imperative function has been noted for 'a in Marquesan, for example: 'A
hano io Taheta “Go to find Taheta!”; 'A taha io he vai! “Va ä la riviere” .
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In some instances the particle 'a signalizes an action that is going to take place
after the moment of speech, for example: 'A ta'ai 'otou 7 tu'u vaka' “Will you
carve my canoe"”; A tahi 'a tihe ai te vaka 7 te hiku 'o te tai “La pirogue arriva
alors en eau peu profonde”.
The particle 'u a or "u is generally characterized as perfective but it is compat
ible with states as well. The difference between perfective and stative is easy to
define. The former presents a state resulting from an action that has taken place
before while in the latter instance there is no such preceding action, for example:
'U koakoa te mo 7 “La jeune fille est contente”, 77 mamae to 'u vaevae “J ’ai mal
aux pieds”.
'U a / 'u is regularly used in the narrative style with the verb pe'au “to say”: 7
tenei 'u pe 'au Kae ia 'atou: 'E he 'e kotou 7 heal “Kae leur dit: OÜ allez-vous?” ;
'U pe 'au te mata 'eina 'a 'o Toa: 'E he 'e matou 7 te vehine 'umihi 'a te haka 'iki
“Les sujets de Toa lui répondirent: Nous partons ä la recherche d'une femme pour
le c h e f’; 77 pe 'au Kae: 'E he 'e me au “Kae dit: Je partirai avec vous”.
The perfective sense of 'u a is more obvious in the following instances: 'Ua
piki O'ohatu me ta ia m ata'eina'a 7 'oto 'o to ia vaka “O'ohatu et ses sujets
monterent dans sa pirogue” (i. e. They entered the canoe and stayed in it); 'Ua hua
'Apeku 'a me te ue me te hano io Nunuiapukatea “'A peku'a revint en pleurant et
alia trouver Nunuiapukatea”; 'O te tukane, 'ua tuku te motua me te kui io he
tahukahi, 'o te tuehine, 'ua tuku te motua me te kui te tuehine io he paepae kaioi
“Le pêre et la mere mirent le fils ainé sur le foyer, iis placerent leur fille sur le
paepae des ka'ioi”; Titahi 'ā, 'ua he 'e 7 tai 7 te mei nunu me tahipito to 'iki “One
day, he went to bake breadfruit with some children” . The perfective aspect is
compatible not only with the past ( 'A tahi 'ua to 'o Hu 'uti 7 te teka “Then HuTiti
has taken the teka”) but also with the future: 'Epo, 'ua 'ite 'oe “Just wait a little,
you will see”.
The perfective meaning of the particle 'u a / 'u is, however, not always obvi
ous, cf. the following sentence: 'Ua kite na mata 'eina 'a ia Akahe 'e- 'i—vevau “La
population voyait Akahe'e-'i-vevau”; 'I tenei, 'ua tau hua 'enana 'o Kae io he
motu 7 te ka'avai me hua tau vehine vahana ko'e nei. 'Ua tau io he one “Kae
aborda sur file, dans la vallée oú se trouvaient ces femmes sans hommes. II aborda sur la plage”.
The meaning of Hawaiian ua seems to be very close to that of MQA 'u a / 'u.
It marks a completed action or a state. Besides, it is considered to be inceptive
(like Maori ka). These two meanings seem to be contradictory but this impression
is wrong. Both completion and inception have a common denominator. The parti
cle ua marks the predicate as not continuing in time but limited either finally
(perfect) or initially (inceptive). Its frequency in Hawaiian seems to be signifi
cantly higher than in Marquesan. Example: Ua lilo mai na leho ia Kea'au “The
shells have been recovered by K ea'au”; Ma hope o laila, huli mai lā Iāua a ho 7 i
O 'ahu nei, mana 'o iho la 'o Ma 'akuakeke i ko Iāua ola, ua ho 7 i ka 'āina “After
this they turned and made for Oahu, and M a'akuakeke began to think that they
were safe”.
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The meaning of state is present in the following example: Ua nui loa ka 'eha o
ka manō i kēia mau hana a Punia i loko o ka 'ōpū “Great was the pain of the shark
because of what Punia was doing in its stomach”.
The particle "ua is defined as perfective (state resulting from a completed ac
tion) by D. T. Tryon for Tahitian (p. 34), e. g.: 'Ua parahi 'oia 7 piha iho 'ia'u
“He sat beside me”, 'Ua reva atu Peu rāua 'o Teri'i “Peu left with T eriT ’.
The particle mei has no temporal meaning at all and marks an action that al
most happened, a nearly realized action: 'O mei mate au ē! “Oh! Un peu plus, je
mourais!”; E tohea metaki, mei vi'i Vakauhi “Lorsque viendra le vent, Vakauhi
presque peut tomber”; Te? mei mate te 'enana, 'a tahi nei koe 'a va 'a “Ah oui! dit
Vakauhi, c’est quand ľhom m e est presque mort que tu réveilles” .
The particle "ia is usually characterized as optative in Polynesian grammars
but in Marquesan it is used more frequently in the temporal meaning (when): 'la
tihe atu io tefa 'e o hua vehine, 'a 'o 'e e koana i te u 'u 7 'oto “When they came to
the house of the woman, they were not allowed to enter”; 'Ia tata te ma 'ama, 'ua
hua io to 'atoufa'e “When the dawn was come they would return again to their
own house”; 'Ia ma 'o na 'atou, 'a tahi 'a kai hua maha 7 7 ta ia kai “When they
were satisfied, then the lad had his food”.
A comparison of the set of Marquesan verbal particles with their equivalents
in other Polynesian languages would obviously furnish some insight into their
meaning. In general the meaning of the particles remains very similar in the East
Polynesian branch of the family despite some variations that are easy to explain.
Several of them occur even in the Samoic languages and in Tongan. Below a
survey of temporal particles in East Polynesian as well as in Samoic languages
(including the Outliers) and in Tongan are given in two tables.

Table 1
TUAMOTUAN

kā inceptive
transference of attention in the present or continuation of the predica
tion in future in a progressive sense
strong order
ē continuation, sentence or clause initial action or condition in progress
(verb usually followed by nei, ara, rā
e habitual or customary
e future action or condition
e mild request
tē ... (nei) continuation
i past action, often with kaore
kua inception or completion
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RAROTONGAN
e imperfective
k ua perfective
i retrospective
tē continuation
kā / ka inceptive (often future references)
mei approximative
kia subjunctive
TAHITIAN
'e future
"ua perfective
i recently completed action
te... nei present continuous
m ai almost, nearly
HAWAIIAN
a when, at the time when, until, as far as
e imperative/exhortative
i past (in subordinative clause)
e future (in subordinative clause)
u a perfective
ke... completed action, state, condition
ke... nei present progressive
e... an a (in subordinative clause)
m ai prohibitive, in order not to
RAPANU1
ka definite future
e present/future
he generalized/narrative
ko perfect
i past
MAORI
ka / kā inceptive (beginning a new action), often future (or subse
quent action)
i always past
kua perfect
e non-past; imperative
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e... ana continuous action
kia desiderative, purpose
kei lest
me prescriptive
Table 2
SURVEY OF THE SUPPOSED MEANINGS OF THE PARTICLES
IN VARIOUS LANGUAGES

RAR:
HAW:
MAO:
EAS:

KA / KĀ / "A
inceptive, transition to next action (therefore subsequent or even future)
in the narration; strong order
inceptive (often future)
when, at the time when, until, as far as
inceptive, often future (or subsequent) action
ka future (beginning of an action in future)

SAM:
ANU:
NUK:
ONG:
TIK:
TOK:
MAE:
REN:
TON:

ā future
ka future
ga anticipatory (permission or assent asked, passage of time indicated)
a future
ka future
kā (immediate) future
ka future (vague)
ka future/punctual aspect
ka (future) conditional, desiderative

TUA:

MQA: narrative, new action in narration, future
imperative

RAR:
TAH:
HAW:
MAO:
EAS:

KUA/TJA/U/UA
completion or inception (M: Resulting state with actions, state with prop
erties)
perfective
perfective
perfective
perfective
perfect/resultative

SAM:
ANU:
NUK:
S IK :

'ua perfect
ku perfect
gu perfect
present/perfecti ve

TUA:
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ONG:
TIK:
TO K:
REN:
TON:
MQA:

"u past
ku perfect
perfect
kua perfect
kuo perfect
perfective or stative
I

TU A: past
RAR: retrospective
TAH: recently completed action
HAW: past (in subordinative clauses)
M AO: past
EAS: past
SAM:
SIK:

i past (an unproductive relict)
ni simple past

MQA:

past

E / 'E / Ē
habitual or customary (M: in a kind of general utterance which is logical
ly derived from nonpast, i.e. the most open of all tenses)
future action or condition
mild request
RAR: imperfective
TAH: future
HAW: future (in subordinative clauses)
imperative/exhortative
MAO: nonpast, imperative
EAS:
present/future; he generalized present
TU A:

SAM: timeless particle
ANU: present
TON: 'e future (or timeless) particle
NUK: general aspect (=the most abstract tense)
SIK:
nonpast
ONG: indefinite tense
TIK: present
TO K: nonpast; the widest and vaguest meaning, indie, permanent truth (some
times even past)
REN: general tense
MQA: future
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TUA:
RAR:
HAW:
MAO:

E...ANA / NEI, etc.
action or condition in progress (with nei, ara, rā)
habitual or present action
progressive (in subordinative clauses)
continuous action, progressive, durative

MQA:

durative (with ana, nei, a'a)

MAO:

TE or TĒ
continuation (te... nei)
continuation
present continuous (te...nei)
present progressive (ke...nei)
completed action, state, condition (= deverbative ' nominal izat ion')
cf. constructions kei te..., i te..., hei te... continuation

MQA:

te as nominalization or gerund in complex sentences

TUA:
RAR:
TAH:
HAW:

TUA:
RAR:
TAH:
HAW:
MAO:
SAM:
TON:
NUR:
SIR:
ANU:
REN:
MQA:

KIA / 1A
desiderative, purposive
subjunctive
purposive (in order to, so that)
desiderative, purposive
'ia subjunctive
ke potential, imperative, purposive
gi prescriptive
ki subjunctive
ke infinitive, “in order to”
ke intentive
optative, in order to (purposive)
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THOTH OR RE-HARAKHTI?*
Dušan M agdolen
Institute of Oriental and African Studies, Slovak Academy of Sciences,
Klemensova 19, 813 64 Bratislava, Slovakia

The article discusses the question o f identity o f the ancient Egyptian deity carved into
relief on the sundial found at Gezer.

In one o f his papers on ancient Egyptian sun clocks, Ludwig Borchardt1 de
scribes an artifact found at Gezer in Palestine. It was first described as a pecto
ral but later recognized as a sundial.2
It is a semicircular ivory instrument decorated on both flat sides (see Fig. 1).
One side is covered with radial lines that issue from a central point on the
straight upper edge. The opposite side is covered with a scene in relief. In the
uppermost part of the scene, a fragment of the horizontal belt containing the
lower parts of six visible stars is shown to represent the heaven. The scene con
tinues with a slender depiction of a boat and two anthropomorphic figures un
der the stars. Behind the figures and above these edges of the boat, two car
touches are depicted giving the name o f the 19th dynasty ruler, Merenptah.
Both figures are superficially depicted but the one on the right side kneeling in
a position o f adoration very likely represents the king himself. The disc with
two uraei on its opposite side is placed above the king. He kneels in front o f the
second figure situated on the left side of the boat. This figure is sitting on a
throne and seems to have a head which is not human. He holds a kind o f pole in
one hand that is likely to be the wAc sceptre. This figure very likely represents
a deity to whom the king makes an offering. Above the deity another disc is also
carved but compared with the one shown above the king, this is not so high and

I would like to express my cordially thanks to Dr. Vivienne G. Callender for correcting
my English.
1 L. B o r c h a r d t , Altägyptische Zeitm essung, p. 48, fig. 22, in: E. von B a s s e r m a n n - J o r d a n ,
D ie Geschichte der Zeitmessung und Uhren, Band I, Leipzig 1920; See also PM2 VII, p. 374.
2 L. B o r c h a r d t , Zeitm essung, p. 48 and note 2.
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just with one uraeus only. Borchardt says this figure is Thoth, the god of wis
dom.3
Unfortunately, I have not been able to see either this artifact or its photo, just
the published copy. In spite o f this, I should like to offer the following explana
tion.
It is not easy to give the precise identity of the sitting deity without some
hesitation. Both figures are carved without details and except for the royal car
touches identifying the king, no other inscriptions accompany this scene. Thus,
we are without help in trying to find something concrete about the identity of
the deity.
Looking at the copy of the scene, we can see some kind o f short dotted lines
running horizontally on the surface. It seems to me, perhaps these lines may be
interpreted as tiny cracks on the ivory surface. Similar cracks occur rather fre
quently on other objects made from ivory.4 I suppose one of them (under the
forepart of the cobra) touches the face of the deity, whose identity remains un
known but, in my opinion, this line originally does not belong to the relief itself.
Perhaps, this short line may have been Borchardt’s or even Clagett’s criterion
for the identification of this deity, as Thoth.5 This line, considered by both au
thors as belonging to part of the relief itself, may have been seen as the long bill
of the ibis, the sacred bird of Thoth. In fact, there are other indications which
would make this identity doubtful.
It has been said that the function of this artifact was that of a sundial, that is
an instrument for measuring time. Hanging on the wall, a perpendicular gno
mon which was once part of this device, would have projected its shadow onto
the flat side with the radiating lines.6 In this connection I would like to point out
the solar nature o f this instrument. This fact enables us to expect the solar na
ture and character of a scene as a whole occurring on it as well. I assume that
the figure sitting on the throne to whom an offering is made by the king, is a
cosmic deity and, more particularly, a solar deity, for the bark itself is the solar
bark.
In search of evidence which would support the idea of the solar identity of
the deity, one needs to turn attention to the discs, especially to the one that lies
above the deity’s head. It seems evident that this disc belonging to the deity

3 L. B o r c h a r d t , Zeitm essung, p. 48; The same R. W. S l o l e y , JEA 17, 1931, p . 173 and
M. C l a g e t t , Ancient Egyptian Science, Volume II, Calendars, Clocks, and Astronomy, Phil
adelphia 1995, p. 95.
4 For examples, see A. J. S p e n c e r , Early Egypt. The R ise o f Civilisation in the N ile Valley,
London 1993, pp. 61, 67, 75, 79; V G. C a l l e n d e r , The Eye ofH oru s. A H istory o f A ncient
E g yp t, Melbourne 1993, p. 52, Fig. 3.28; R. D r e n k h a h n , Elfenbein im Alten Ä gypten , p. 53
fig. 6, p. 55 fig. 7, p. 76 fig. 11.
5 See in note 3.
6 L. B o r c h a r d t , Zeitm essung, PI. 15.
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functioned as the deity’s crown - unlike the disc with two uraei over the figure
of the king. Based on the analogy with other iconography7 we can suggest that
the disc represents the sun god - He of Behdet.8 On the other hand, it is evident
that the disc that is set over the deity has got one uraeus only. On the right side,
we can clearly recognize the head of a cobra and on the left side, its tail. Among
the Egyptian deities, the disc encircled with cobra (sign N-6 in Gardiner’s sign
list) and worn over the head, was the solar disc: this is one o f their identifying
symbols p a r excellence. If the figure on the discussed scene were Thoth, as
Borchardt says, the disc should have the m oon’s crescent in the lower part.9 We
can see that this is not the case. Therefore, the disc on this scene speaks rather
for the solar identity of the deity than for Thoth. It now remains for us to speci
fy just which solar deity this might be.
The entire body of the deity is carved in a stylized form without any special
details. The head itself together with the headdress forms a triangular shape,
broader at the bottom than the apex. Such a stylized form is similar to the wig
given to animal-headed deities. It consists of long hair falling down over the
shoulders. The apex on the right side very likely represents the facial part of the
head, I mean, the bill. However, I suggest that this is not the bill of an ibis but
that of a falcon.10 I consider that what Borchardt took to be the long ibis bill is
really just a short crack.
If this supposition is correct, the complete figure should be described as that
o f a anthropomorphic body with the head of falcon and the solar disc combined
with the uraeus on its head. Such a description belongs to the iconography of
Re-Harakhti, one of a number of divine aspects of the sun. If this interpretation
is correct, the kneeling king makes an offering not to the ibis-headed god Thoth,
but the falcon-headed sun god Re-Harakhti.11

7 For the example, see Medinet Habu, Vol. VII, Part III, PI. 571-B.
8 R. O. F a u l k n e r , A Concise D ictionary o f M iddle E gyptian, Oxford 1 9 9 6 , p . 8 4 .
9 Medinet Habu VII, Part III. Pis. 577-C and 584-B.
10 C om pare w ith M E M N O N IA VIII, 1997, PI. LVIII-A; S ee a lso P. M u n r o , D ie
spätägyptischen Totenstelen, ÄF 25, Glückstadt 1973, Tafelband, Taf. Iff, Taf. 4/Abb. 16, Taf.
6/Abb. 17, 18, Taf. 25/Abb. 90, Taf. 46/Abb. 161.
11 For figures in similar scenes, see Medinet Habu VII, Part III, Pis. 571-B and 575-A; I
would like to thank Dr. J. Málek o f the Griffith Institute for his kind help with the literature for
this article and his reference to Re-Harakhti on p. 374 o f PM2 VII.
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Figure 1. M erenptah’s sundial found at Gezer. (From R. A. S. Macalister,
The Excavation o f Gezer 1902-1905 and 1907-1909, Vol. II, London 1912,
p. 331, fig. 456.)
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IN SEARCH OF A JEWISH IDENTITY:
THE CASE OF THE FALASHAS
Jarmila D r o z d í k o v A
Záhrebská 6, 811 05 Bratislava, Slovakia

Considerable scholarly as well as popular attention has been concentrated on a tiny segment
o f the population o f Ethiopia, the Judaistic Falashas. Much o f this interest is due to sentiments
resulting from the Western religious and cultural environment. In the second half o f the 19th cen
tury the Falashas became the objects o f missionary activities, both Protestant and Jewish, the lat
ter trying to introduce them to rabbinical Judaism. Finally recognized as genuine Jews, and hav
ing fled their homes in the turmoils o f the post-revolutionary Ethiopia, they were transported to
Israel where they had to grapple with the complexities o f modern Western society.

1.
The unique case of exodus, the transfer of the Falashas, often referred to as
Ethiopian Jews, from Ethiopia to Israel, mainly in Operation Moses (1984) and
Operation Solomon (1991), can be seen as the practical consequence of the offi
cial acknowledment of their Jewish identity. In 1973 Ovadia Jossef, the Sephardic
Chief Rabbi of Israel, declared that the Ethiopian Jews belonged to the tribe of
Dan. This statement amounted to the official recognition of their status as Jews
and entitled them to the same right o f return to the Jewish homeland as all the
other members of the Jewish community. At the same time, the Chief Rabbi’s
declaration ended a long dispute among the Jewish religious leaders and experts,
many o f whom put the Jewishness of the Falashas in doubt. They argued that the
Ethiopian Jews had been living outside the mainstream Jewish development for
so long that they did not develop a proper Jewish identity. Knowing nothing about
Mishna and Talmud, they could hardly be taken for genuine Jews.1
The Chief Rabbi’s decision, however, does not explain how and from where
Judaism was implanted in Ethiopia, how the Jewish tradition survived there, and
who the bearers of these traditions were. Neither does it determine the position of
the Falashas within the framework of Judaism.

1 In agreement with their doubts many orthodox rabbis in Israel refused to recognize Ethiopi
an Jews as Jews unless they underwent a token conversion.
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The attempts to answer these questions were numerous and new solutions are
being presented continuously. Compared with the literature on other ethinc groups
in Ethiopia, the literature dealing with the Falashas is unproportionately vast.
Besides scholarly works there are reports written by travellers, missionaries and
other more or less qualified observers. Much o f this material is incomplete and
unreliable owing to the lack of evidence on one side and the missionary tendency,
both Christian and Jewish, on the other.
Scholarly opinion concerning the ethnogenesis of the Falashas varies consid
erably. Some share the conviction that the Falashas are descendants o f those seg
ments of the Cushitic Agaw who at one stage of their development were exposed
to Judaism and never stopped professing their archaic Jewish beliefs (Trimingham
1968: 20; Ullendorf 1968: 116).
Recently the opinion has prevailed that after the conversion of the royal dy
nasty in Axum, the Jews who had been living there, were expelled and settled in
the border areas (Lasta, Semien), converted the local population, mixed with them,
and became the Cushitic Jews of Ethiopia (Hammerschmidt & Rauschenbach
1966, in Krempel 1972: 258).
As for channels through which Judaism reached Ethiopia, two possibilities are
being considered. Judaization of the indigenous ethnic groups could have been
the result of contacts with Egyptian Jewry via Meroe 2 or with the Jewish ele
ments in Yemen. The Yemenite hypothesis seems to be more probable, since the
influence of the Western part o f South Arabia on the coastal region of East Africa
played an important role in the development of East African civilization. This
influence may go back as far as the first third of the first millennium B.C. The
archeological and linguistic evidence points to the migration of the Semitic-speaking population across Bab el-Mandeb to the African coast of the Red Sea. The
earliest of these immigrants to what is now the territory of Eritrea and the moun
tainous areas o f Tigre, the Sabeans, introduced new agricultural methods and irri
gation, established commercial ties and strongly influenced the religious ideas of
the area. Their most important contribution, however, was the language and the
art of writing.
In the centuries around the beginning of Christian era proselytism must have
been a common phenomenon in Jewish life. It was greatly enhanced by the dis
persion of a large section of the Jewish population into foreign lands. Conversions
took place after contacts with ethnic Jews often of Palestinian origin, or nonPalestinian non-ethnic Jews of proselyte origine. Some scholars who have sought
to identify areas o f conversion to Judaism on the basis of racial criteria have based
their work on the assumption that it is possible to distinguish between “more” or
“less” genuine Jewish roots among the contemporary Jews, and since the majority

2 The material supporting this possibility is scanty: a few verses in the Old Testament (Jer.
xliv :l) about Jews who had settled in Egypt and (Zeph. iii: 10) mentioning a diaspora in Cush.
Further, there are Elephantine papyri informing o f the existence o f a Jewish community in Upper
Egypt.
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of today’s Jewish population are members of the Caucassian race, “genuine” Jews
should look like Europeans. Non-European Jews who do not meet these require
ments have usually been labeled “descendants of converts to Judaism ” : the
Yemenite, Ethiopian, Indian and Chinese Jews (Wexler 1993: 201).
Jewish elements must have spread in a great variety o f forms. The differences
between Palestinian and some Jewish diaspora communities were considerable
from the point of view of ethnicity, language, and religious practice. They were
out of touch with developments in Palestine where rabbinic Judaism was develop
ing at that time (ibid., 185).
It must not be forgotten, however, that Judaism was neither the only nor the
most important monotheistic religion in pre-Islamic Arabia. The missionary ac
tivity o f the monophysite Church among the Arabian tribes contributed to the
diffusion o f that type o f Christianity over the peninsula. Those forms o f Judaism
and Christianity which at that time existed side-by-side in South-West Arabia
were in their religious and historical character more akin to each other than their
Westernized counterparts (Ullendorf 1962: 99). As mentioned above, it is more
than likely that some of the immigrants from South Arabia could have been Jews,
but no reliable proofs are available. Nevertheless, there is some linguistic evi
dence supporting this assumption. The Jewish immigrants probably came in small
groups and settled with other immigrants. This can explain the widespread He
braic influences and practices in Ethiopia. A special link to the Falashas, however,
cannot be established (Krempel 1972: 18).
In the second century B.C. a local dynasty, independent of the South Arabian
motherland, established its rule over the Ethiopian highlands. The new political
unit, the city state of Axum, extended its power as far as Meroe and even Yemen.
The well-known staelae of Axum, tombstones, coins and other items testify to the
wealth of the Axumite kings, the main source of which was the sea trade. Under
king Ezana (cca 320-342 A.D.) Christianity became the state religion o f Axum.
The conversion of Abyssinia to Christianity must have been slow outside the prin
cipal centers. Different religious habits and practices existed side by side and
influenced each other. This may be one source of the remarkable syncretism typi
cal of Abyssinian Christianity (Ullendorf 1962: 101).
The power of Axum was largely restricted by the Persian occupation o f Yemen
in the 6th century A.D. and further undermined by the expanding Islam. The fol
lowing geographical and cultural isloation hastened the intermingling of the Semitic
and indigeneous Cushitic peoples. Those segments o f the population which had
been most exposed to the influence o f the immigrants and not only took over their
language, religion and social structures, but also mixed with them biologically,
later played the decisive role in Ethiopian history. The most important of them are
the Tigre and the Amhara, generally referred to as Abyssinians.3 They are consid

3 One group o f Semitic immigrants called them selves Habashat whence the Arabic word
Habash (Jmbaš) from w hich the names Abyssinia, Abyssinian are derived. Today’s inhabitants
find these expressions offensive and prefer calling their country Ethiopia (I ty o p ’iya ).
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ered to be the transmitters of the Semitic-Axumite heritage. Calling themselves
“Semites”, they feel they have every right to rule over the “African”, “black”
ethnic groups in Ethiopia (Krempel 1972: 14).
The year 960 A.D. marks the turning point in the history of Ethiopia. In this
year, the ruling dynasty of Axum was overthrown by a woman, called in Tigre
sources Gudewit, in Amhara sources Esatawu.4 The Arabic sources speak of a
queen o f the Banü al-Hamwiyah. The information about the event is scarce and
contradictory. The queen is reported to have caused total devastation of the coun
try: she burnt churches and monasteries, stole religious treasures, and killed priests
and monks. The queen and her followers are always referred to as non-Israelite.
The fact that together with her husband she is called ayhudi (Jewish) is the only
direct reference to the existence of the Jews in Ethiopia up to the end of the 13th
century. According to Ullendorf (1962:61) it seems that there was a revolt of the
Agaw people intent on overthrowing Christianity and re-establishing of the old
Hebraic-pagan religion. This has given rise to the tradition that Jewish tribes,
perhaps the Falashas, created a Judaized state in Abyssinia.5 Some argue, how
ever, that it is not quite certain what exactly the word ayhud meant since in the
later Ethiopian chrinicles it denotes a heretic, dissident, rebel (Krempel 1972:18).
The expression Israelite is often used by the Christian Abyssinians with reference
to themselves. In this connection, it is worth mentioning that the earliest Christian
literature usually makes a distinction between Israelite (a Jew who accepts Chris
tianity) and a Jew (a Jew who is hostile to Christianity) (Wexler 1993:22).
After the re-establishment o f the so-called Solomonic dynasty in 1268 A.D., a
relatively reliable reconstruction of Ethiopian history is made possible by the ex
istence o f the Royal Chronicles written in Ge°ez in the monasteries of Debre Damo
and Debre Libanos. When the words ayhud and ayhudi are mentioned in these
documents, it is almost exclusively in connection with military campaigns against
rebellious or secessionist groups within the state or ethnic groups resisting subju
gation outside it (Krempel 1972:34). This fact, however, does not necessarily ex
clude religious connection.
The chronicle of Amda Cion (1314-1344) reports on a military expedition to
Begemder against rebels “who had been Christians before but now cursed Christ
like the Jews, the crucifiers” (Dillmann 1884:1017). Although the term “Falasha”
is not used, some scholars (Hess 1969, 1: 112; Leslau 1951: xxxix) came to the
conclusion that the rebels could be the Falashas. E.S. Sherr (1988: 77) also men
tions the Falashas in this connection.
The first chronicle to mention the name Falasha is that of king Minas (1559—
1563). The chronicle of his successor, Sarsa Dengel (1563-1597), states that a
certain Radai, a Falasha, refused to pay tribute to the king. The king sent an army
against Radai and his followers to Semien. The war lasted long since the rebels

4 In som e other sources, under the impact o f similarity, the queen is called Judith.
5 Sherr (1988: 75) mentions the existence o f an A gaw kingdom ruled by a Falasha dynasty
in the Lake Tana area (9-11 cent.).
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used the local ambas 6 as natural forteresses, and could be brought to an end only
with the help o f Turkish musketeers. The chronicles describe the terror the king’s
army caused among the defeated: many threw themselves into precipices to avoid
being sold into slavery
Campaigns against the Falashas continued under Susneyos (1605-1632). The
king, greatly influenced by Portuguese missionaries 7 and finally converted to
Catholicism, tried to eliminate all Jewish elements preserved in Ethiopian Chris
tianity, such as observance of the Sabbath. The Falashas became objects/of severe
persecutions. Their villages were looted and king’s officials in the Lake Tana area
were ordered either to baptize the Falashas or to kill them.
With the campaign of Susneyos the resistence of the Falashas seems to be
definitely broken. The chronicles of the later kings do not mention them at all.
Following the traces o f the Jewish traditions in Ethiopia we cannot ignore the
testimony of the legends surrounding the beginnings of Abyssinia and its royal
house, a remarkable cycle of legends contained in Kebra N agast, the Glory of the
Kings (13th century), which has become part and parcel of Ethiopian culture and
life. Its kernel is the story o f Solomon and the Queen of Sheba, based on the
narrative in
I Kings x: 1-13, greatly amplified and embellished. Besides numerous quota
tions and paraphrases from the Old and New Testament, it contains borrowings
from apocryphal literature, from rabbinical literature as well as the Koran (27:
15—45) and many other sources (Ullendorf 1962: 143).8 This legend shows that
the royal dynasty in Ethiopia derived much of its legitimacy from the identifica
tion with the Hebraic-Jewish elements in the Abyssinian past and its Semitic roots.
The Queen of Sheba, the Ethiopian queen Makeda, is reported to have learnt
about Solomon’s wealth and wisdom and decided to visit him. Having been re
ceived with great honours, Makeda accepted Solomon’s religion and love. On her
journey home she bore a son (Menelik I). The son later visited his father, was
anointed by him and sent back to Ethiopia. The legend further reports that on that

6 I.e., steep table mountains characteristic o f Northern Ethiopia.
7 The military intervention of the Portuguese on the side o f the Ethiopian Christians against
the M uslim invasion (1541) had secured the Portuguese missionaries a priviledged position in
Ethiopia. The greatest achievem ents o f their presence in the country are connected with their
activities as explorers and scholars (Pero Paez, Jerome Lobo). They have produced works o f
scholarship far ahead o f their time. On the other hand, the narrowmindedness o f som e o f them
stirred a national upheaval and caused their expulsion (1632). This experience resulted in the
withdrawal o f the Ethiopians within their inaccessible mountain ranges and led to an almost
com plete discontinuation o f relations with the outside world (Ullendorf 1962:11).
8 In Arabic sources, the romantic encounter o f King Solom on ( Sulaynmn) with the Queen
o f Sheba (BilqTs) gave birth to a number o f legends forming part o f the collections Q isas al’a n b iya ’ (Tales o f Prophets). The Ethiopian version has been examined in several studies: E.
L i t t m a n n : The L egen d o f the Queen o f Sheba in the tradition ofAxinn. London 1904; R W h e e l e r :
The Golden L eg en d o f Ethiopia, the L o v e S to ry ofM aqeda, Virgin Queen o f A x uni a n d Sheba,
an d Solom on, the G reat King. 1936 (quoted in Sylvia Pankhurst 1955: 104, n. 3, 4).
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occasion the Ark of Covenant was stolen from the temple in Jerusalem and brought
to Axum, the new Zion. It is still kept in the cathedral of Axum and has always
been the central symbol o f the Ethiopian Church.9
The Christian legends further tell us that before Christianity was introduced to
Ethiopia one part of the population had been Jews, the rest worshipped the snake
Arwe.
In agreement with the Solomonic legend, the Falashas are believed to be the
descendants of the artisans Makeda had brought to Ethiopia from Israel. Some
Falashas believe that this explanation of their origins has been fabricated by the
Christians to humiliate them by indicating that they have always been handworkers
who are in low repute among the Abyssinians (Krempel 1972: 24). Another leg
end, that o f Moses and the exodus from Egypt, finds a wider acceptance among
the Falashas. It says that some of those who left Egypt with Moses quarrelled with
their leader and decided to go their own way. At last they arrived in Ethiopia,
settled there and mixed with the local population. During the Middle Ages stories
about Israelites who did not get to the Promised Land and lived scattered in far
away countries, about so-called Children of Moses, were widely narrated in the
Mediterranean area, in the Middle East and in Central and Eastern Europe. Some
Jewish travellers of that time must have been influenced by them.
The oldest of these travellers, Eldad ha-Dani of the 9th century, mentions bnei
M oshe who lived between the Nile and the rivers of Kush. Owing to the excess o f
legendary material, as a source of information his report has to be dismissed
(Leslau, Ullendorf). Benjamin of Tudela, a Jewish merchant from Navarra in Spain,
in the second half of the 12th century visited North Africa and the Middle East. In
his travel diary, Benjamin mentions Jews who live in the mountains in the country
called Aden. Although most geographical names in the diary are difficult to iden
tify, some scholars accept the diary as an authentic source for the history o f the
Falashas (Conti Rossini 1912: 362).The Jews of Ethiopia are also mentioned by
the kabbalist Abraham Halevi Baruchim in his Epistle on the Secret o f Redemp
tion, 1528 (Encyclopaedia Judaica 5, 1971: 1143).
As a whole, the medieval reports contribute very little to the knowledge about
the predecessors of the Falashas. They are, however, symptomatic of the interest
in the Ethiopian Jews which seem to be more emotional than rational (Krempel
1972: 56). This kind o f attitude is typical of a great deal of literature on this topic
to this day.
2.
The new age of the Western exploration of Ethiopia opens with the name of
James Bruce. In his quest to find the sources of the Nile, Bruce travelled much
over Ethiopia (1768-1772), performed scientific observations, collected materi
als and provided a fairly detailed account of the life of the Falashas. Bruce’s writ
ings stimulated curiosity and rekindled interest in this peculiar people and their
religion.

9 For the veneration o f the Ark o f Covenant, see Leslau 1965: 4.
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Most of those who journeyed to Ethiopia after Bruce were engaged in attempts
to solve the Falasha problem. The most prominent of them, Antoine d ’Abbadie10
brought the first Falasha manuscripts to Europe (1840). In his inquiries he used a
sort of questionnaire created for this purpose by a young Italian scholar Filosseno
Luzzato of Padova (Kessler 1996:109). The first letter of d’Abbadie on the Falashas
appeared in Journal des débats in Paris (1845).
Aproximately at the same time, Protestant missionary societies turned their
attention to Ethiopia. The first to arrive were the representatives of the Church
Missionary Society (1829). The main purpose of the mission was to encourage
Bible reading in the vernacular and provide religious instruction. They were well
received but in 1838 were expelled from Tigre and later also from Shoa. Under
Thewodros the missionaries were allowed to return but neither the Emperor nor
the Church were willing to tolerate their activities among Christians. In this situ
ation it was decided to concentrate on the Falashas, the “Jews of the country” .
Converting them to Protestantism was seen as a means to attain the real target, the
reformed Christian Church (Flad jun. 1922: 19; in Kremper 1972: 59). It was hoped
that through the conversion of the Falashas it was possible to create a group of
devoted Protestant Christians who would be able to influence their compatriots.
In 1860 another missionary organization, the “London Society for Promoting
Christianity among the Jews”, started its activities among the Falashas. Henry
Aaron Stern, a German Jew converted to Christianity, entrusted with the leader
ship of the mission, did his job with utmost devotion and zeal. In spite of his
arrogant attitude to the “natives”, the work was bringing its fruit. Especially the
distribution o f the Bibles in Amharic was a success. For the first time, the Falasha
priest could understand the passages of the Scriptures they were used to read in
Gecez. On the other hand, however, the Falasha priests and monks saw their influ
ence diminished by the growing numbers of their congregation prepared to em
brace Christianity. In this way, the missionaries dangerously undermined the sta
bility o f a settled and closely knit society (Kessler 1996: 118).
According to d ’Abbadie, the Falashas had no knowledge of the existence of
the Jewish communities in other countries. From the Protestant missionaries they
learnt about the dispersion of the Jews around the world and about the Biblical
promise o f their return to Israel. Now the Falasha leaders used the information
against the missionaries accusing them of deceit: making the Falashas Christian,
they wanted to take away from them the right to return to the Promised Land.
Soon the spirits went high and led to a kind o f messianic expectation among the
Falashas. In 1862 a certain Aba Sirach proclaimed himself prophet and promised
to lead his followers to the land of their forefathers. They left western Ethiopia for
Tigre, where many perished o f starvation and diseases, the rest returned home
(Krempel 1972: 62).

10 Antoine d ’Abbadie (1810-1897), together with his brother Arnaud, spent many years in
Ethiopia and brought back a great amount o f material. Besides cartography, trigonometry and
astronomy, he was engaged in studying languages, history and anthropology.
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There were rumours of the possible forced conversion of the Falashas which
finally reached Europe. The Alliance Israélite Universelle, established to assist
Oriental Jews sent Joseph Halévy, a Semitist scholar, to Ethiopia to get the first
hand information of the state of affairs. From his journey (1867) Halévy brought
some valuable ethnographic material about the Falashas, correligionists in his
wording, but found little credence with the Alliance. Nobody seemed to be inter
ested in the black Jews.11
The issue of the Jewishness or non-Jewishness o f the Falashas became widely
discussed in the West. A great number of articles appeared supporting one or the
other view. The general public was prepared to believe the Falashas were genuine
Jews. The Jewish religious leaders, however, regarded them as a sort of fossile, a
survival of the pre-Christian stage of development.
Halévy’s conviction the Falashas were Jews and should be brought back to the
fold of the world Jewry was shared by his pupil, Jacques Faitlovitch.12 O f Russian
extraction and naturalized in France, Faitlovitch devoted all his life to this cause.
He found no support from the Alliance either, especially after Rabbi Chaim
Nahoum, who they had sent to Ethiopia for the final judgement on the Jewishness
of the Falashas, denied this assumption.
In 1904-5 Faitlovitch went to Ethiopia and brought back a letter signed by a
great number of the Falasha priests and monks, asking the Jews of Europe for help
(Kessler 1966: 152). The letter stirred interest and compassion of many Jews in
Europe and in most countries so-called pro-Falasha committees were founded.
The funds raised by these committees were to be used to finance the Jewish m is
sionary work among the Falashas with the aim to introduce them to rabbinical
Judaism. For this purpose, Jewish religious literature and the Bibles in Amharic
were distributed and several Falasha young men were sent to Europe to study at
rabbinical schools. They were expected to return home and teach. Travelling
schools, touring Falasha villages, were established during Faitlovitch’s third visit
to Ethiopia (1913-14) (Encyclopaedia Judaica 5, 1971: 1137).
Faitlovitch continued his work until his death in Tel Aviv (1955). Steps were
taken to enable the immigration of the Falashas to Israel. Several Falasha children
were brought there and educated in a religious kibbutz. After about ten years they
were sent home but only a few of them were willing to engage in missionary
work. A number o f schools and sanitation stations around Gonder, supported by
the World Jewish Congress, persisted up to the revolution 1974, but the immigra
tion activities were stopped.
The Jewish mission among the Falashas, lasting for decades, had its effects.
Jewish festivals, unknown in Ethiopia before, became accepted and celebrated

11 In this connection, it is worth mentioning that e.g. Yemenite Jews were so sceptical that
light-skinned people could be Jews that they coined the label “Christian Jews” with reference to
visiting European Jews (Wexler 1993: 203).
12 Jacques Faitlovitch (1881-1955), disciple o f Halévy, author o f Proverbes A byss ins (1907),
Les Falachas ďciprěs les explorateurs (1907) and Quer durch A bessinien (1910).
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and Jewish customs were introduced. In some village schools even Hebrew was
taught. As a result, some Falashas started to feel themselves Jews, calling the
Amhara and others goy. Their self-confidence was streghtened by the new inter
pretation o f the Falasha history in terms of Jewish history.13
“Die Mission führte dazu, daß eine Identitätsbestimmung fur viele Falascha
als Individuen schwierig geworden ist. Von jungen Lehrern, die ihre Ausbildung
überwiegend in Israel erfahren hatten, wurde mir desagt, daß sie sich nicht als
Äthiopier fühlen können, aber auch nicht als Juden, da sie sich mit keinem der
beiden Ländern, Äthiopien oder Israel, völlig identifizierten: in beiden Ländern
würden sie abgelehnt” (Krempel 1972: 71).
Ullendorf speaks of an “artificially judaized diaspora”:
“It has been sometimes asserted that for centuries the Falashas have suffered
as Jews. In fact, however, not until the Christian and Jewish missionary activities
of the nineteenth century have the Falashas learned to regard themselves as Jews.
. . The Falashas have never, until the Italian occupation of 1936-41, suffered as
Jews but as the occasional victims of tribal warfare - a fate they have shared with
many other Ethiopians” (Ullendorf 1967).
3.
The word Falasha is Semitic and means ‘emigrant’ or ‘migrant’. The Falashas
called themselves Beta Isra 'elor Kayla, a Cushitic word of obscure origin. They
lived scattered mainly in Begemder, Semien, Dambiya and Qara in North-West
ern Ethiopia in a predominantly Christian environment.
The scriptures, rites and practices of the Falashas show some very close paral
lels with Ethiopian Christianity. The Bible of the Falashas, called orit, is identical
with the Coptic Abyssinian version. The Bible Canon in Ethiopia comprises a
number of apocryphal and pseudoepigraphic books, such as Tobit, Judith, the Wis
dom o f Solomon, the Wisdom o f Ben Sira (Ecclesiasticus), the two books o f
Maccabees, the Book o f Baruch and the books of Enoch and Jubilees. In contrast
to Judaism, the Falashas have priests, kahen, as a generic noun as against qes
denoting a single individual priest, with a possible plural qesoč. Any Falasha from
a respected family and of good character, if versed in prayers and the Bible, can be
a priest. Having no knowledge of Hebrew, they use Gecez as their liturgical lan
guage. The Falashas adhere tenaciously to the precepts of the Pentateuch, but the
Mishna and Talmud are unknown. They observe solely the feasts mentioned in the
Pentateuch, post-exilic feasts are not celebrated.14 They celebrate, however, a
special feast called Seged, with the meaning “to bow, to prostrate”. People from
many places gather high up on a mountain fasting and praying. Chapters from
Ezra and Nehemiah are read.
13 The desperate struggle o f the Falashas against the Ethiopian kings in Semien was com 
pared to the heroic defence o f Massada by the ancient Jews.
14 The fact that the Ethiopian Jews were ignorant o f relatively late Jewish holidays such as
Hannukah commemorating an event that took place in the 2nd century B.C. som e observers
take to mean that Judaism came to Ethiopia before the rise o f this holiday (Wexler 1993: 201).
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The centre of religious life of the village is masgid, meaning here synagogue.
Sabbath is strictly observed. Its beginning is anounced by ringing the bells at
Friday sunset, calling people to the masgid for prayer before the sabbath meal. In
the morning the Decalogue is read in the masgid and large loaves of bread, dabo,
brought by the families are blessed and sliced. Part of it is given to the priests, part
to the needy and the rest is eaten at the house of worship (Jaych 1995: 77). Pre
scriptions concerning ritual cleanness are kept with great zeal. The Falashas ab
stain from touching strangers and after each such contact they must be purified.
Like Christians, the Falashas observe many fast days. Unlike Judaism, they know
monks and nuns who play an important role in the community. Like their Chris
tian neighbours, the Falashas practice circumcision on the eigth day after the boy’s
birth, and excision on girls.
The position of the Falasha minority in Ethiopia can be understood only within
the framework of the particular form of Ethiopian feudal system, especially in the
extremely complicated system of land ownership. This system together with the
inheritance rules prevented the outsider groups from owning, using and inheriting
land.
Land ownership was restricted to Amhara peasants, although even their land
ownership had a collective nature. This kind of ownership was called rist. The great
variety of regional circumstances led to great differences in tenure from one prov
ince to another (Pankhurst 1968: 136). In the Amhara provinces, such as Begemder
and Semien, the participation in a rist community decided about economic security,
status and social class. As the non-Amhara population could not, as a rule, partici
pate in rist ownership, they could only lease land from the Amhara. Such contracts
could be easily ended by the owners of the land. Owing to these circumstances, the
non-Amhara population was pushed out of farming and from the Amhara-inhabited
area in general. In this way, the right to own land also influenced the relations be
tween the Christian and non-Christian population (Krempel 1972: 137).
Since the access to land was very limited for the Falashas, they had to earn their
living as artisans. As blacksmiths, masons, carpenters, potters and weavers, they
played an important role in the Christian community which despised both trade and
manual work other than agriculture. Especially blacksmiths were looked down on
with contempt and suspicion. They were believed to possess ocult powers and to be
able to turn themselves into hyenas at will. In the eyes of the Christian elite, the
occupational pattern of the Falashas associated them with the black African ethnic
groups despised by the Amhara (Kessler 1996: 151). Under these circumstances,
the Falashas could easily be victimized. They were regarded as the source of all
kinds of misfortune that might hit their Christian neighbours. In the time of eco
nomic disasters, the Falashas used to become favoured objects of persecution.15
15 In their petition to the Emperor, the Falashas complain: “We are falsely accused o f sorcery,
in that we transform ourselves at night into wild beasts, such as hyenas, and that not only do we
kill our neighbours and their cattle, but that we also exhume the bodies o f their dead and eat
them. It is by means o f such false accusation that your servants are persecuted like wild animals,
and many o f us have been murdered in the most barbarous manner” (Kessler 1996: 151).
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As against the presentation provided by Krempel (1972: 267), we believe that
however deeply integrated in the Ethiopian feudal system the Falashas may have
been, to look at them exclusively as the product o f this system is too restrictedly
onesided. The origins of the Falashas, to be sure, may never be satisfactorily
explainedbut their stubborn adherence to ancient Hebraic or pagan-Hebraic be
liefs has to be taken into account, too.
4.
The Ethiopian revolution of 1974 was brought about by a number of longand short-term factors. As latent conflicts in the society deepened and inner con
tradictions became acute, the archaic feudal order collapsed without much
resistence. Among the immediate causes of the revolution were rising commodity
prices as a result o f the world economic crisis but the most decisive was the disas
trous drought and subsequent famine killing more than 200 000 people. The fail
ure of the regime to help the famine victims, due to massive corruption of the
government officials as well as cover-up of the seriousness of the disaster, pro
vided the opposition groups with a common cause (Sherr 1988: 125).
The major problem facing the revolution was the lack of leadership. With the fall
of Haile Selassie’s government the political power at the center was left for a di
vided civilian left and the military to occupy (Bulcha 1988: 63). When the military
council or the Dergue (originally called the Co-ordinating Committee of the Armed
Forces, the Police and the National Garde) finally became the governing body, it
had no strategy or ideology for social and political change. After some hesitation it
announced its choice of socialism as a path for future development, a pragmatic
move rather than a result o f ideological conviction. This course was definitely for
mulated in 1976 in the Programme of the National and Democratic Revolution which
became the fundamental document of the Ethiopian Revolution (Sherr 127).
The revolution started as a comparatively peaceful event and remained rela
tively bloodless in its initial stages. Even the land reform which led to profound
changes in the ownership pattern did not result in significant violence. The later
violence and counter-violence were results of the struggle for power and priviliges.
The contestants were the Military Council, the civilian petty bourgeoisie with the
civilian left at the fore-front, and the national movements whose leaders were
leftists, as well. Each of them justified the use o f violence as a “revolutionary
duty”. The consequences for the society at large were profound. Insecurity, perse
cution, poverty and social uprooting have become more wide-spread in Ethiopia
than ever before (Bulcha 1988: 101).
The late seventies saw tremendous population movements caused by political
disturbances and famine. At that time, the first groups o f Falashas started fleeing
Ethiopia. The province of Begemder and Semien where most of them lived saw
fierce fighting between rivalling political groups. The counter-revolutionary Ethio
pian Democratic Union (EDU) caused devastation attacking people in need of
land and forcing them to flee. The Falashas also suffered persecution from the
units o f the extreme left-wing Ethiopian People’s Revolutionary Party (EPRP)
since, as Jews, they were suspected of Zionist sympathies. The Jewish aid organi
zations tried to help but soon became suspect of organizing flights and were banned
(Kessler & Parfitt 1987: 9).
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The so-called Red Terror, proclaimed by the Dergue, as a response to the as
sassination of its cadres by the EPRP, finally crushed the opposition but failed to
bring stability to the country. The standard of living of the population did not
improve. Heavy taxes were imposed to cover the immense military expenses of
the government. The absorption o f the labour force into the militia and the state
control of the market lowered food production. State farms using forced labor on
a large scale were run at enormous losses (Bulcha 1988: 113). Forced relocation,
carried out under the programmes o f “resettlement” and “villagization” became
one of main refugee-generating factors.
One of the main goals of the Ethiopian revolution was the change of the Amhara
identity of political power. Nevertheless, in the hands of the Dergue, the revolu
tion was converted into a covert Amhara nationalism expressed by slogans like
“Ethiopia Tikdem” (Ethiopia First) or “Ennat Ager Weym Mot” (Motherland or
Death). In other words, Amhara nationalism was presented as Ethiopian national
ism (ibid.: 70). Equality of minority groups was proclaimed but, in time, the eradi
cation o f tribal differences and minority cultures became a national priority.
Amharic was viewed as the language of the state and it was hoped it would suc
ceed in replacing all local languages. Similarly, Amhara (Christian) culture con
tinued to be taken as the model for assimilation although the Marxist government
was anti-religious and had, as its ultimate goal, the destruction of religion in Ethio
pia. Jews and some other groups (Roman Catholics, Protestants, Seventh-Day
Adventists) came under growing pressure. Even the literacy campaign involved
strong atheistic propaganda. Rituals were ridiculed, market days organized on
Sabbaths (Kessler & Parfitt 9). Under these circumstances the younger Falashas
started leaving the country en masse encouraged by emissaries touring their vil
lages. According to the categorization provided by Bulcha (1988: 80-3), the
Falashas fall into the ‘oppressed minorities’ group16 whose fate is closely related
to that o f the ‘displaced masses’.
The refugees had to travel hundreds of miles and ford raging mountain streams.
The most serious danger, however, came from human beings rather than from
natural phenomena. About 14 per cent of refugees suffered armed attacks, rob
bery and other type of violence (Bulcha 139). The destination o f the fleeing masses
was camps in the Sudan.
16 “One category o f refugees consists o f racial and religious minorities pushed out by hostili
ties against them from the members o f the majority in the country o f origin. The current flight o f
Assyrians and Syrians from different countries in the Middle East and the recent departure o f
about twenty thousand Falashas or “Black Jews” from Ethiopia after two thousand years resi
dence in the mountains o f Gonder fall under this category. Persecution and oppression might
have been exercised against such minorities for centuries, as with the last two groups, but flight
often takes place at a given point in time. Such a juncture often coincides with a national crisis
such as defeat in war or economic depression which is felt deeply in the wider society. It is dur
ing times like these that minorities become the scapegoats. The “endemic” oppression and dis
crimination against them become “epidem ic” as members o f the dominant group search for a
vent for their frustration. But above all flight is dependent upon international factors, particularly
the availability o f asylum elsewhere” (Bulcha 1988: 82).
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The Falashas, concentrated mainly in the camp ofU m m Raquba were the most
vulnerable group. Coming from the cool mountainous areas they were unaccus
tomed to the heat and diseases of the lowlands. Physical exhaustion and lack of
nurishment during the flight increased the occurrence o f infectious diseases. The
Christian refugees were fearful of the Falashas believing that they ate human flesh.
On the other hand, the Falashas were suspicious of the medical arrangement in the
camp. For fear of being poisoned, severely dehydrated people refused to eat salt
tablets. They found themselves trapped in a situation they could hardly under
stand. Many died, some decided to return.
The Falasha presence in the Sudan was a closely garded secret, but in Septem
ber 1984 reports appeared in the international press about the death toll in the
camps. After the Falashas had been recognized as Jews, there was a growing pres
sure on the Israeli government to act. In the meantime, several thousands were
transported to Israel by the Israeli secret service agency. When the agonizing situ
ation of the Falashas in the Sudan became internationally known and, at the same
time, the Falashas were continuously leaving Gonder in great numbers, operation
Moses was started. It lasted from the middle o f November 1984 until January 5th
1985 and rescued about 7,000 people from the camps in the Sudan. In the first
week of January, the story o f the airlift hit the headlines and for political reasons
the action had to be stopped. Both Ethiopia and the Sudan placed a total ban on
the emigration of the remaining Ethiopian Jews. Three months later, thanks to the
intervention of George Bush, another five hundred Falashas were transported by
U.S. Airforce planes to Israel under the code name Operation Sheba (Kessler 1996:
xxvii). Many thousands found themselves trapped in Ethiopia. They abandoned
their villages and made their way to Addis Abeba.
By the end of 1989 the Ethiopian government was losing control o f large parts
of the country (Eritrea, Tigre, Begemder). When the Soviet Union withdrew its
support, the government turned to Israel for financial and military help. In return,
they allowed a few hundred Jews to leave every month on condition Israel pro
vided travel documents. Transport had to be effected by Ethiopian Airlines via
Rome and further on by Israeli airplanes to Israel.
By February 1991 rebel forces had reached Gonder and the Israelis recognized
that the fall of Addis Abeba could not be long delayed. There was fear that the
rebel occupation o f the capital might end in a disaster for around 20,000 Falashas
concentrated in the city. A swift action was imperative. In March a military mis
sion was sent to Ethiopia to organize the evacuation. In the meantime the rebel
forces continued their advance and on May 23, when they were already at a short
distance from Addis Abeba, Operation Solomon was activated. It started at 10
a.m. on May 24 and ended by 11 a.m. the following day. Over 14,000 people were
transported on 41 military and civilian flights. Three days later the capital fell and
without much bloodshed a new government took over (Kessler xxviii).
Israel was the first nation to offer non-military assistance to the new postMengistu Ethiopia. Good relations between both countries made the activities of
the Jewish relief organizations possible. The Jewish Agency, the American Joint
Distribution Committee (AJDC) and the North America Conference on Ethiopian
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Jewry (NACOEJ) dispatched their representatives to Ethiopia so that they could
attend to those who had been left behind. Among those assisted to travel to Israel
were about 2,500 from the distant Agaw speaking Qara region who had been iso
lated from the rest.
The relief organizations had to deal with an unexpected problem: about 30,000
Christian Ethiopians claimed they were relatives of Beta Isra’el and wanted to be
reunited with them. They had been converted by Christian missionaries or were
descendants of converts. It was decided they could be accepted if, under supervi
sion o f the Falasha priests, they could prove beyond doubt that they were firstdegree relatives of the Jewish immigrants. About 1,000 were accepted and granted
Israeli citizenship. Most of them reverted to Judaism (ibid: xxxi).
5.
In Israel the Falashas had to cope with the difficulties o f adjustment to a new
and totally strange society. Thrown out o f their social environment, often sepa
rated from their families, unable to understand the language, they suffered from
severe deprivation. Some also experienced, for the first time, the humiliation of
discrimination due to skin coloring (ibid: xxix).17
The government immigration policy o f pre-state Israel was characterized by
the belief in standardization and social equality fostered by the prevailing social
ist ideology. The standards were established by the Ashkenazic immigrants. New
immigrants were expected to abandon many elements of their traditional cultural
heritage and adopt the Ashkenazic norm (Begley Soroff 1995: 77). The process
would begin in the absorption centers, merkaz klita, where the immigrants would
temporarily reside. The creation o f the absorption centers in the sixties was the
result o f careful planning based upon the assumption that with education, m od
ernization and the passage of time all ethnic groups would be integrated on the
basis o f equality. The philosophy of “fusion of exiles”, mizug ha-galuyot, had
been a forceful factor in Israeli society for a long time. The absorption centers
were instruments of assimilation, a unidirectional process o f change towards ho
mogeneity, as the cultures and the institutions of the non-migrant group are ac
cepted and begin to prevail over those of immigrants (Bulcha 1988: 84).
Before January 1980 there were some 400 Ethiopians living in Israel, mostly
from Tigre. The motive that brought them there were varied: economic, religious,
personal. They were not considered Jews either nationally or religiously. The doubts
about their Jewish identity led them to develop their Judaism in Israel within the
Sephardic (Yemenite) community in their public religious expression. The as
similation ideology and the cultural pressure of the dominant social group made
them abandon many elements of their cultural tradition and made them reluctant
to present themselves as an organized ethnic proup (Begley Soroff 1995: 174). It
is only in the last decade that cultural pluralism has been perceived as a positive
factor in society.

17 Som e mayors in Israel were reluctant to take the Falashas. They called them “stone-age
prim itives”.
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The mass transfer o f Ethiopian Jews has no parallel in the history of immigra
tion to Israel. It could be possibly compared to the Operation Magic Carpet which
brought Yemenite Jews to Israel in 1948-^19.
The newcomers from Ethiopia were concentrated in absorption centers which
in many cases became their permanent homes. Had they been settled in rural
areas, it would have been easier for them to find jobs. It can be construed with
safety that economic opportunities are pivotal in early adjustment. They facilitate
the rate and scope o f integration (Bulcha 1988: 90). Their African origin, skin
colour, language and cultural background set the Ethiopian Jews apart as a group.
As most of their leaders could not read modern Hebrew, they were not recognized
by the authorities. The Ethiopian immigrants were even asked to change their
names to more Hebrew sounding ones. Anxiety was caused by the demands of the
ortodox rabbinate which in many cases refused to recognize them as Jews unless
they underwent a token conversion ceremony which they considered shameful
and insulting. In September 1985 several hundred Ethiopians held a demonstra
tion opposite the office of the Chief Rabbinate protesting against symbolic con
versions (Begley Soroff 196).
Ethiopian Jews becam e dependent on A shkenazic religious authorities.
Women’s practice of observing family purity ritual was not allowed to continue.
In Ethiopia in case of period the woman stays in the mergem gojo, a special hut,
for seven days. She also stays there for forty days after she gave birth to a boy and
eighty days in the case of a girl (Jaych 1995: 38). On the other hand, the Ethiopian
women refused to use the ritual bath mikwe, since they connected this custom
with baptism, symbolizing conversion to Christianity.
Ethiopian Jews still keep their traditions concerning the celebration of Sab
bath. It is preceded by bathing and washing clothes. Sabbath ends with nightfall
on Saturday evening. Havdala is not performed, a traditional coffee ceremony is
held instead.
The Ethiopian Jews were accultured to their Amhara-Tigre environment. The
social preferences of the members of a group are largely determined by their
region of origin in Ethiopia. They feel a deep sense o f identification with the
people of their own agar (Begley Soroff 1995: 187).18
Extended family is still an important social unit for the Ethiopian Jews. Chil
dren are trained to be well-behaved (in general, Ethiopian Jews find their Israeli
neighbours noisy and aggressive).
The Ethiopian Jews face a unique problem in maintaining and transmitting
their ethnic identity. As they were not exposed to a secular education or advanced
religious training, the basic means of transmitting their cultural and religious knowl
edge and values has been through the oral tradition using Bible stories, folktales
and proverbs. They also use a form o f poetry called sam-enna warq (wax and

18 “One’s agar signifies more than a place o f residence or provenience. It means “home” and
all those whose families live there are regarded with special affection, while those outside are
regarded with reserve and suspicion, if not hostility” (Levine 1965: 49).
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gold) (ibid.: 209). Wax and gold is the formula which the Amhara use to symbol
ize a certain form of verse. This form consists of two semantic layers: “wax” is the
apparent figurative meaning of the words, hidden behind this apparent meaning
lies “gold”, the actual significance of the words.19
The ambiguity of sam-enna warq colors the entire fabric of traditional Amhara
life. When an Amhara talks, his words usually have double meaning, when he
listens he is ever on the lookout for latent meaning and hidden motives (Levine
1965: 8). Wax and gold can be a medium of humor, a means of insulting others
without risking punishment and even enables criticism of the authorities. In Is
rael, the art of exploiting the numerous ambiguities of wax and gold discourse
provides Ethiopians with a means of transmitting a sense o f identification with
Ethiopian culture (Beglay Soroff 210). This manner of communication, however,
is in direct contrast with the spirit of modern Western culture which requires un
ambiguous ways o f expression and precision in the use of language. Constant
resorting to analogy and equivocation causes annoyance and generates tensions.
Ethiopian Jews are well aware of the complexity of their situation. Begley
Soroff (210) quotes a Falasha proverb saying: “You cannot put your legs in two
trees” meaning “one risks losing his cultural footing in the attempt of integrating
into a new society”. Having arrived over a short period in great numbers, unlike
veteran Ethiopians, the new Ethiopians managed to establish a strong group iden
tity. They closely adhere to the meaningful standards of religious behaviour they
had transplanted from Ethiopia. Characteristics which set them apart in this re
spect are Seged, attitude towards mikweh, and the importance of the qes. They
also continue to celebrate the coffee ceremony at the end of Sabbath.
“We are a unique people” and “there is no difference between us and other
Jews” are contradictory statements made by most new Ethiopians (Begley Soroff
177). For them, these statements are just two sides of the same identity.
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BOOK REVIEWS
L y n c h , John: P a cific L a n g u a g e s. A n In tro d u ctio n . H o n o lu lu , U n iv ersity o f H a w a i’i
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John L ynch, p ro fesso r o f P a c ific lan gu ages o f the U n iv er sity o f S ou th P a c ific
E m alus Cam pus (Vanuatu) has participated as author in several pu b lication s dealing
w ith O ceanic languages, esp ecially those o f Vanuatu.
The book under review intends to fill a perceptible gap. U ntil recently there have
b een virtually no books on the languages o f the P a cific as a w h ole although such books
are u sefu l not only to linguists but also to lay readers, teachers, students and to all w ho
are involved in the pragm atic aspects o f language p olicy and education as w ell. Lynch
has decided that his b ook should serve the readers o f all these kinds sim ply b ecau se it is
the first o f its sort. The lay users w ill no doubt appreciate that the author has included a
chapter on linguistic description and historical linguistics for their b en efit. B a sic infor
m ation on the interrelation betw een Language and culture is also included (pp. 1-19).
T his is follow ed by a sim ilar chapter dealing exclu sively w ith the typical features o f the
P acific languages (Part O ne, pp. 23 -7 2 ). A language is nam ely set not only into the cu l
ture o f its speakers but also into a sp ecific natural environm ent as w ell as into circum 
stances that have develop ed during the course o f its history.
T he linguistic w orld o f the P acific is quite different from ours. In an area like this it
b ecom es obvious that language is not a purely linguistic category and it can be distin
guished from dialect on ly i f extralinguistic factors are taken into account. M utual in tel
ligib ility is far from su fficien t. However, it is not only an issu e o f social identity (p. 26)
but also o f cultural identity. Lynch d oes not deny the im portance o f language for ethnic
co n sciou sn ess but notes that there are also com m unities w h o se attitude toward their lan
gu age m ight be labelled as lukewarm. A nd yet, what is perhaps m ore interesting to note
is that som e com m unities are very keenly aware o f the em blem atic function o f their lan
gu age and esp ecially in M elan esia the differences betw een neighbouring languages m ay
be som etim es deliberately exaggerated (p. 58 and pp. 7 1 -7 2 about language gam e as an
instrum ent o f diversification). This m ay be regarded as an elem ent o f spontaneous pur
ism or even o f spontaneous standardization. In Polynesia w here the individual archipel
a g o es are som etim es quite e ffic ie n tly separated from each other, the representative
function o f language seem s to be underdeveloped and the n ecessity o f having a special
nam e for their ow n language may be lacking or relatively late or artificial (cf. pp. 4 0 41). A nalogous phenom ena are know n from other parts o f the world. For exam ple the
Slavs used to call th em selves S lovan s, S lo ven s, probably derived from the root w ith the
m eaning word, speak {slo vo , etc.). Slovans or Slovens are thus those w ho can speak. On
the other hand, their c lo se neighbours w ere labelled N em ets (singular), N e m tsi (plural) literally those w ho are m ute, that is unable to speak (our) language.
Lynch - at least indirectly - touches upon the problem o f stability o f the rate o f
change o f languages w h en com paring high linguistic diversity in M elan esia and rela-
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tively high linguistic hom ogen eity o f P olynesia despite the fact that gen etically related
languages are used in both regions. The lin gu istic heterogen eity o f M ela n esia is e x 
plained at least partly by a higher rate o f change o f relatively sm all lin gu istic com m u n i
ties than in Polynesia. A nother critical factor m ay be that o f interference w ith the Pap
uan languages (p. 57).
A separate chapter deals w ith the history o f the languages o f the P a cific. The gen ea
logical tree o f the A ustronesian fam ily is essentially dichotom ous and right-branching
and one cannot help asking i f this is a fact o f the linguistic fam ily itse lf or - to som e
extent - just a reflection o f our cognitive process (see p. 47). Here the author is con 
fronted w ith the relations o f language developm ent on the one hand and extralinguistic
factors such as m igrations and culture on the other.
U nlike A ustronesian languages, the history o f the Papuan and A ustralian languages
is quite brief and although the cla ssifica tio n o f the Papuan languages is ob viou sly very
m uch tentative, w ithout it w e w ould get lost in this fragm ented linguistic universe (pp.
6 0-67). Unfortunately, the exam ination o f possible external links o f the various phyla
and fam ilies o f the Papuan (and Australian) realms is in its first hypothetical stage (p. 69).
Part Two (pp. 7 5 -2 0 2 ) expounds a typ ological and synchronous survey o f various
levels o f the linguistic structure o f all three groupings o f languages - O ceanic, Papuan
and Australian. In a chapter on phonetics and phon ology first the typical vocalic and
consonantal subsystem s are given and subsequently the deviations from them are d is
cussed. In M elanesia as w ell as in M icronesia, the consonantal diversity is considerably
higher than in P olynesia and Fiji. Papuan sound system s typically com prise the sam e
fiv e vow els fam iliar from P olynesia and neither are their consonantal inventories very
rich. On the other hand, m ost Australian sound system s include only three vow els w h ile
apical and lam inal consonants do occur in Australia. A ttention has been paid to phonotactics as w ell (w ith open syllables and heavy restrictions on consonantal clusters occur
ring quite frequently) and also to such phonetic p rocesses as reduction in Rotum an and
w idespread reduplication (marking very m uch the sam e m eaning w hich results from the
nature o f this analogous coding), vocalic quantity and stress. One has to appreciate that
Lynch m entions the phonetic and p h on ological problem s w ith w hich European, esp e
cially E nglish and French m issionaries and anthropologists w ere confronted, w hich o f
ten led to their n eglect o f vocalic quantity and the existen ce o f the glottal stop as a fullfledged phonem e (pp. 94-99). This is a serious shortcom ing because it decreases a precari
ously low phonetic redundance in quite a few o f the languages spoken in the Pacific area.
A sim ilar approach has been em ployed by the author in his chapter on m orphology
and syntax (pp. 100-202). The contrast o f inclusivity and exclu sivity w ith the first per
son occurs in m ost O ceanic languages. Lynch notes that som e M elan esian languages
have no third-person pronoun at all and use dem onstratives instead (p. 101). In fact, the
so -ca lled third person pronouns are no true personal pronouns at all. T hey are usually
derived from dem onstratives. It is the first and secon d person pronouns that are linked
to sw itching roles in conversation w h ile the referents o f the third person pronouns re
m ain the sam e. A nother w idespread phenom enon is the occurrence o f p o sse ssiv e a ffixes
w ith nouns. The con seq u en ces o f a generally m odest in flex io n for the d efin itio n and
distinction o f word cla sses are d iscu ssed at som e length. N um eral cla ssifiers and p o s
sessiv e markers in (in the case o f alienable p ossession ) are know n to exist in several lan
guages and their sets are esp ecially rich in som e M icronesian languages, esp ecially in
Ponapean w here they represent a kind o f sem antic classifiers (pp. 126-128).
Lynch em ploys a rather inclusive d efin ition o f aspect (p. 134) w hen he subsum es
under it not only continuous and com pletive but also irrealis; the latter b elo n g s rather in
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the category o f m ood, not aspect. Tense necessarily overlaps w ith the m ood in the sen se
that what lies in future only may happen and, on the other side, neither are w e sure that
everything that is said to have taken place in the past has really happened. For the rea
son ju st m ention ed , particles m arking the im perative in one lan gu age m ay serve as
markers o f the future in another related language. W hile the transitive and intransitive
verbs are generally distinguished in O ceanic languages, the contrast o f active and p as
sive constructions is reported from a m uch sm aller number o f languages. If, however, a
language admits only a passive construction w ithout agent (as R oviana, see p. 144), in
our opinion w e are not confronted w ith a true p assive but m erely w ith an intransitive
construction. How ever, i f w e have to do w ith a language w here the p assive constructions
occur m uch m ore frequently than their active counterparts (cf. M aori), ju stified doubts
arise as to w hether w e are still confronted w ith the p assive in the true generally accepted
sen se o f the word. M aybe this state o f affairs reflects a transition toward ergativity
w hich is a far from unknown phenom enon in O ceanic languages.
The grammar o f the Papuan languages differs considerably from that o f the A ustronesian languages in O ceania. Few Papuan languages distinguish in clu sive and ex clu siv e
pronouns (p. 167). The category o f person is often marked by verbal a ffix es (con ju ga
tion ) and noun c la sse s are no ex cep tio n either. B e sid e s, agreem en t p h en om en a are
know n to occur, typ ologically rem iniscent o f the Bantu languages (e.g. A bu, pp. 169170). On the other hand, p o ssessiv e constructions are sim pler than in O ceanic languages
(p. 171). The word order is radically different from that in m ost O ceanic languages and
the latter tend to the SOV type, i f not so strictly as, for exam ple Japanese (p. 177).
Australian languages are characterized as typ ologically more h om ogen eou s than e i
ther the A ustronesian or Papuan languages spoken in O ceania (pp. 1 8 5 -202). P rototypi
cal features include three numbers in personal pronouns (including dual), case a ffix 
ation (including ergative), noun class or gender category, word order, occurrence o f split
ergativity and antipassive. Only in A rnhem Land and the K im berleys there are several
languages that ar not ergative but accusative.
Part Three supplies the readers w ith extralinguistic inform ation on the languages o f
the P acific (pp. 2 0 3 -2 7 1 ). The reasons for interference are seen for exam ple in the mar
riage regulations, namely, in the practice o f exogam y, in exchange trade, and m igration
- and, b esides, in colon ization by European powers and the U S A . That is w hy in m any
languages o f the P a cific loanwords are quite com m on, but even p h on ological and gram 
m atical changes have been observed to occur. A n extrem e case o f contact and interfer
ence is the putative existen ce o f m ixed languages. We are accustom ed to the idea that a
m assive influ x o f foreign elem ents cannot change the genetic affiliation o f a language.
On the other hand, w e have to admit that in an in su fficien tly know n linguistic environ
m ent such as for exam ple w estern M elanesia w e m ight easily b e confronted w ith a lan
guage that cannot b e labelled in an unam biguous w ay as either Papuan or A ustronesian.
P idgins and C reoles, however, despite being the result o f linguistic contact, are far from
“m ixed” in the abovem entioned sense. Quite the contrary, the creolization is a process
during w hich the original genetic characteristics o f the pidgin is con firm ed (through relexification). K oine, on the other hand, arises from the elem ents o f various dialects o f
one and the sam e language, that is, dialect m ixing.
In Chapter 11 (pp. 2 3 7 -2 7 1 ), Lynch refutes the m yth o f so-called prim itive languag
es that are reputed to have only a very restricted vocabulary or lack abstractions, etc.
The readers w ill appreciate inform ation on the language o f respect esp ecia lly in P olyn e
sia and M icronesia (pp. 2 5 7 -2 5 8 ) as w ell as on a variety o f “sp ecial lan gu ages” based
on word taboo (pp. 2 5 8 -2 6 0 ), and language situation and p olicy in present-day O ceania.
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A nother important problem in the w h ole area is the phenom enon o f language extin c
tion and their subsequent revitalization esp ecially in N ew Zealand and Hawaii (pp. 2 6 8 271). The su ccess o f the latter is ob viously doubtful and m ay be, in the long run, co n 
fin ed to the sym b olic or representative function o f language. T his is becau se the repres
sive linguistic p o licy o f the governm ents towards the original population has lasted too
long and the renaissance has com e too late. Granting full linguistic rights to a dying or
virtually dead m inority is a w idespread trick that has proved u seful not only in O ceania
but in the not so recent past also in Great Britain, France and Hungary.
The value o f the b ook is enhanced by a bibliography o f recom m ended literature (pp.
2 7 9 -2 9 4 ), phon etic sy m b o ls (pp. 2 9 1 -2 9 4 ), sam ple p h onem e sy stem s (pp. 2 9 5 -2 9 8 ),
glossary o f technical term s (pp. 2 9 9 -3 1 2 ) as w ell as by notes to the particular chapters
(pp. 3 1 3 -3 2 0 ), references (pp. 32 1 -3 4 4 ) and an index (pp. 3 4 5 -3 5 9 ).
Viktor K ru p a

A l i e v a , N. F. : T ipologich eskie a sp ek ty in d o n eziisk o i gram m atiki. A n alitizm i sin tetizm .
P ossessivn ost. (T ypological A sp ects o f Indonesian Grammar. A nalytism and Synthetism .
P ossessivity). M oscow , Fond “N ovoe tysiach eletie 1998, 328 pp. IS B N 5 -8 6 9 4 7 -0 2 5 -0

N. F. A lieva ranks today am ong the m ost prom inent scholar o f Indonesian languages
in general and o f B ahasa Indonesia in particular. Her studies and m onographs are pub
lished not on ly in R ussian but also, for exam ple, in E nglish and Indonesian. The present
publication com bines her Indonesian w ith typology, another fie ld o f interest o f hers.
The author d efin es the subject o f her latest book first o f all as Indonesian in relation
to M alay and M alaysian. B eca u se o f com p licated historical circum stances this is no
m ere term in olog ica l p roblem and as the term “Indonesian la n g u a g e” is am b igu ou s,
A lieva d efin es it for her purposes as B ahasa Indonesia (p. 6).
A s for typology, she feels obliged esp ecially to the R ussian scholars 1.1. M eshchaninov, V N . Toporov and G. A. K lim ov and - outside R ussia - to A . C apell from Australia.
From the latter she has borrowed the idea o f the dom inant typ ological feature w hich, in
the case o f B ahasa Indonesia, is possessivity. A nother key issu e o f typ ology in her pub
lication is quantification (cf. p. 37). H owever, A lieva does not m ake use only o f G reen
b erg’s ind exical m ethod o f m easurem ent o f synthetism but also pays attention to quali
tative aspects o f typ ological change such as the influx o f derivative a ffixes from San
skrit and Arabic (p. 43).
U pon the m ost abstract level B ahasa Indonesia is characterized by A lieva as a typologically non-hom ogen eou s language w hich has displayed both analytic and synthetic
tendencies throughout its history (p. 47). She fo llo w s the form ation o f auxiliary words
from autosem antic verbs upon the exam ple o f phase markers. The process o f form aliza
tion has not been com p leted yet, w hich is confirm ed by a relatively high degree o f sy n 
onymy. For exam ple, the idea o f term ination is expressed by habis, se le sa i, ta m m a t “to
fin ish ” (p. 75).
The comparative approach is not lacking in A lieva’s research. She has observed that de
spite incontestable variety in the inventory and content o f grammatical categories, som e o f
the semantic fields are form alized and gramm aticalized more readily than others (p. 86).
Her approach to analytism versus synthetism is not restricted to grammar but co m 
prises lexicon as w ell (p. 89ff). Synthetism m ay find m anifestation in the gradual lo ss o f
internal form , sem antic transparency and also in phonetic reduction o f words.
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T he inventory o f productive synthetic m eans o f B ahasa Indonesia in clu d es a ffix 
ation (derivative affix es are difficult to delim it from gram m atical markers), reduplica
tion (very different from the form er) and pronom inal en clitics (p. 107). A liev a states
that there is a considerable typ ological gap betw een nouns and verbs in B ahasa Indone
sia. W hile nom inal m orphology is very poor, the verb is m uch m ore com plicated but it
it also has sign ifican t analytical features. In this sen se A lieva is right w hen m aintaining
that B ahasa Indonesia is a verb-oriented language - despite the fact that there is no ver
bal category o f tense at all. In A lie v a ’s opinion tense is a category o f predicate in B a 
hasa Indonesia and, b esid es its marking is only optional (p. 150). This, how ever, is not
enough for a category to be considered gram m atical.
A separate chapter deals w ith syntactic typ ology (p. 1 7 0 ff). This, how ever, cannot
be reduced to the relations am ong subject, object and verb but includes case (in F ill
m o re’s term inology), word order, functional sentence perspective, topic versus subject
etc., voice, ergativity, p o ssessiv ity and even text grammar. A lieva v iew s Indonesian sen 
tence as notable for the external sim p licity o f the basic m od els w hich respect “universal
law s o f logic and p sy ch o lo g y ” (p. 175). A nother dom inant feature o f Indonesian sen 
ten ce structure is possessivity. The m od el o f p o ssessiv e construction is one o f the m ost
productive devices used to express the syntactic roles (p. 2 1 3 ) and the principle o f p o s
sessiv ity has expanded even to word form ation. E ven the construction agent - verb is
gram m atically treated as i f the agent w ere a p ossessor o f the action. E lem en ts o f the
p o ssessiv ity principle are present - either overtly or covertly in m any languages, includ
ing Indo-European.
N . F. A lie v a ’s book develops the m ainly European typ ological tradition (in clu d in g its
R ussian theoretically oriented representatives) w ithout ignoring the achievem ents o f lin 
gu istics overseas, esp ecially in Australia and A m erica. Thus she has m anaged to avoid
the notorious one-sid ed n ess o f A m erican colleagu es w ho som etim es indulge in the lu x 
ury o f discovering w hat has been discovered before.
For the b en efit o f the readers the author has in clu d ed a List o f abridgm ents (pp.
2 8 6 -2 8 9 ) , Text Sources (pp. 2 8 9 -2 9 0 ), Literature (pp. 2 9 1 -3 1 8 ) and an exten sive S um 
m ary in E nglish (pp. 3 1 9 -3 2 4 ).

Viktor Krupa
a b r i n g h a u s , S. and P t a k , R., eds.: China and Her Neighbours. Borders, Vision o f the
Other, Foreign Policy 10th to 19th Century. South China and M aritim e A sia 6, V olum e

D

6. W iesbaden, H arrassow itz Verlag 1997. 268 pp.
Studies collected in the publication under review were originally presented at an in 
ternational sym p osiu m hosted by the Institute o f Far Eastern Studies, M unich U n iversi
ty, in July 1996. E leven case studies cover different border areas in lim ited tim e periods
but they deal, as m entioned also in the subtitle o f the publication, w ith issu es related to
the C hinese border, the v isio n o f that border am ong C hinese o fficia ls and literati and the
sp e c ific frontier p o licy during the tim e span from the 10th to 19th century. The central
problem , w hich underlines the individual contributions, is - as stated by the editors in
the Preface - “the role o f borders ... in C hina’s perception o f other p eo p les” (p. V I).
The first paper “Geography and Politics: The S on g-L iao Border D ispute o f 1 0 7 4 /7 5 ”
(pp. 1-28) by Christian Lamaroux exam ines the problem s related to the interpretation o f
border on both sides o f this dispute, the different attitudes to border and foreign p eop le
am ong C hinese elites (the conciliatory attitude o f W ang A nshi versus the “hardline” at
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titude o f Lü D azh on g) and the political im plications o f the visio n o f border as a lin e or
as an area. The dispute also illustrates the role o f central governm ent and the local so c i
ety w ith its adm inistration in dealing w ith frontier disputes and con flicts. This border
dispute w as an im portant incentive for the developm ent o f Song geography, as the fa
m ou s geographer Shen Gua (1 0 3 1 -1 0 7 5 ) played a d ecisive role in the negotiating pro
cess. The opinions o f experts provided the m ost important arguments for the marking o f
the disputed part o f the Song-L iao border in the H edong circuit in D aizhou prefecture.
The contribution “M ing Foreign Policy: The C ase o f H am i” (pp. 7 9 -9 8 ) written by
M orris R ossabi d eepens our understanding o f the M ing D y n a sty ’s p olicy towards C en
tral A sia, w hich w as also the focus o f M. R o ssa b i’s research in num erous other studies.
The author centers on the period o f the emperor Y ung-le (1 4 0 3 -1 4 2 4 ) during w h ich the
Im perial Court dispatched m ission s to m any neighbouring countries and am ong others
also to Ham i. A lthough the overall involvem ent o f the M ing D ynasty in the expansion
o f its frontier w as relatively limited, the case o f Ham i proves that the M in g were pre
pared to secure its m ilitary and econ om ic interests w ith considerable amount o f resourc
es. The M in g D y n a sty sou gh t continuance o f the Y uan’s dom ination over p o litics in
H am i (as w as the case for instance also in Tibet) and the Y ung-le period w as crucial in
this undertaking. M aking use o f the traditional repertoire o f instrum ents (in stallin g a
ruler, appointm ent w ith a title, granting o f a seal, threat o f punitive expeditions, tribute
m ission s, border trade) Y ung-le m anaged to im pose its authority in this Central A sian
city state. H is strategic interest was to ensure good relations w ith H a m i’s leader and
thus gaining their support against potentially hostile Central A sian peoples. The C hinese
engagem ent in Ham i w eakened after his death and the su ccessiv e rise o f Oyirad M o n 
gols. A s in the tribute relations w ith other regions, the M ing Court was concerned about
the large number o f em b assies from Ham i w hich led to further frictions w ith Ham i. The
rise ofT urfan in the 1 4 6 0 ’s under the leadership o f Sultan ‘A li started the fin al deterioraiton o f M in g influ en ce in Ham i w hich ended in 1 5 1 0 ’. The continuous involvem ent
w ith Hami in the 15th century produced a group o f C hinese experts (e.g. C hen C heng,
Ma W ensheng) w h o h elped to shape the realistic approach o f the M ing D yn asty towards
Central A sia.
The paper “V isio n s o f the B order in C h in ese Frontiers P oetry” (pp. 9 9 -1 1 7 ) by
Gudula Linck is focu sed on a distinct genre in C hinese literature - so -ca lled frontier p o
etry (b ia n sa ish i) w ritten by m em bers o f the educated elite (generals, statesm en) w ho
cam e into contact w ith alien people, m ainly on the northern and north-western frontier
o f China from the Han D ynasty onwards. G. L inck analyses the material under four per
spectives - borderland as human interaction, border as nature and landscape, frontier as
the place o f battle and frontier as a political phenom enon. A lth ou gh the general attitude
towards the other is characterized by the prevailing feelin g o f C hinese superiority and
the descriptions o f non-C hinese bear traditional stereotypes w hich can also be found in
Standard H istories and other sources, the personal k n ow led ge o f the environm ent and
the first-hand exp erience w ith the m ilitary and cultural con flict w ith the other m ake this
poetry an interesting and so far neglected source for our understanding o f the relations
betw een China and the steppe.
The contribution “C hinese Emperors and Tibetan M on k s” by Sabine D abringhaus
(pp. 119-134) is divided into two parts. The first contains a b rief survey o f Sino-Tibetan
relations from the 7th century, w hen the Tibetan Empire and the Tang D yn asty China
established vivid contacts, till the 18th century, w hen the status o f Tibet in the Q ing In
ner A sian Em pire w as fin ally settled. The second part is focu sed on the instrum entalization o f Tibetan B uddhism by Qing elite in pursuing its p olitical aim s not only in Tibet,
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but also in M ongolia. Various m eans o f on the one hand Imperial support for Tibetan
B uddhism and B uddhist clergy (foundation o f G elugpa m onasteries in Tibet, M on g o lia
and B eijing; fin an cin g o f translation o f Buddhist w orks) and on the other o f Im perial
control (registration o f m onks in m onasteries; interference in clerical autonom y) are
m entioned. C hinese docum ents w ith regulations regarding Tibetan B uddhism are quot
ed. T hese represent the ideal m odel and do not n ecessary mirror the reality (e. g. the
regulation regarding the lottery system for appointing the D alai Lama and the Panchen
Lam a introduced in 1792; the order for the D alai Lam a and the Panchen Lama to appear
regularly at the Q ing court - after the visit o f the 5th D alai Lama in B eijin g in 1652 the
next D alai Lama w ho visited B eijin g w as the 13th in 1908). W hen analysing the p o liti
cal m echanism - its su ccesses and failures - w h ich m otivated the Q ing in volvem en t
w ith Tibetan B uddhism , o fficia l C hinese docum ents should be evaluated very cau tiou s
ly. The process o f Imperial political control over Tibet and Tibetan religion is im portant
for understanding the current C hinese Tibet policy.
The paper “Som e Topoi in Southern Border H istoriography D uring the M ing (A nd
Their M odern R elev a n ce)” by G e o ff Wade (pp. 1 3 5-158) deals w ith the various top oi
related to C hinese and non-C hinese w hich can be found in C hinese historiography. G.
W adde illustrates these stereotypes (the dichotom y o f morality, fairness, ju stn ess, virtue
versus the opposite represented by the other) w hich legitim ized the self-p erceived su p e
riority o f C hinese in their relations w ith the outside w orld on the material from M in g
sh ilu related to southern border o f the M ing D ynasty. The issu e o f validation o f C hinese
invasions, expeditions and voyages during the M ing in the context o f these topoi is very
illustrative. The use o f the language by the description o f these M ing o ffen sive under
takings and its 20th century pendants in C hinese history-w riting are fin e exam ples o f a
com p lex problem related to the status o f m inority nationalities in the PR o f China and
the construction o f their ethnic history by the H an-C hinese dom inated state. The sound
arguments presented by G. Wade help to crack the prevailing notion o f traditional China
as a non-agressive and p a cifistic empire.
The study “D ie Paracel- und Spratly-Inseln in Sung-, Yüan-, und frühen M ing-T exten: Ein m aritim es G renzgebiet” by R oderich Ptak (pp. 159-181) also has also im portant
im plication for the contem porary dispute about territorial claim s over th ese islands by a
number o f East and South-east A sian states. The evid en ce o f geographical works from
the 9th to 16th century, w hich w ere consulted by the author, show that as a rule Song,
Yuan and early M in g texts do not contain references to Paracel and Spratly Islands and
because o f their rem ote peripheral location (and b ecau se they w ere uninhabited) they
w ere regarded by C hinese authors as unimportant and not considered as part o f the C h i
n ese em pire, but this gradually changed during the 16th and 17th century.
Other case studies included in the publication under review and not dealt in detail
here include: “The Yangzi in the N egotiations betw een the Southern Tang and Its N orth
ern N eighbours (M id-Tenth C entury)” by Johannes L. Kurz (pp. 2 9-48); “A B orderline
Case: Korean Travelers’ V iew s o f the C hinese Border (Eighteenth to N ineteenth C entu
ry)” by M arion E ggert (pp. 49 -7 8 ); “M acao, M ig u el de A rriaga, and the C hinese: A
N ote on the Failed British O ccupation o f M acao in 1808” by A ntonio Gra^a de Abreu
(pp. 183-198); “Ohne P fosten und Posten: D ie G renze zur A lish an -R egion im Taiwan
Q in g-Z eit” by Thom as O. H öllm an (pp. 199-210); and “M aritim e Frontiers, Territorial
E xpansion and H a i-fa n g during the Late M ing and H igh C h’in g” by N g C hin-keong
(pp. 2 1 1 -2 5 7 ).
The eleven case studies presented in the publication under review offer an interest
ing insight into the m anifolded and com p lex relationship betw een China and her various
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neighbours and also have important im plication for the current C hinese perception o f
the borders and neighbours o f the PR o f China.

Martin Slobodník
h u - h u i Wu: Die Eroberung von Qinghai unter Berücksichtigung von Tibet und Khams
1717-1727. Anhand der Throneingaben des Großfeldherrn Nian Gengyao. T unguso-Si-

S

birica, B and 2. W iesbaden, H arrassow itz Verlag 1995. 373 pp.
The publication under review is a m onograph devoted to the Q ing conquest o f the
Q oshod M on gols in the territory o f tod ay’s Q inghai Province in 1723-1724. T his topic
w as so far n eglected by researchers and the present study in detail depicts and analyses
this military, political and econ om ical undertaking. The m ain source used by the author
are the m em orials ( zouzhe) o f N ian G engyao (71726), the Governor-general o f Shaanxi
and Sichuan, w ho together w ith the general Yue Z hongqi (1 6 8 6 -1 7 5 4 ) played a crucial
role in this cam paign and according to the author, w as in 1 7 2 0 ’s “the m ost im portant
person in the frontier p o licy o f the Q ing D y n a sty ”. The m em orials, written in M anchu
and C h inese, are an important source for the study o f these events, as they in clu d e the
first-hand accounts o f various phases and aspects o f this conquest. The c o lle c tio n o f
N ian G e n g y a o ’s m em orials published in Taipei in 1971 also in clu d es the corresp on 
dence o f the Y ongzheng em peror (r. 17 2 3 -1 7 3 6 ) to him and the remarks (zhupi) o f the
emperor. T his rich material enables the author not only to reconstruct a com prehensive
picture o f the m ilitary cam paign (w hich, in other official sources, such as Qing Shilu, is
treated on ly briefly and the records are in flu en ced by the later co n flict b etw een the
Y ongzheng em peror and N ian G engyao) but also reflects the clo se relationship betw een
the em peror and N ian G en gyao and the em peror’s absolute trust in the handling the
conquest o f Q inghai by N ian G engyao. The author also took in account other o fficia l
M anchu, C hinese and Tibetan sources.
T he con q u est o f Q inghai w as a part o f the so -ca lle d three em p ero rs’ cam p aign
(1 7 1 5 -1 7 5 8 ) w hich was concluded by the w ip in g out o f the D zungars. The author brief
ly describes the com p lex situation in Inner A sia, where in the beginning o f the 17th cen 
tury the m ain powers w ere the Q ing D ynasty, the various local leaders o f the Q oshod
M o n g o ls in Q inghai and the D zungars in the eastern part o f Central A sia . T ibetans
played a rather passive role in this struggle, although the D zungar invasion o f Central
Tibet in 1717 w as the starting point o f the con flict betw een the Q oshod M o n g o ls and
the Q ing w h o form ed an alliance during the cam paign to Lhasa in 1720. Their relations
soon deteriorated as a result of, on the one hand u n fu lfilled prom ises o f the Q ing, and
on the oth er o f the p u rp o sefu l Q in g p o lic y a im ed at co n q u erin g Q in g h a i and so
strengthening C hina’s influence in Tibet and Central A sia. This p o licy led to the rebel
lion o f L obzang Danjin, the m ost powerful local M ongol chieftain in Q inghai, in 1723
w hich the new ly crow ned em peror Y ongzheng handled w ith the assistance o f h is loyal
gen eral N ia n G en gyao. T he m onograph a n a ly ses the strategic and e co n o m ic b a ck 
ground o f this m ilitary cam paign and the author offers readers a vivid picture o f the
com p lexity o f this issue. The m em orials o f N ian G engyao mirror his deep understand
ing o f all the aspects o f the situation in Q inghai o f the period .
A s the territory o f Q inghai and Kham (i. e. w estern Sichuan) w as inhabited by vari
ous ethnic, tribal and religious groups (Q osh od M on gols, Khalkha M o n gols, M o slim s,
various Tibetan tribes), in the course o f the co n flict betw een the Q ing and Q osh od s
these groups w ith their individual interests had to take sides in this war. It is interesting
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to note, that in spite o f the harm onious relationship betw een the Fifth and su ccessiv e
D alai L am as and the Q ing Emperors and the im perial support for Tibetan B uddhism
(esp ecially as a political instrum ent in the pursuit o f Q ing p olitical aim s am ong M o n 
g o ls), the Tibetans - both the secular and religiou s elites - inhabiting Q inghai sided
w ith the rebels. This m istaken d ecision resulted in the destruction o f a number o f m on 
asteries in Q inghai and lead to horrible k illin gs o f Tibetans by the Im perial army. The
reb ellion o f L obzang D anjin ended w ith the Q ing v ictory and the fligh t o f L obzang
D anjin to the Dzungars, w h o in the course o f the conflict rem ained neutral and later in
1726 even signed a peace-treaty w ith the Qing. The Q ing D y n a sty introduced a number
o f political, adm inistrative, m ilitary and econ om ical reform s - initiated m ainly by N ian
G engyao - w hich further strengthen the Q ing in fluence in Q inghai and d efin itely incor
porated this province into China. The author concludes her m onograph w ith the aftermath o f this cam paign - the tragic fate o f the loyal im perial servant N ian G engyao, w ho
fell into disgrace w ith the Y ongzheng em peror (the reasons are not clearly stated in the
preserved sources) and w as sentenced to suicide.
The publication under review is a valuable account o f the C hinese conquest o f the
Qinghai. The m onograph g iv es a com p lex picture o f the com p licated p olitical situation
in Inner A sia at the begin n in g o f the 18th century and contributes to the understanding
o f the Q ing expansion into this region. It is o f high interest not on ly for S in ologists, but
also for T ibetologists and M o n g o lists and illustrates the rich n ess o f inform ation pre
served in M anchu sources.

Martin Slobodník
S chmidt-G lintzer, H.: China - Vielvölkerreich
C. H. B ec k 1997. 312 pp.

und Einheitsstaat. Von den Anfängen bis

heute. M ünchen,

A fter the p rocess o f d isin tegration o f the S o v iet U n io n at the b eg in n in g o f the
1 9 9 0 ’s, w h ich has been accom panied by num erous ethnic co n flict on its form er territo
ry, and the lon g exp ected death o f D en g X iaop in g, m ore and m ore researchers have
started to focus their interest on the ethnic situation in the contem porary P eo p le ’s R e
public o f China, w hich w as often perceived as a nation-state inhabited by a h o m o g e
neou s population o f the “C h in ese”, and the short list o f m onographs devoted to this
question w h ich were published during the 1970s and 1980s began to grow. The publica
tion under review exam ines the ethnic com p osition o f China from a historical persp ec
tive. The author does not focu s his interest on the history o f individual ethnic groups
w h ich inhabited the territory o f tod ay’s China (w ith som e excep tion s m otivated by the
relevance o f the problem to the current situation,for exam ple history o f Tibet sin ce the
18th century on pp. 18 8 -1 9 2 ) but concentrates on the lon g and com plicated d ev elo p 
m ent w hich resulted in the creation o f a u n ified m ultiethnic em pire and then later, in the
20th century, m odern state.
In six chapters and the ep ilogu e the author presents the history o f China from the
1500 B. C. to the end o f the 20th century w h ile concentrating on the central issu e o f his
publication: he exam ines the integration p rocesses w hich led to the u nification o f em 
pire, seein g it not only as an institutional and political undertaking, but also stressing
the ethnic and cultural issu es w hich produced the necessary degree o f hom ogenity. The
issu es o f the so-called S in ifica tio n are also m entioned, as w ell as the gradual territorial
expansion o f the C hinese em pire w hich reached its peak in the 18th century. On the oth
er hand, the reasons w hich resulted in decline o f individual C hin ese dynasties and the
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birth o f non-C hinese dynasties on the periphery (and on tw o o cca sio n s, the Yuan and
Q in g dynasties, also in the heart o f traditional China) are stated. The author devotes
considerable attention to the period o f the Tang D yn asty (6 1 8 -9 0 7 ), a cosm op olitan era
o f C hinese history, w hen foreign in flu en ces d ecisively marked C hin ese religion, p h ilo s
ophy and art. This period o f o p en ess towards the outside world lead to num erous d iscu s
sion s on C hinese identity am ong the C onfucian literati, w ho played a crucial role in the
construcion o f a p olitically and culturally un ified empire.
A gain st the background o f im perial China (w ith good reasons the author corrects
the assertion that China is a country w ith 5,000 years o f continuous history, a statem ent
frequently repeated by both journalists and politicians, p. 2 3 0 ) H. Schm idt-G lintzer d e
picts the process o f nation bu ild in g in republican China. M aybe he cou ld have devoted
m ore space to the often n eglected question o f the fictiou s character o f a un ified Han
nationality (p. 2 0 8 ) and the co m p lex issu es related to the am biguity o f the term C hinese
(an inclusive, o fficia lly sanctioned term en com passing the m em bers o f various ethnic
groups living in the territory o f contem porary China versus an ex clu siv e notion w hich is
reserved only for so-called “H an -C h in ese”, p. 13, the very usage o f the term “H an-Chin e se ” by Sinologists illustrates exactly the am biguity o f the term C hinese). A lso in the
20th century the strive for unity fin a lly proved stronger than the secessio n ist tendencies
but the m uch discu ssed scenario o f the disintegration o f China in the 1990s (m otivated
not only by ethnic self-determ ination but also by econ om ic reasons) rem ains a risk fa c 
tor o f the future developm ent. A lth ou gh one can agree w ith the author that ethnic sep a
ratism w ill never be a danger for a strong China (p. 10), the history o f China presented
in the publication under review proves, that the periods o f disintegration constitute a not
n eg lig ib le part o f its history.
The publication is accom panied by num erous maps, bibliography and a register. A
glossary o f C hinese characters w o u ld be helpful for any reader acquainted w ith the C hi
n ese language. D esp ite m inor inacurracies (e. g., on the page 191 the author states that
PR C granted independence to T ibet in the so-called 17-point agreem ent signed in M ay
1951 w hich does not correspond to reality, the central governm ent granted Tibet p o liti
cal, econom ic and cultural autonom y w ithin the borders o f a com m unist state) it gives a
com prehensive picture o f the historical developm ent w hich preceded the current ethnic
com p osition o f PRC. It g ives the necessary historical background to anybody interested
in the various ethnic tensions in current PRC and illustrates the different character o f the
interethnic relations in PRC as com pared w ith the former Soviet U nion.
M artin S lo b o d n ík
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